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Abstract 

Graphene - a single atom thick two dimensional sheet of sp2 bonded carbon atoms 

arranged in a honeycomb lattice - has shown great promise for both fundamental research & 

applications because of its unique electrical, optical, thermal, mechanical and chemical 

properties. Derivatization of graphene unlocks a plethora of novel properties unavailable to their 

pristine parent “graphene”. In this dissertation we have synthesized various structural and 

chemical derivatives of graphene; characterized them in detail; and leveraged their exotic 

properties for diverse applications.  We have synthesized protein/DNA/ethylenediamine 

functionalized derivatives of graphene via a HATU catalyzed amide reaction of primary-amine-

containing moieties with graphene oxide (GO) – an oxyfunctional graphene derivative. In 

contrast to non-specificity of graphene, this functionalization of GO has enabled highly specific 

interactions with analytes. Devices fabricated from the protein (concanavalin – A) and DNA 

functionalized graphene derivatives were demonstrated to enable label-free, specific detection of 

bacteria and DNA molecules, respectively, with single quanta sensitivity. Room temperature 

electrical characterization of the sensors showed a generation of ~ 1400 charge carriers for single 

bacterium attachment and an increase of 5.6 X 1012 charge carriers / cm2 for attachment of a 

single complementary strand of DNA. This work has shown for the first time the viability of 

graphene for bio-electronics and sensing at single quanta level.  

Taking the bio-interfacing of graphene to the next level, we demonstrate the 

instantaneous swaddling of a single live bacterium (Bacillus subtilis) with several hundred sq. 

micron (~ 600 µm2) areal protein-functionalized graphene sheets. The atomic impermeability and 

high yield strength of graphene resulted in hermetic compartmentalization of bacteria. This 

enabled preservation of the dimensional and topological characteristics of the bacterium against 

the degrading effects of harsh environments such as the ultrahigh vacuum (~ 10-5 Torr) and high 

intensity electron beam (~ 150 A/cm2) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) column. 

While an unwrapped bacterium shrank by ~ 76 % and displayed significant charge buildup in the 

TEM column; a wrapped bacterium remained uncontracted and undamaged owing to the 

graphenic wraps. This work has shown for the first time an impermeable graphenic encasement 



 

 

of bacteria and its application in high vacuum TEM imaging without using any lengthy 

traditional biological TEM sample preparation techniques.  

In an inch-scale, we fabricated robust free-standing paper composed of 

TWEEN/Graphene composite which exhibited excellent chemical stability and mechanical 

strength. This paper displayed excellent biocompatibility towards three mammalian cell lines 

while inhibiting the non-specific binding of bacteria (Bacillus cereus). We predict this composite 

and its derivatives to have excellent applications in biomedical engineering for transplant 

devices, invasive instrument coatings and implants. We also demonstrate a novel, ultra-fast and 

high yield process for reducing GO to reduced graphene oxide (RGO) using a facile hydride-

based chemistry.  The RGO sheets thus-produced exhibited high carrier mobilities (~ 100-600 

cm2/V·s) and reinstatement of the ambipolar characteristic of graphene. Raman spectra and UV-

Vis spectroscopy on the RGO sheets displayed a high degree of restoration of the crystalline sp2 

lattice with relatively low defects.   

We fabricated graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) – 1D structural derivatives of graphene – 

using a nano-scale cutting process from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) blocks, with 

widths pre-determinable between 5 nm to 600 nm. The as-produced GNRs had very high aspect 

ratio in the longitudinal direction (~ 0.01); exhibited predominantly mono-layered structure (< 10 

% bilayer); and smooth edges (Raman ID/G ~ 0.25 -0.28). Low temperature electrical transport 

measurements on back-gated thin film GNR devices were performed and a carrier mobility of ~ 

20 ± 4 cm2/V·s with sheet resistances of 2.2-5.1 MΩ / □ was extracted. Despite the ~ 50 nm 

thicknesses of the films, a clear bandgap scaling was observed with transport via variable range 

hopping (VRH) in 2 and 3 dimensions. This work demonstrates the first fully functional narrow 

pristine GNR thin-film field effect transistors (FETs).  

 In addition we fabricated graphene quantum dots (GQDs) – 0D derivatives of graphene 

with dimensions < 100 nm – using a slight variation of our nano-scale cutting strategy, where the 

cleavage process is carried out in two dimensions.  A high degree of control on the dimensions 

(Std. Dev. of ~ 5 nm for 50 X 50 nm square GQDs) and shape (pre-determinable between square, 

rectangle, triangle and trapezoid) of the as-synthesized GQDs is demonstrated. The optical 

properties of the GQDs such as the UV-Vis absorbance and photoluminescence were studied and 

their facile tunability was demonstrated depending on their dimensions. This work demonstrates 

for the first time the high throughput fabrication of GQDs with tunable dimensions and shape.  
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Abstract 

Graphene - a single atom thick two dimensional sheet of sp2 bonded carbon atoms 

arranged in a honeycomb lattice - has shown great promise for both fundamental research & 

applications because of its unique electrical, optical, thermal, mechanical and chemical 

properties. Derivatization of graphene unlocks a plethora of novel properties unavailable to their 

pristine parent “graphene”. In this dissertation we have synthesized various structural and 

chemical derivatives of graphene; characterized them in detail; and leveraged their exotic 

properties for diverse applications.  We have synthesized protein/DNA/ethylenediamine 

functionalized derivatives of graphene via a HATU catalyzed amide reaction of primary-amine-

containing moieties with graphene oxide (GO) – an oxyfunctional graphene derivative. In 

contrast to non-specificity of graphene, this functionalization of GO has enabled highly specific 

interactions with analytes. Devices fabricated from the protein (concanavalin – A) and DNA 

functionalized graphene derivatives were demonstrated to enable label-free, specific detection of 

bacteria and DNA molecules, respectively, with single quanta sensitivity. Room temperature 

electrical characterization of the sensors showed a generation of ~ 1400 charge carriers for single 

bacterium attachment and an increase of 5.6 X 1012 charge carriers / cm2 for attachment of a 

single complementary strand of DNA. This work has shown for the first time the viability of 

graphene for bio-electronics and sensing at single quanta level.  

Taking the bio-interfacing of graphene to the next level, we demonstrate the 

instantaneous swaddling of a single live bacterium (Bacillus subtilis) with several hundred sq. 

micron (~ 600 µm2) areal protein-functionalized graphene sheets. The atomic impermeability and 

high yield strength of graphene resulted in hermetic compartmentalization of bacteria. This 

enabled preservation of the dimensional and topological characteristics of the bacterium against 

the degrading effects of harsh environments such as the ultrahigh vacuum (~ 10-5 Torr) and high 

intensity electron beam (~ 150 A/cm2) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) column. 

While an unwrapped bacterium shrank by ~ 76 % and displayed significant charge buildup in the 

TEM column; a wrapped bacterium remained uncontracted and undamaged owing to the 

graphenic wraps. This work has shown for the first time an impermeable graphenic encasement 



 

 

of bacteria and its application in high vacuum TEM imaging without using any lengthy 

traditional biological TEM sample preparation techniques.  

In an inch-scale, we fabricated robust free-standing paper composed of 

TWEEN/Graphene composite which exhibited excellent chemical stability and mechanical 

strength. This paper displayed excellent biocompatibility towards three mammalian cell lines 

while inhibiting the non-specific binding of bacteria (Bacillus cereus). We predict this composite 

and its derivatives to have excellent applications in biomedical engineering for transplant 

devices, invasive instrument coatings and implants. We also demonstrate a novel, ultra-fast and 

high yield process for reducing GO to reduced graphene oxide (RGO) using a facile hydride-

based chemistry.  The RGO sheets thus-produced exhibited high carrier mobilities (~ 100-600 

cm2/V·s) and reinstatement of the ambipolar characteristic of graphene. Raman spectra and UV-

Vis spectroscopy on the RGO sheets displayed a high degree of restoration of the crystalline sp2 

lattice with relatively low defects.   

We fabricated graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) – 1D structural derivatives of graphene – 

using a nano-scale cutting process from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) blocks, with 

widths pre-determinable between 5 nm to 600 nm. The as-produced GNRs had very high aspect 

ratio in the longitudinal direction (~ 0.01); exhibited predominantly mono-layered structure (< 10 

% bilayer); and smooth edges (Raman ID/G ~ 0.25 -0.28). Low temperature electrical transport 

measurements on back-gated thin film GNR devices were performed and a carrier mobility of ~ 

20 ± 4 cm2/V·s with sheet resistances of 2.2-5.1 MΩ / □ was extracted. Despite the ~ 50 nm 

thicknesses of the films, a clear bandgap scaling was observed with transport via variable range 

hopping (VRH) in 2 and 3 dimensions. This work demonstrates the first fully functional narrow 

pristine GNR thin-film field effect transistors (FETs).  

 In addition we fabricated graphene quantum dots (GQDs) – 0D derivatives of graphene 

with dimensions < 100 nm – using a slight variation of our nano-scale cutting strategy, where the 

cleavage process is carried out in two dimensions.  A high degree of control on the dimensions 

(Std. Dev. of ~ 5 nm for 50 X 50 nm square GQDs) and shape (pre-determinable between square, 

rectangle, triangle and trapezoid) of the as-synthesized GQDs is demonstrated. The optical 

properties of the GQDs such as the UV-Vis absorbance and photoluminescence were studied and 

their facile tunability was demonstrated depending on their dimensions. This work demonstrates 

for the first time the high throughput fabrication of GQDs with tunable dimensions and shape. 
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Chapter 1 - Graphene 

 Graphene: the 2 dimensional carbon crystal 
Rarely in the history of science does the discovery of a new material usher such profound 

advancements in fundamental research and applications in a short time (~ 6 years) and result in 

one of the fastest Nobel prizes: such was the effect of the discovery of Graphene by A. K. Geim 

and K. S. Novoselov, a material long termed as an “academic material” and theorized not to exist 

[1-8]. Graphene, a two dimensional atomic thick sheet of sp2 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a 

honeycomb lattice, is considered as the precursor of the other known carbon nanomaterials viz. 

3D graphite (stacked up graphene sheets with weak van der Waals forces between layers), 1D 

carbon nanotubes (rolled up graphene with reconnected edge lines) and 0D fullerenes (spherical 

wraps obtained via introduction of pentagons to create positive curvature defects) (Figure 1.1) [4, 

5]. 

 
Figure 1-1 (a) Schematic diagram of the wonder material graphene which forms the 

precursor for many of the known carbon nanomaterials such as 0D fullerenes, 1D 

nanotubes and 3D graphite [adapted from Geim, A.K., Novoselov, K.S. “The rise of 

graphene.”, Nat. Mater. 6, 183-191 (2007)], (b) Optical image of exfoliating graphene sheets 

deposited on a 300 nm thick silicon dioxide substrate, Center picture shows a pencil 

[adapted from http://spiritually-true.blogspot.com/2010/09/pencilparable-of-pencil.html ] 
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and the schematic diagram of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) block, an 

excellent source of graphene, with the bottom panel showing a close up figure of the 

hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms in graphene. (c) Optical image of wafer scale graphene 

devices [adapted from First, P.N. et al “Epitaxial graphenes on silicon carbide.”, MRS 

Bulletin, 35, 296-305 (2010)], (d) Optical image of 30 inch graphene grown on copper 

[adapted from Bae, S. et al, “Roll-to-roll production of 30-inch graphene films for 

transparent electrodes.”, Nat. Nano., 5, 574-578 (2010)]. Starting with micro-mechanical 

exfoliation of graphene via the duct tapes, the field has advanced into large scale 

production onto inch scale. 

 

In the short time since its isolation in 2004 (some 440 years after its invention), graphene has 

been shown to possess a plethora of exceptional properties which until now had been confined to 

the realm of condensed matter theorists, starting a gold rush among researchers all around the 

world and thus making it the scientific equivalent of a “global equalizer” (Figure 1.1) [2-6, 9]. 

This is evident from the sea of graphene-based articles appearing every year from around the 

world and more predicted to in future [10]. The list of exceptional electrical, mechanical, 

chemical, thermal and optical properties includes ambipolar field effect, quantum Hall effect at 

room temperature, dispersion-free ballistic charge carrier mobility (~ 200, 000 cm2/V·s [11, 12]), 

high thermal conductivity (~ 5000 W/mK [13]), extraordinary mechanical strength (~ 1 TPa 

Young’s modulus [14]), atomic impermeability (even to helium [15]), high optical transparency 

(~ 97 % [16]) and many others [4-7]. Structurally the hybridization of s, px and py atomic orbitals 

of graphene forms a trigonal planar hexagonal arrangement of sp2 carbons (σ bonds between 

carbon atoms with a bond length of ~ 0.142 nm) providing the exceptional chemical and 

mechanical stability; the pz orbitals (perpendicular to the planar surface) covalently bind to those 

of the neighboring carbon atoms forming the shared π-electron cloud (half-filled π-band) which 

is responsible for the exceptional electrical, optical and thermal properties [1-3, 5, 17-19]. This 

has led to potential applications of graphene in meta-material / composite fabrication, super-

capacitors, batteries, high speed interconnects, transparent conducting electrodes, organic 

photovoltaics, catalysis, bio/chemical sensors, impermeable casings for electron microscopy, RF 

applications, thermal management in ICs, nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and many 

others (Figure 1.1) [4, 5, 13, 20-33].  
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 Synthesis of Graphene 
As with any new material, the initial major research effort goes into the invention of 

synthesis strategies that fulfill the key attributes of reproducibility and repeatability. Some of the 

major reported methods for producing graphene are as follows: 

 

1. Micromechanical cleavage: This is the method that led to the first isolation of graphene in 

2004 and is currently the only one that produces the best quality of single crystal graphene up to 

100 µm in size [3]. The basic steps involve repeated peeling of a graphite block (or highly 

oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)) using an adhesive tape until a single layer of graphene is 

produced (Figure 1.2). One of the keys to the successful discovery of graphene has been the 

successful optical visualization of transparent monolayers of graphene on ~ 300 nm thick silicon 

dioxide substrate, a crucial invention by Novoselov et al [34]. This method however is tedious 

(taking several hours to produce a single sheet of graphene), has extremely low throughput and 

produces graphene of micro-scale dimensions [35], which demand precision handling (large 

areal graphene such as inch scale would enable easier handling and processing).  

 

 
Figure 1-2 (A, B) Optical image and AFM scan of a multi-layered graphene sheet with 

thickness ~ 3 nm; (C) Schematic diagram of a graphene device [Figure adapted from 

Novoselov, K. S. et al, “Electric field effect in atomically thin carbon films.”, Science, 22, 666-

669 (2004)] 

 

2. Chemical top down methods: These methods exfoliate the individual graphene sheets from 

source graphite and stabilize them in solution via a plethora of reported routes [36]. The most 

common route is the graphene oxide (GO) route which involves the exfoliation of graphene from 
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graphite via harsh oxidation reactions in presence of strong acids / oxidizing agents [37] and the 

subsequent reduction of the GO sheets into a form of graphene known as reduced graphene oxide 

(RGO) [22, 38, 39]. The GO sheets produced in the first step of the GO route contain several 

oxy-functional groups (carboxyl, carbonyl, hydroxyl, epoxy, quinone, etc) bound to sp3 islands 

on the sp2 graphenic structure, ensuing a overall negative charge on the sheets which aids in 

exfoliation and subsequent stabilization in solution (typical zeta potentials at pH 7.0 ~  

 

 
Figure 1-3 (a) Schematic diagram showing a GO sheet (carbon atoms – grey; oxygen atoms 

– red) with the various oxy-functional groups. (b) Panel showing the Raman spectra for 

GO and reduced RGO taken from Stankovich, S. et al, “Stable aqueous dispersions of 

graphitic nanoplatelets via the reduction of exfoliated graphite oxide in the presence of 

poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate).”, J Mater. Chem. 16, 155-158 (2006). The continued 

presence of the Raman bands corresponding to defects demonstrates incomplete reduction 

of GO. (c) Panel showing the XPS spectra for GO and the reduced GO adapted from 

Stankovich, S. et al, “Stable aqueous dispersions of graphitic nanoplatelets via the reduction 

of exfoliated graphite oxide in the presence of poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate).”, J Mater. 

Chem. 16, 155-158 (2006), demonstrating the incomplete reduction of GO.  

 

negative 60-70 mV) (Figure 1.3a, c) [40]. GO can be reduced into RGO via a number of reagents 

such as hydrazine hydrate [22, 41], hydroquinone [42], sodium borohydride [40, 43], ascorbic 

acid [44], thermal treatment [45, 46] and hydrogen plasma [47, 48]. Recently the use of high-
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intensity light flash (xenon flash) [49] and the use of microbes for reduction have been reported 

[47, 50]. Even though very high typical efficiencies (> 60 %) have been achieved via these 

methods [22, 30], the quality of RGO produced is orders of magnitude lower than that of micro-

mechanically exfoliated graphene [51]. This can be attributed partly to the resilient oxy-

functional groups in graphene oxide such as the carbonyl groups, which are difficult to remove 

upon reduction [52, 53]; and to the significant defect sites generated as a result of the harsh 

reaction conditions (Figure 1.3b, c). These sp3 bonded islands / defect sites in the crystalline 

graphenic sp2 framework of RGO result in severe degradation in electrical properties (such as 

carrier mobilities: ~ 100 - 200 cm2/V·s compared to 100,000 cm2/V·s in suspended 

micromechanically exfoliated graphene [11, 12, 36]), thermal and mechanical properties [4, 36, 

52, 54]. In this thesis an alternate high efficiency, instantaneous (< 5 min) strategy for reducing 

GO in solution using sodium hydride (Chapter 5) is presented. In addition to being significantly 

less toxic than most reducing agents reported this far, this method produced RGO with a high 

degree of restoration of the crystalline sp2 lattice with fewer defects, as deduced from the low 

Raman ID/G ratios and high electrical conductivity, comparable to or surpassing most reported 

methods.  

The other chemical top-down route involves a class of compounds known as the graphite 

intercalation compounds (GICs) for stable dispersion of graphite in solution [55-58]. As the 

name suggests, the GICs intercalate between the individual graphene sheets and result in 

production of stably dispersed pristine graphene in solution [36] (Figure 1.4). In spite of several 

such compounds being described in the literature (Eg: K(THF)xC24; PmPV and TCNQ) [56, 57, 

59], the efficiencies of graphene production have been extremely low (1 – 12 wt %), raising their 

cost of synthesis and thus preventing wide spread adoption.  
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Figure 1-4 Schematic diagram showing the application of GICs in producing a stable 

dispersion of pristine graphene 

 

Several solvent based approaches for sonication based exfoliation and stabilization of graphene 

in organic solvents such as NMP or DMEU have been reported [55]. Notwithstanding the high 

quality of graphene produced (sheet conductivity of ~ 6500 S/m), the yields have been too low 

(< 0.15 mg/ml [56]) to result in wide spread adoption. Further, the employment of sonication 

produces harsh mechanical forces, which limits the size of the graphene sheets produced. 

Recently, a new superacid based exfoliation of graphite has been reported which has shown very 

promising yields (~ 2 mg/ml) and quality (80,000 - 95,000 S/m) [60]. Using chlorosulfonic acid, 

a commodity chemical, Behabtu et al [60] showed the synthesis of a high concentration (~ 2 

mg/ml) stable dispersion of graphene without the employment of any harsh mechanical agitation 

strategies (Figure1.5). Owing to the exfoliation of graphene via repulsion between protonated 

individual graphene layers, this method produces pristine graphene without any damage [60, 61]. 

In this thesis, this method was extensively employed owing to the afore-mentioned advantages 

for exfoliation of the graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and graphene quantum dots (GQDs), 1D and 

0D structural derivatives of graphene, respectively. 
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Figure 1-5 Chlorosulfonic acid dispersions of graphene obtained from different sources 

[figure adapted from Behabtu, N. et al, “Spontaneous high-concentration dispersions and 

liquid crystals of graphene.”, Nat. Nano. 5, 406-411 (2010) 

 

3. Chemical Vapor Deposition on transition metals: High quality graphene films have been 

grown on Ni (and other transition metals such as Pt, Ir, Ru) with potential for large-scale 

production and integration with existing CMOS unit processes for deposition / film growth [62-

65] (Figure 1.6). This method comprises of two steps: (1) carbon-saturation of transition metals 

from a hydrocarbon gas (such as CH4) at a high temperature, and (2) precipitation of the 

dissolved carbon upon cooling forming a thin film of graphene. In-spite of good electrical 

properties (~ 3700 cm2/V·s) of as-produced graphene and large scale, there are several major 

issues that need to be addressed such as controlling the thickness of graphene sheets and their 

grain boundaries or efficient transfer procedures [35, 63, 65].  

 
Figure 1-6 Optical image of Ni on SiO2/Si and CVD growth of graphene on the deposited 

nickel [Figure adapted from Reina, A. et al, “Large area, few layer graphene films on 

arbitrary substrates by chemical vapor deposition.”, Nano Lett.  9, 30-35 (2009)] 
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Another graphene growth technique that has been recently reported and has shown a lot 

of promise is the CVD growth of graphene on Cu films pioneered by the Ruoff group [66] 

(Figure 1.7). Owing to the low solubility of carbon in copper, in contrast to the Ni-growth, a 

time-independent nucleation based growth of graphene (as large as 30 inch sheets) was observed 

which is self-limiting (> 95 % of area mono-layered) [66, 67]. However, several critical issues 

need to be resolved before wide spread adoption of this method for graphene synthesis including 

the transfer methods and the reduction of the grain boundaries.   

 

 
Figure 1-7 (a, b) Optical images of graphene grown on copper foils and subsequently 

transferred onto silica and glass substrates [Image adapted from Li, X. et al, “Large-area 

synthesis of high-quality and uniform graphene films on copper foils.”, Science 324, 1312-

1314 (2009)] (c) Optical images of the setup employed to fabricate 30 inch graphene films 

on copper foils (d) Optical image of the roll-to-roll fabrication of graphene films on PET 

polymer [images c and d adapted from Bae, S. et al, “Roll –to-roll production of 30-inch 

graphene films for transparent electrodes.”, Nat. Nano. 5, 574-578 (2010)] 
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4. Sublimation of Si from SiC: This epitaxial growth of graphene, pioneered by the de Heer 

group [68-72], involves the high temperature sublimation of Si from silicon carbide (Si-

terminated and C-terminated 4H and 6H SiC crystals) resulting in graphene islands [69] (Figure 

1.8). While the growth on Si face is slow and self-limiting, producing single or double layers; the 

growth on C-face produces thick layers (~ 5- 100 layers), both being two completely different 

types of graphene. The physical properties of the epitaxial graphene grown from C-face, known 

as turbostatic graphene, differ in several ways from those of the micro-mechanically exfoliated 

graphene owing to the interfacial effects, which are still unclear at this time [4]. The interaction 

with the substrate induces strong doping levels (~ 1013 / cm2) and spectral disorder at low 

energies. The epitaxial graphene grown on the Si-face shows the most promise with excellent 

crystal quality and large coverage. However, similar to the CVD techniques, more work still 

needs to be done on obtaining further control of the graphene film thickness, grain boundaries 

and on facile transfer methods.  

 

 
Figure 1-8 STM topographs of a monolayer of epitaxial graphene on the (0001) face of SiC. 

Top image shows large flat regions of partially formed monolayers of graphene. Bottom 

image shows the reconstructed image through a graphene layer on the SiC face. [Image 
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taken from de Heer, W. A. et al, “Epitaxial graphene.”, Solid State Comm. 143, 92-110 

(2007)] 

 Properties of Graphene 

 Chemical properties 
Graphene is a unique chemical platform: its sp2 bonded hexagonal carbon lattice alloyed 

with the ultimate 2D surface - two faces of the bulk-less monolayer. This provides graphene with 

extraordinary sensing abilities owing to (a) the carriers being easily modulated in absence of any 

dilution from the bulk, and (b) a potentially defect free crystal lattice which leads to low intrinsic 

noise (low thermal noise and low 1/f noise) thereby showing potential for single quanta detection 

[4, 5, 19]. This has been shown experimentally by Schedin et al [73] in the employment of 

graphene for detection of individual gas molecules adsorbed on graphene, the ultimate limit to 

sensing (Figue 1.9).  Successful detection of various gas molecules has been achieved on pristine 

graphene which leads to step-by-step modulation of local carrier concentration resulting in step-

like changes in electrical resistance (Figure 1.9).  

 

 
Figure 1-9 Image showing the step-by-step decrease (blue curve) in the Hall resistivity upon 

adsorption of strongly diluted NO2 and a step-by-step increase (red curve) upon 

desorption. The green curve is the control, which is exposed to pure He. [adapted from 

Schedin, F. et al, “Detection of individual gas molecules adsorbed on graphene.”, Nat. Mater. 

6, 652-655 (2007)] 
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Notwithstanding the excellent propensity of pristine graphene for ultra-sensitive 

detection, the specificity is an issue [35, 74, 75]. Chemically functionalized graphene, which 

forms a new class of graphene with starkly different properties, offers an excellent route for 

highly specific chemistries [30]. The most common derivative of graphene is GO - the oxy-

functional derivative of graphene. Comprising of an amalgam of sp2 bonded crystalline islands 

separated by sp3 bonded oxy-functionalized carbon (typical functional groups being hydroxyl, 

epoxy, carbonyl, quinone and others, see Figure 1.3a, c) structure, GO is a new variety of 

graphene [38, 47, 52]. The most common synthesis strategy is the Hummer’s acid oxidation 

method involving sulfuric acid and potassium permanganate based oxidation [37]. As expected, 

owing to the loss of the highly mobile π electrons due to sp3 bonds, GO is electrically insulating 

(or semiconducting) depending on the degree of oxidation [54]. However, the most important 

advantage offered by GO is the easy availability of basal oxy-functional groups, which has been 

employed for further functionalization to confer high specificity (Figure 1.10). In chapter 2, a 

novel functionalization route for attaching peptides and DNA molecules onto GO is presented 

and subsequently employed in fabricating ultra-sensitive sensors with single quanta sensitivity 

[30]. 

 
Figure 1-10 A schematic diagram of a sample peptide-functionalized GO device: GO was 

functionalized with chemical moieties including peptides and DNA for fabricating 

ultrasensitive bacteria and DNA sensors 
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 Electronic properties 
First demonstrated by P. R. Wallace in 1947 [76], graphene displays an unusual semi-

metallic behavior arising from the π and π* bands touching at the corners of the hexagonal 

Brillouin zone denoted by K and K’ momentum vectors, shown in Equation 1.1 (Figure 1.11) 

 

 … (1.1), 

 

where aC-C ~ 0.142 nm is the C-C bond length [3, 5, 17, 19]. Unlike traditional semiconductors, 

the π and π* bands are quasi-linear close to the Fermi energy whose surface is now reduced to 6 

points at the corners of 2D hexagonal Brillouin zone (Figure 1.11). Further, this linear energy-

momentum relation leads to the electronic group velocity at the Dirac points to be 1/300th the 

velocity of light in vacuum (1 X 106 m/s) with the properties of the charge carriers being 

explained by the relativistic Dirac equation for zero effective mass particles instead of the non-

relativistic Schrodinger equation for non-zero effective mass, given by Equation 1.2, 

 

2
cos4

2
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2
3

cos41)( 2 akakak
tkE yyx ++±=± … (1.2) 

 

where, a = CCa −3 , t (the transfer integral) is the nearest neighbor hopping energy with a 

magnitude of 2.8 eV [19]. Expansion of the equation 1.2 near the Dirac points leads to Equation 

1.3,  

 

…(1.3) 

 

where, κ = k – K  is the momentum momentum measured relative to the Dirac point; and vF is 

the electronic group velocity for graphene ~ 1 X 106 m/s. This band structure is for the Dirac 

spectrum for massless fermions, with the effective Hamiltonian given by Equation 1.4 [19], 
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Figure 1-11 Energy spectrum of graphene in the Brillouin zone. Right panel shows a 

zoomed-in picture of the energy bands close to the Fermi energy at the Dirac point [Figure 

taken from Castro Neto, A. H. et al, “The electronic properties of graphene.”, Rev. Mod. 

Phys. 81, 110-155 (2009)] 

 

An interesting property of graphene is its ambipolar nature with unusually high carrier 

mobility [19]. The symmetric transfer characteristics around the Dirac point demonstrate equal 

electron and hole mobilities i.e. ambipolarity (Figure 1.12) given in Equation 1.5,  

 

μh ~ μe  …(1.5) 

 

that have been found to be carrier-density and temperature independent. For suspended micro-

mechanically exfoliated graphene sheets, the highest mobilities reported have been ~ 250,000 

cm2/V·s [12], significantly higher than most electronic materials. For the substrate deposited 

samples, the mobilities reported range from 2000 – 20,000 cm2/V·s owing to carrier scattering by 

impurities, adsorbents and defects [47]. These high values of carrier mobility (for comparison, 
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typical mobility in bulk Si ~ 1400 cm2/V·s for electrons and much less for current industry 

standard strained Si or Si on insulator) [77] have the potential for ultra-fast electronics and logic 

applications.  

 

 
Figure 1-12 Transfer characteristics of graphene demonstrating its ambipolar nature. 

Insets show the change in the low-energy spectrum (E(k)) of graphene vs. the Vg in the FET 

device. The mobility, µ of the carriers is ~ 5000 cm2/V·s displays extremely weak 

dependence on the temperature. [Figure taken from Geim, A. K. and Novoselov, K. S. “The 

rise of graphene.”, Nat. Mater. 6, 183-191 (2007)]  

 

Another interesting property of graphene is its finite minimum conductivity (σxx) at the 

Dirac point equaling 4e2/h arising either from the linear excitation spectrum of Dirac fermions or 

the chiral nature of quasi-particles or a combination of both [5, 19]. However, for practical 

devices the origin of this conductance relation is not clear owing to the concomitant substrate 

effects or graphene sheet rippling induced formation of local puddles of charge carriers, which 

could lead to finite conductance. Further, in contrast to the conventional semiconductors, in the 

presence of a vertical magnetic field the linear excitation spectrum of Dirac fermions in graphene 

evolves into discrete landau levels given by Equation 1.6, 
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 …(1.6) 

 

This splitting in graphene in the presence of large magnetic fields is responsible for the 

observation of the “half integer” quantum Hall effect at room temperature [19, 78, 79] (Figure 

1.13).  This effect at high temperatures has been attributed in part to the large cyclotron gaps, 

Cω  of the relativistic mass-less Dirac fermions in graphene, the high intrinsic carrier 

concentrations (1013 /cm2) with only a single 2D subband occupation, and the temperature 

independent mobility of charge carriers in graphene [78, 79]. 

 

 
Figure 1-13 (a) Optical micrograph of the graphene device used for hall measurements, (b) 

σxy (Red curve) and ρxx (Blue curve) as a function of gate voltages (Vg) in a magnetic field of 

29 T demonstrating the quantum hall effect in graphene. [Figure adapted from Novoselov, 

K. S. et al, “Room-temperature quantum hall effect in graphene.”, Science 315, 5817-5818 

(2007)] 

 

Further, graphene offers the avenue for bandgap generation via breaking of symmetry 

states in electrically gated bilayer graphene or via quantum confinement (lateral / 2D) in 

nanoribbons of graphene [80-82]. In-line with the theoretical predictions, Zhang et al [80] have 

unambiguously shown the successful generation of a widely tunable bandgap in AB  
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Figure 1-14 (a, b) Optical image and schematic diagram of the bilayer graphene device 

with the dual gate stacks, (c) Schematic diagram of generation of the electrical 

displacement fields generated upon gating, (d) Shift in the Fermi energies and the 

generation of the non-zero band-gaps in the device via the displacement fields [images 

adapted from Zhang, Y. et al, “Direct observation of a widely tunable bandgap in bilayer 

graphene.”, Nature 459, 820-823 (2009)] 

 

stacked bilayer graphene as high as ~ 250 meV (Figure 1.14). In the electronic structure of 

bilayer graphene, where the lowest conduction band of the two nearly parallel conduction bands 

touches the highest valence band of the two nearly parallel valence bands, application of 

electrical gating produces a shift in Fermi energy depending on tb DDD −=δ , where Db is the 

bottom displacement field and Dt is the top displacement field. The average displacement field, 

2

_
bt DD

D
+

= , breaks the inversion symmetry resulting in the generation of a non-zero bandgap 

depending on 
_
D  when δD is zero for charge neutrality conditions [80].  
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 Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), on the other hand, display a measurable bandgap owing 

to lateral quantum confinement of charge carriers or due to the staggered sub-lattice potential 

from spin-ordered states at the edges (Figure 1.15) [59, 83-94]. While the former is the cause of  

 

 
Figure 1-15 (a-e) AFM images of Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) deposited on 300 nm 

thick silicon dioxide substrates, (f, g) Typical On-F ratios and bandgaps for the GNR-FETs 

for various ribbon widths demonstrating the excellent applicability of GNRs for 

applications demanding a measurable bandgap such as Logic [images adapted from Li, X. 

et al, “Chemically derived, ultrasmooth graphene nanoribbon semiconductors.”, Science 319, 

1229-1232 (2008)] 

 

bandgap generation in the ideal arm-chair edged GNRs, the latter is the cause in ideal zig-zag 

GNRs. For the practical GNRs with mixed edges, a combination of the both effects results in the 
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generation of the bandgap with one more dominant than the other [47, 90]. Even though the 

symmetry breaking strategy also produces a measurable bandgap, the challenges associated with 

forming an exact bilayer and the high voltages involved for symmetry breaking (~ 100 V) make 

GNRs an attractive route to generate a bandgap. The potential applicability of the GNRs in the 

traditional CMOS circuits has in fact been recognized by the International Technology Roadmap 

for Semiconductors (ITRS) in its emerging electronic materials roadmap [95]. Several strategies 

have been reported for the synthesis of the GNRs such as chemical top-down methods [59], 

lithographic methods [83, 90, 96-98], CVD synthesis [99], CNT unzipping strategies [93, 94, 

100, 101], chemical bottom-up methods [102] and the recent sublimation of Si on SiC steps 

[103]. However, in most methods it is difficult to control the width and the edge crystallography 

hence enabling a low degree of control on the GNR bandgap. In this thesis, a novel high 

throughput strategy for synthesizing GNRs with controlled width and smooth edges is presented 

via nanotomy (nanoscale cutting) of commercially available highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 

(HOPG) blocks using a ultra-sharp diamond knife (Chapter 6). The as-produced GNRs were 

characterized in detail for elucidating their structural, chemical, electrical and optical properties.  

 Mechanical properties 
Graphene has been shown to be one of the strongest materials found in the universe with 

a Young’s modulus of E ~ 1 TPa for a defect free sheet (Table 1.1 shows the typical values of 

Young’s modulus for various materials.) [14].  

Table 1-1 Young’s moduli for various materials [taken from Wikipedia page on Young’s 

modulus] 
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Figure 1-16 (a) SEM image of graphene spanning an array of circular holes for nano-

mechanical indentation experiments (scale bar is 3 µm), (b) Schematic diagram showing 

the nano-indentation experiments using an AFM cantilever on the graphene membranes 

shown in (a) for determination of the mechanical properties. [both images adapted from 

Lee, C. et al, “Measurement of the elastic properties and intrinsic strength of monolayer 

graphene.”, Science 321, 385-388 (2008)] 

 

Nano-indentation studies on suspended defect-free graphene sheets (produced via micro-

mechanical exfoliation) have used the model given by equation 1.7, 
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2σ  is the maximum stress at the central point of graphene; R is the indenter tip radii; 
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aF DD δδπσ  ; E is the Young’s modulus ; a is radius of graphene 

membrane; δ is the deflection at center point; D2
0σ  is membrane pre-tension; q is given by q = 

1/(1.049-0.15γ-0.16 γ2) with the Poisson’s ratio γ being 0.165 [14]. They demonstrated that the 

intrinsic breaking strength of graphene is ~ 125 GPa (compared to 1.86 GPa for steel and 2.8 

GPa for diamond) [14] (Figure 1.16).  In spite of these high values of the elastic constants, for 
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macroscale graphene, the mechanical strength is expected to be severely limited by the presence 

of a multitude of defects and grain boundaries [14, 47, 104-107].  

 Another interesting mechanical property of graphene is its atomic impermeability to 

standard gases including helium [15]. The closely packed honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms in 

graphene leaves extremely small interstitial space making it an ultimate membrane (1 atom 

thick).  In addition to experimentally demonstrating the impermeability of graphene, Bunch et al 

have shown that graphene membranes can sustain pressure differences of > 1 atm [15]. For a 

graphene-sealed-microchamber as shown in Figure 1.17, in presence of a pressure difference of ~ 

0.92 atm, the surface tension of the graphene membrane as determined from the Young – 

Laplace equation, 







+

××∆
=

YX

YX
Graphene RR

RRPS , where RX and RY are the radii of curvature in the 

X or Y direction respectively, was found to be 1 N/m, which is 14 times that of water [15].  

 

 
Figure 1-17 (a) Schematic diagram of the device structure used by Bunch et al to study the 

impermeability of graphene membranes, (b) AFM image of the membrane under 0.92 atm 

pressure difference showing the graphene nano-balloon. [image adapted from Bunch, J. S. 

et al, “Impermeable atomic membranes from graphene sheets.”, Nano Lett. 8, 2458-2462 

(2008)] 

 

However, this corresponds to ~ 0.26 % strain on graphene which suggests the potential of 

graphene to withstand much higher pressure gradients [15]. In this thesis, this facet of graphene 

has been employed and impermeable encasements for wet bacterial cells have been fabricated to 

facilitate facile native state TEM and FESEM imaging in UHV (Chapter 3). 
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 Optical properties 
The high-frequency conductivity G for Dirac fermions in graphene is an universal 

constant, G = 
4

2e , [16, 108-110], leading to very interesting optical properties. The optical 

transmittance and the reflectance of graphene are universal constants for normal incidence, 

Transmittance, 221

1







 +

=

c
G

T
π

 ; 

Reflectance, TR 22

4
1 απ= , where 

c
e


2

=α  ; 

Opacity, O = 1-T…(1.8), 

 
Figure 1-18 Optical micrographs showing a 50 micron aperture covered by graphene and 

its bilayer. Line scan profiles show the intensity of transmitted light along the yellow line 

embedded in the figure: Single layer graphene displays ~ 97 % transmittance and the 

bilayer ~ 95 % transmittance. [Image adapted from Nair, R. R. et al, “Fine structure 

constant defines visual transparency of graphene.”, Science 320, 1308-1309 (2008)] 

As can be observed from the equation 1.8, the expressions do not involve any material 

parameters and hence are a consequence of the intrinsic properties of graphene. Figure 1.18 

shows the transmittance profile on a monolayer and bilayer graphene placed on a 50 micron 

aperture. Very high transmittance for visible light has been observed (~ 97 % for monolayer and 
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~ 95 % for bilayer graphene), whose magnitude linearly decreases upon increase in the number 

of layers [16]. This high transparency coupled with the excellent electrical conductivity of 

graphene, makes it an excellent candidate for transparent electrodes [67, 111-123]. Further, the 

transmittance in graphene can be tuned via the gate potential mediated Fermi level shifts 

resulting in significant shifts in the charge density [91, 124, 125]. Ultrafast (~ 40 GHz) and 

highly efficient (6-16 % internal quantum efficiency) photo-response times have been observed 

in graphene FETs, attributed to the ballistic carrier mobilities [124]. This has applications for 

high speed optoelectronic devices.   

 Another interesting optical property of graphene is the quantum confinement and edge 

effect mediated emergence of photoluminescence [126-134]. Unlike their 2D graphene 

counterpart, 1 dimensional graphene quantum dots (GQDs), nano-sheets of graphene with 

dimensions less than 100 nm, display strong luminescence owing to the prominent effects of the 

quantum confinement and the edge terminations [134]. Both theoretical and experimental studies 

have demonstrated the emergence of unique UV-Vis absorption bands and photoluminescence 

emission spectra for the GQDs depending on their dimensions and edge crystallographic 

structure [126-142]. Figure 1.19 shows the photoluminescence emission from the GQDs 

dispersed in water.  

 
Figure 1-19 Photoluminescence spectra for the GQDs dispersed in water showing the 

excitation spectra (black curve) for emission at 430 nm and the emission spectra (red 

curve) for excitation at 257 nm. Inset shows the optical image of the vial under UV light 

showing blue luminescence.  [Image adapted from Pan, D. et al, “Hydrothermal route for 

cutting graphene sheets into blue-luminescent graphene quantum dots.”, Adv. Mater. 22, 734-

738 (2010)] 
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Several strategies have been proposed for synthesizing GQDs such as sonochemical 

methods[133, 143], lithographic methods[132], chemical bottom-up strategies[126, 127] and the 

recent opening of fullerene molecules[138]. However, it is still challenging to control the 

dimensions and edge terminations while producing GQDs at large scale. In this thesis a novel 

high throughput strategy for synthesizing GQDs has been presented via two step nano-scale 

cutting of HOPG using an ultrasharp diamond knife mounted on an ultramicrotome (Chapter 7). 

In addition to sensitive dimensional control, the successful production of various shapes of 

GQDs (squares, rectangles, triangles and trapezoids) with smooth edge lattice terminations has 

been demonstrated.  
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Chapter 2 - Chemically modified graphene for bio/chemo-

interfacing in bio-devices and DNA-sensors 

 Abstract 
Establishing “large-contact-area” interfaces of sensitive nanostructures with microbes 

and mammalian cells will lead to the development of valuable tools and devices for 

biodiagnostics and biomedicine. Chemically modified graphene (CMG) nanostructures with their 

micro-scale area, sensitive electrical properties, and modifiable chemical functionality are 

excellent candidates for such bio-devices at both bio-cellular and bio-molecular scale. Here, we 

report on the fabrication and functioning of a novel CMG-based (i) single-bacterium bio-device, 

(ii) label-free DNA sensor, and (iii) bacterial DNA/protein and polyelectrolyte chemical 

transistor. The bacteria bio-device was highly sensitive with a single-bacterium attachment 

generating 1400 charge carriers in a p-type CMG. Similarly, single-stranded DNA tethered on 

graphene hybridizes with its complementary DNA strand to reversibly increase the hole density 

by 5.61 × 1012 cm−2. We further demonstrate (a) a control on the device sensitivity by 

manipulating surface groups, (b) switching of polarity specificity by changing surface polarity, 

and (c) a preferential attachment of DNA on thicker CMG surfaces and sharp CMG wrinkles. 
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 Introduction 
In the past decade, there have been a plethora of studies on building nano/bio interfaces 

with electrically, optically and thermally active nanoscale materials, which have tremendously 

advanced the fields of biomedicine, [1] bioactuated devices, [2, 3] biodetection, [4-6] and 

diagnostics [7, 8]. The current generation of electrically active nano/bio devices built using zero-

dimensional (0D) nanoparticles, [8, 9] one-dimensional (1D) nanowires, [4, 10, 11] and two-

dimensional networks [12] have shown excellent detection and interfacing ability for both 

molecular (DNA, ATP, proteins, etc.) and nanoscale (viruses etc.) biocomponents. However, the 

incompatibility in areal dimensions makes it challenging to apply individual 0D and 1D 

nanostructures for building strong interfaces with larger-sized microorganisms or for retaining 

them on their networks [12]. Chemically modified graphenes (CMGs), with their two-

dimensional nanostructures and adjustable surface chemistry, can interface strongly with the 

biological systems without geometric restrictions and without compromising the integrity of the 

microbial attachment. 

Recently, chemical [13-17] and geometric [15, 18-20] manipulation of graphene has 

shown great potential to control its band gap between semimetallic and semiconducting. 

Furthermore, with its low electrical noise (and low charge-scattering) [21-23] and ballistic 

transport, [22, 24] graphene nanostructures have been incorporated into various electronic and 

optoelectronic applications [25] such as gas sensor, [26] transistors, [27, 28] solar cells, [29-32] 

and liquid-crystal elements [33]. However, there has been no report on application of graphene in 

biological devices. Here, we demonstrate the interfacing of CMGs with biological systems to 

build a novel live-bacterial-hybrid device and a DNA-hybridization device with excellent 

sensitivity. We illustrate two crucial characteristics of the CMGs which make them promising 

building blocks for biodevices. First, via chemical modification and subsequent integration of 

CMGs with corresponding biocomponents, various functional biohybrids can be developed. 

Further, with their relatively large area, CMGs can be strongly interfaced with microscale 

biocomponents. This versatile bonding compatibility of the CMGs is demonstrated here by their 

ability to (a) attach with microscale bacterial cells, (b) tether and hybridize DNA molecules on 

their surface, and (c) bind with polyelectrolytes and proteins. Second, the CMGs are 

semiconducting nanosheets and thus undergo a highly sensitive charge-carrier modulation upon 

their interaction with various biological species. This is attributed to CMGs’ p-type 
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characteristics and their subnanoscale thickness, where external interactions from tiny entities 

can produce an extraordinary response. Furthermore, CMG devices are polarity-specific with a 

high resolution. This is shown here for (i) attachment of a single bacterium on graphene-amine 

(GA), which generated 1400 conducting holes and (ii) generation of (on an average) a single 

quantum of hole by hybridization of approximately six complementary DNA (cDNA) strands on 

a graphene−DNA (G-DNA) device. Also, attachment of approximately four monomers (average) 

of positively charged polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH) on the p-type graphene oxide (GO) 

reduced the number of holes by one quanta; while a further attachment of negatively charged 

polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) monolayer increased the hole density by 1.42 × 1013 cm−2. We also 

show that the DNA tethering process on the CMGs was preferential (a) on thicker than on 

thinner CMGs and (b) on wrinkles than on flat surfaces of CMGs. These results show that with 

their modifiable chemistry and sensitive electronics, CMGs can be custom-designed and 

integrated with various biochemical systems to develop next-generation applications and tools 

such as (i) biobatteries, where electrically conducting graphene could be interfaced with 

Geobacter, a bacteria known to produce electrons on the cell wall, (ii) bioprocess analysis tools, 

where the cell’s selective metabolism of nutrient molecules (like lysine) can be studied by 

measuring the H+-potential produced on the cell wall during the ATP cycle, (iii) graphene 

genetic devices for pathogen identification, (iii) CMG-CMG ultrathin pn-junction solar cells, (iv) 

bioelectronic devices, (v) smart circuits, and (vi) molecular transistors. 

 Experimental Methods 
In this study, the CMGs and their bio-hybrids were synthesized using GO or plasma-

modified GA (PGA) or Graphene amine (GA) immobilized on silica substrate. 

 Preparation of Graphene Oxide (GO) 
GO sheets dispersed in aqueous media were synthesized from graphite flakes (mesh 7) by 

the modified Hummers method [13, 25, 34].  About 7 grams of mesh 7 graphite flakes (Cat # 

332461, Sigma Aldrich Inc.) were suspended in a mixture of 200 ml of 96 % sulfuric acid and 33 

ml of 68 % nitric acid in a 4 °C water bath and stirred for about 30-45 minutes. Then 30 g of 

potassium permanganate was added slowly onto the mixture while maintaining the temperature 

of the mixture at 4 °C with constant agitation. Subsequently the temperature of the mixture was 

raised to 40 °C (with a ramp of 1 °C per minute) and held constant for 6 hours. The mixture was 
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then cooled down to 4 °C in an ice bath and 30 % H2O2 (in DI water) was added slowly drop-by-

drop with adequate mixing to neutralize the excess potassium permanganate.  Upon cessation of 

the reaction, the resulting GO solution was left undisturbed overnight, after which the GO sheets 

were spun down (11,000g, 60 min, 300 K), washed with DI water followed by HCl and then 

again by water. The washing step was repeated at least 2 more times after which the aqueous 

suspension of GO was dialyzed in copious amounts of DI water for a week.   

 

 
Figure 2-1  (a,b) Optical images of graphene-oxide (GO) deposited on 300 nm thick Silica 

substrate. On 300 nm thick silica, the graphene nanostructures appear clearly. (c,d) FE-

SEM images of GO deposited on 300nm thick silica substrate. Here 1, 2 and 3 represent the 

relative thickness of GO sheets, F represents the folds and W represents the wrinkles. 

 

This process functionalizes the surface of the GO sheets with epoxy, hydroxyl, and 

negatively charged carboxylic acid groups [17]. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of the 

samples detected the presence of oxygen. The GO was immobilized on heavily doped n-type 

silicon substrate with a 300 nm [35] or 1 μm thick thermally grown silica layer, patterned with 

predeposited or postdeposited gold electrodes (300 nm thick and 5 μm apart). The patterned 
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substrate was first exposed to oxygen plasma (100 W, 2 mbar, 2 min) and subsequently 

functionalized with a monolayer of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane to make the silica surface 

positively charged with tethered amine groups. This substrate was then immersed in the GO 

solution for 10 min to electrostatically deposit GO sheets on silica (Figure 2.1). The deposited 

GO sheets remained intact after thorough washing with deionized (DI) water, indicating their 

strong and multipoint electrostatic attachment with the substrate.  

 Preparation of Plasma Graphene Amine (PGA) 
In order to introduce primary amine groups onto the graphene surface, 1 gram of the 

graphite flakes were treated with nitrogen plasma (4:1 mixture of He and N2 , 100 W, 2 mbar, 

100 min) or ammonia (100 W, 2 mbar, 100 min) and subsequently suspended in DI water. The 

plasma modified graphene sheets were cleaved and separated via ultrasonication in DI water for 

5 minutes. The aqueous suspension was then stored at room temperature. Thus produced 

graphene derivative was called plasma graphene amine  (PGA). The successful conjugation of 

the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) dye with the PGA deposited on a gold chip validated the 

presence of primary amine groups on graphene (Figure 2.2). Plasma graphene amine was also 

prepared from the GO sheets by initially reducing them with a hydrogen plasma (100 W, 2 mbar, 

6 seconds) and then treating them with a nitrogen plasma (4:1 mixture of He and N2 , 100 W, 2 

mbar, 5 min) or an ammonia plasma (100 W, 2 mbar, 5 min). 

 

 
Figure 2-2 Confocal microscope images of PGA-FITC conjugate showing the folds on PGA. 

This also shows the efficacy of the PGA preparation method. Here 1, 2 and 3 represent the 

relative thickness of PGA sheets, F represents the folds and W represents the wrinkles. 
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 Preparation of Graphene Amine (GA) 
The previously prepared graphene oxide coated chip was treated with a mixture of 20 ml 

of 99% valeric acid, mixed with 5 milligrams of HATU for 8 hours, and then washed for 30 

minutes with methanol. This led to capping of the positively charged aminated silica with a 5 

carbon-long valeric acid chain thus making the silica surface hydrophobic. Subsequently, the 

chip was incubated with 20 ml ethylenediamine with 5 mg 2-(7-aza-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-

1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HATU) (in an incubator-shaker), at room 

temperature for 8 hours. The chip was then washed with methanol for 30 minutes, followed by 

washing with DI water and finally drying with nitrogen. This produced positively charged 

graphene amine (GA) with hydrophobic and neutral silica substrate around it.   

 Preparation of Bacteria 
25 ml of LB media was inoculated with Bacillus cereus cells and cultured for 14 hours. 

The Bacillus cereus cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 2000 rpm (400 g) in a 

microcentrifuge for 5 minutes, followed by repeated (5 times) washing by re-suspending the cells 

in DI water and centrifuging. Finally, the negatively charged bacterial cells were suspended in 

500 μl of DI water. 

 Preparation of GA-bacteria ensemble 
The previously prepared GA chips were immediately immersed in this suspension for 10 

minutes and then washed gently with DI water for 10 seconds and dried. This produced selective 

deposition of bacterial cells on the surface of the positively charged GA.   

 Live-Dead test on bacteria 
LIVE/DEAD-confocal-test was conducted to determine if the bacteria were dead or alive. 

In this process, the bacteria were stained with Syto-9 + PI and observed under a confocal 

microscope. The live bacteria appear green in color due to Syto-9 staining and the dead bacteria 

appear red in color due to PI staining. The bacteria were found to remain alive after their 

electrostatic deposition onto GA, as has been previously reported in the literature. Further, the 

LIVE/DEAD test was also conducted on bacteria after electrical measurements on CMG-gold-

bacteria device. The bacterial cells atop silica were found to be alive after the application of an 

average of 4V (DC) for 1.6 seconds, while the cells atop gold electrodes died (Figure 2.3). This 
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magnitude and the duration of the voltage are the typical values used for the IV-measurements 

on the devices. 

 

 
Figure 2-3 (a) LIVE/DEAD test with confocal images after Syto-9 and PI stained bacteria 

after their electrostatic deposition onto GA. The confocal image indicates that most of the 

bacteria are live (A); while there are some dead cells (D) as well. (b, c, d) Optical and 

confocal images of Syto-9+PI stained bacteria on GA after conducting the electrical 

measurements. The images indicate that the bacteria atop GA remains alive after the 

electrical measurements; whereas the bacteria atop gold electrodes died. (e) The duplicated 

optical image of (b) indicating all the live and dead bacteria marked up as A and D 

respectively. (f) Electrical measurements on the GA-bacteria ensemble shown in (b, c, d) 

illustrating an increase in the conductivity of GA after the bacterial deposition. 
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 Preparation of GO-bacteria ensembles via Concanavalin-A tethers 
Concanavalin - A protein conjugated with FITC was tethered onto GO. Upon immersion 

in the bacterial solution, the bacterial deposition on this hybrid was found to be highly-selective 

and of high affinity. This high selectivity and affinity is attributed to the strong concanavalin–

A/teichoic acid interaction. These large numbers of bacteria were stained with Syto-9 to confirm 

their attachment on the concanavalin-GO-hybrid under confocal-microscope (Figure 2.4).   

 

 
Figure 2-4 (a) Confocal images confirming the successful tethering of the FITC-conjugated-

Concanavalin-A on CMG. (b, c) Optical and the confocal images of the Syto-9 stained 

bacteria (B) attached on the FITC-Concanavalin-A-CMG conjugate. Scale bar = 30 

microns 

 

 Preparation of Protein/Bacteria ensemble on GA 
After 14 hours of culture in 25ml of nutrient broth media, the Bacillus cereus cells were 

partly lysed and pelleted by centrifuging at 13000 rpm in a microcentrifuge for 2 minutes and the 

pellet dissolved in 500 μl of DI water. The GA chips were immersed in this soup for 10 minutes 

and then washed gently with DI water for 10 seconds and dried. 
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 Results and Discussion 
Figure 2.5 shows the atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the GO sheets. The 

thickness of most GO sheets varied from 1 to 5 nm. The GO sheet scanned in Figure 2.5a had a 

thickness of 2 nm (Figure 2.5a (top inset)), which corresponds to an approximately four atom 

thick layer of GO. This small thickness of GO confirms the effectiveness of the Hummer’s 

method to cleave ultrathin graphene sheets and functionalizing them with negative charge [13]. 

GO’s surface scanned by the AFM and imaged by optical microscopy revealed the presence of 

sharp wrinkles (Figure 2.5a bottom inset), which were 6−8 nm in height, 30−50 nm in width, and 

several micrometers long (Figure 2.5a, top right inset). The lack of directional preference of 

these wrinkles indicated that they were entropically formed [36, 37].  

 

 
Figure 2-5 (a) AFM image (3.1 × 1.9 μm2) of GO sheets deposited on silica substrate. Top 

left inset shows the thickness of a GO sheet to be 2 nm (approximately four atoms thick). 

Bottom inset shows an AFM image showing the several wrinkles on the GO’s surface. Top 

right inset shows the height and width of a typical wrinkle on GO. (b, c) Optical 

microscope images (inverted colors) of GO on 300 nm silica substrate are shown. Here 1, 2, 

and 3 represent the relative thickness of GO sheets and W represents the wrinkles. Bar size 

= 5 μm. 
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Further, these long wrinkles were observed in a greater quantity on larger GO sheets (>20 μm) 

than on the smaller ones (<5−10 μm) and more at the center than on the edges.  These results 

indicate that the wrinkle formation was a result of multiple-point electrostatic anchoring of GO 

sheets, producing wrinkles in the middle. The AFM and the optical microscopy images also 

showed the presence of folds and multilevel layering of sheets (Figure 2.5b). In Figure 2.5b we 

have marked the regions of different relative thicknesses (not the number of layers) of GO 

sheets, thus illustrating the multilevel structure of GO. PGA was synthesized either by exposing 

the graphite flakes to ammonia (or nitrogen plasma) followed by exfoliation via sonication in 

water or by exposing the GO sheets immobilized on a silica substrate to hydrogen plasma 

followed by ammonia (or nitrogen) plasma. 

The GO sheets immobilized on silica were used as templates to selectively and covalently 

tether single-stranded DNA to build the G-DNA hybrid. The GO−silica substrate was immersed 

in a solution mixture of 5′ -pentamine-terminated DNA with 20 bases (amine-AAC TGC CAG 

CCT AAG TCC AA) and O-(7-azabenzotriazole-1-yl)-N,N,N,N′-tetramethyluronium 

hexafluorophosphate (HATU) (an amide-coupling reagent), at room temperature for 8 h in an 

incubator. Since this DNA’s terminal amine group bonds covalently with the carboxylic group 

on GO and not with the amine groups on silica, the reaction resulted in selective DNA tethering 

on the GO sheets. The physically adsorbed DNA molecules were removed by a 1% sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) wash for 30 min. The tethering of this target DNA was verified by 

hybridizing it with a fluorescent cDNA probe (dye-TTG GAC TTA GGC TGG CAG TT) 

terminated with 3′ -rhodamine green dye (522 nm emission). The hybridization process was 

conducted by placing a drop of the probe DNA on the G-DNA substrate followed by incubation 

at room temperature for 4 h. The nonspecifically bound DNA was removed by a 30 min wash 

with 1% SDS solution. 

Under a confocal microscope, fluorescence at 522 nm confirmed the successful synthesis 

of G-DNA hybrids (Figure 2.6, panels a and b) with DNA tethered on its surface. The confocal 

images (Figure 2.6, panels a and b) further show that the DNA preferentially tethers on thicker 

layers (including folds) and on wrinkles of GO as depicted by a higher fluorescence intensity in 

these regions. This was verified by the z-stack images from the confocal microscope. The insets 

of panels a and b of Figure 2.6 show the optical image of the corresponding G-DNA. Since the 

dye molecules are at least 7.2 nm (20 base DNA + seven-carbon chain) from the GA surface, the 
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observed florescence contrast is not due to quenching, [38] electromagnetic enhancement,[38] or 

background overlapping. The bottom-left inset of Figure 2.6a shows the effect of GO thickness 

on the relative fluorescence intensity and thus the DNA density. This contrast in DNA density 

can be attributed to dissimilar surface potential at different layer thicknesses caused by a 

difference in the magnitude of intrinsic screening of the interfacial traps or defects on silica 

surface [39]. This causes a higher surface potential on thicker surfaces, which in turn lead to 

more favorable DNA binding. This variable surface potential for different thicknesses has been 

shown for pristine graphene [39]. Similarly, the higher DNA density on the surface wrinkles can 

be attributed to the local field enhancement at the sharp edges of the wrinkles [40, 41]. 

Furthermore, the absence of enhanced fluorescence at the G-DNA edges indicates that, for a 

particular GO thickness, the carboxylic acid groups are uniformly distributed [42] on GO surface 

with no selectivity for the edge, contrary to the earlier report [17, 43]. Similar uniform 

functionalization of carboxylic group has been reported for carbon nanotubes [44, 45]. Two 

control experiments by omitting (a) the probe-DNA attachment step and (b) the target-DNA 

attachment step showed no fluorescence under confocal microscope, thus validating the results 

(Figure 2.6, panels c and d). Omitting HATU-reagent from the process led to a sharp decrease in 

the florescence intensity on G-DNA, indicating that the presence of HATU is crucial for stronger 

DNA binding. 
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Figure 2-6  (a, b) Confocal images showing florescent-labeled probe-DNA hybridized on the 

target-DNA covalently attached on GO sheets. The folds and wrinkles on G-DNA sheets are 

easily visible via florescence-contrast. 1, 2, and 3 represent the relative thickness of G-DNA 

sheets and W represents wrinkles (confirmed by z-stack). The bottom-right inset of (a) and 

the top inset of (b) show the optical images of the corresponding G-DNA sheets; while the 

bottom-left inset of (a) shows the relative intensities in regions 1, 2, and 3 of (a). (c) and (d) 

Control-confocal images for no probe-DNA and no target-DNA, respectively. (e) and (f) 

Microscope images showing selective attachment of bacterial cells on GA. (g) and (h) 

Selective deposition of bacteria on smaller GA sheets. Bar size = 10 μm. 

 

The CMG/bacteria hybrid was built by selectively assembling microscale negatively 

charged bacterial cells on positively charged GA scaffolds synthesized by amination of the 

immobilized GO sheets on silica substrate. A high selectivity of bacterial assembly was achieved 

by making the silica substrate hydrophobic by treating it with valeric acid and HATU. This 

process tethers a five-carbon-chain molecule on silica. The GO to GA conversion was achieved 

by immersing the substrate in a solution mixture of ethylenediamine (EDA) and HATU for 8 h at 
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room temperature. In this reaction, one amine group of the EDA molecule bonds with the 

carboxylic groups on GO, while the other amine group remains unreacted on the surface, thus 

producing positively charged GA sheets surrounded by hydrophobic silica substrate (Figure 2.7a, 

bottom inset). 

 

 
Figure 2-7 (a) Current−voltage behavior of the GO and GA devices. GA devices always 

show lower conductivity than their parent GO devices. The increase in conductivity with 

voltage is slightly nonlinear for both GO and GA devices. The insets show the device with 

GO/GA between gold electrodes and a schematic of the GO and GA’s chemical structure. 

(b) Electrical gating of GO and GA shows that they are p-type semiconductors. The top 

inset shows the postdeposited gold electrodes on a GO sheet. 

 

The Gram-positive Bacillus cereus cells were employed to fabricate the bacteria/CMG 

ensembles. These cells possess a highly negatively charged surface due to the polyteichoic acid 

molecules densely tethered on their cell wall [3, 46]. The Bacillus cereus cells were first cultured 

in LB media in an incubator shaker at 37 °C for 14 h (log phase). The cells were subsequently 

washed five times by centrifuging (2000 rpm (400g), 5 min) and resuspending in DI water. With 

a strong cell wall, these bacterial cells do not undergo lysis in DI water [2, 3, 46]. The previously 

prepared GA substrate was immediately immersed in the purified bacterial suspension for 5 min, 

followed by washing with DI water and drying in a jet of dry nitrogen. This led to electrostatic 

deposition of the bacterial cells on GA as shown in Figure 2.6, panels e and f. Further, the 

hydrophobicity of silica surface enhanced the selectivity of deposition (Figure 2.6, panels g and 

h) on GA. This indicates that the adhesion of bacteria on GA is not governed by the (sticky) 
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surface protein and is purely electrostatic. There were also no signs of bacterial lysis, with the 

cells retaining their integrity on GA. Further, to determine whether the bacteria deposited on GA 

were live, a LIVE/DEAD test was conducted by staining the bacteria on the samples with Syto-9 

and PI for 1 min. Under confocal microscopy, the bacteria which were alive appear green in 

color (syto-9 staining) and the ones which were dead appear red in color (PI staining). It was 

confirmed that most of the cells on GA were alive (Figure 2.8a, inset 3) after their deposition, an 

observation similar to an earlier report [3]. The bacteria, however, die after about 4 h. The 

deposition of bacteria of all sizes (or life cycle stages) indicates that their negative charge 

polarity is not size dependent. No preferential deposition of these relatively large sized (4−5 μm) 

bacterial cells was observed with respect to the wrinkles or the edges of the GA sheets, 

indicating uniformity of the charge on GA at a larger scale. The deposited bacteria did not detach 

from the surface when washed with DI water at room temperature, thus illustrating the strong 

binding between bacteria and the CMG. However, rigorous washing with DI water at 80 °C did 

cause the bacteria to peel off. Further, to increase the affinity and specificity of bacterial 

attachment on CMG, GO was tethered with concanavalin, a biomolecule with highly specific 

affinity to the teichoic acid on the peptidoglycan membrane of the bacterial cell wall. The 

bacterial attachment density on this CMG-concanavalin conjugate was found to be extremely 

high and very specific. Confocal microscopy was used to confirm the tethering of the 

concanavalin-FITC conjugate on GO and to confirm the subsequent attachment density of the 

bacterial cells. 
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Figure 2-8 (a) The conductivity of the p-type GA device increases upon attachment of a 

single bacterial cell on the surface of GA (inset 1). LIVE/DEAD confocal microscopy test on 

the bacteria deposited on GA confirmed that most of the bacteria were alive after the 

electrostatic deposition (inset 3). A = alive and D = dead. The LIVE/DEAD test conducted 

immediately after the electrical measurements on the GA−gold−bacteria device (inset 2 and 

inset 4) showed that the bacterial cells on GA atop silica remain alive, while the bacteria 

deposited on the GA atop gold electrodes die after electrical measurements (inset 4 (right)). 

(b) DNA transistor: ss-DNA tethering on GO increases the conductivity of the device. 

Successive hybridization and dehybridization of DNA on the G-DNA device results in 

completely reversible increase and restoration of conductivity. Inset shows a G-DNA(ds) 

sheet with wrinkles and folds clearly visible. 

 

Electrical measurements of GO and GA sheets immobilized on silica substrate with 

predeposited or postdeposited gold electrodes (Figure 2.7 top inset) and silicon as backgate were 

conducted to determine the semiconductor characteristics of the CMGs. Here, the GA devices 

were produced by direct aminization of the GO devices (as explained above). Both GO and GA 

exhibited a slightly nonlinear current−voltage behavior (Figure 2.7a) in dry nitrogen atmosphere, 

with the GA device always having a lower conductivity than the parent GO devices (Figure 

2.7a). Both the GO and GA devices were p-type semiconductors (Figure 2.7b). For the device 

shown in Figure 2.7a, top inset, the hole mobilities for GO and GA were 0.0297 ± 0.0017 

cm2/V·s and 5.882 ± 0.098 cm2/V·s, respectively, while the electron mobilities were 0.00198 ± 

0.0002 and 0.00747 ± 0.00178 cm2/V·s, respectively. These carrier mobilities (μCarrier) were 

calculated from the following expression 
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Here, ΔIDS and VDS are the source−drain current and voltage, CG is the capacitance of the 

silica gate, and l and w are the length and width of the CMG sheets between electrodes. The 

higher hole mobility of GA can be attributed to the relatively large distance between the charged 

amine group and the graphene base as compared to the distance between carboxylic group and 

the graphene base for GO. The density of holes in GA is 2100-fold less than that in GO. Further, 

the hole mobility of GA was always higher than that of the parent GO device and increases with 

increasing aminization time scale. Devices with postdeposited gold electrodes on GO produced 

similar results (Figure 2.7b, top inset). 

Bacterial attachment on a GA device was tested for CMG’s microbial interfacing 

sensitivity and resolution. The GA device exhibited a sharp 42% increase in conductivity upon 

attachment of a single bacterial cell on GA (method explained above) (Figure 2.8a). This can be 

attributed to the p-type characteristic of GA, where the attachment of a negatively charged 

species such as bacteria, is equivalent to a negative potential gating which increases the hole 

density and thus the conductivity of GA. The hole density increase due to the bacterium 

attachment (Figure 2.8a, top inset) was calculated to be 3.53 × 1010 cm−2 (R1|GA = 10.85 ± 0.51 

MΩ, R2|Bacteria = 6.3 ± 0.4 MΩ). This corresponds to a generation of 1400 holes per bacterium in 

GA. The change in hole density (Δq) was calculated by the expression 

 

 
 

Here R2 and R1 are the final and initial resistances of the device. Since all the 

measurements were conducted in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, with bacteria not touching both 

electrodes simultaneously, there was no ionic conductivity from bacteria. Also application of 

electric field for long durations did not change the conductivity as expected for ionic 

conductivity. This further shows that the chemical gating on GA was partially a result of the 

compensation of the positive charge of the amine groups on GA by the negative charge of the 

polyteichoic acid molecules on the bacterial surface. Further, the LIVE/DEAD test on a bacterial 

device after electrical measurements showed that the bacteria on GA atop silica remain alive 

immediately after an electrical measurement; however the cells deposited on GA atop gold 
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electrodes died (Figure 2.8a, inset). A typical IV electrical measurement comprises of an 

application of an average of 4 V (dc) for a net time of 1.6 s (total time of 10 min). The electrical 

measurements and the nitrogen atmosphere did not have any visible effect on the integrity of the 

bacterium’s structure as against the CNT network devices [12]. These results show a proof-of-

concept of a highly sensitive graphene-based biodiagnostic tool with single-bacterium resolution. 

Further, some advantages of the CMG/bacteria device over the optical-detection methods are that 

(a) the CMG/bacteria device does not require the lengthy process of florescent [47] or magnetic 

[48] labeling of bacteria required for some optical methods, (b) it does not require high 

computation power for image analysis [47, 49] necessary for most optical methods, (c) the 

optical methods require expensive optics such as CCDs, lasers, etc [47-50], and (d) to attract the 

bacteria most optical methods are coupled with external ultrasonic standing wave generators 

[50]. A CMG/bacteria device would not require external instruments for bacterial trapping, 

which can be achieved by electrophoresis [51] by application of a small ac voltage on the device 

electrodes. Further, as shown earlier, high specificity can be achieved by the CMGs devices by 

tethering them with biomolecules, like concanavalin, with high affinity to the bacterial cell wall. 

Electrical characterization of the G-DNA hybrids was conducted to examine CMG’s 

viability and sensitivity as a biomolecular transistor. First, selective tethering of the single-

stranded DNA on GO to form G-DNA was carried out (method explained earlier). This led to a 

128% increase in the conductivity, partially attributed to the attachment of the negatively 

charged DNA on the p-type GO (Figure 2.8b). Subsequently, hybridization with cDNA was 

conducted on the G-DNA device (explained earlier). This led to a 71% increase in conductivity 

(R1|DNA = 9.86 ± 0.24 MΩ; R2|dsDNA = 5.77 ± 0.17 MΩ) (Figure 2.8b). The robustness of this 

device was tested by dehybridizing the cDNA from G-DNA (see Appendix A), which resulted in 

the restoration of G-DNA’s original conductivity (Figure 2.8b). Further, multiple 

hybridization−dehybridization runs showed consistent increase and restoration of the 

conductivity. The increase in the hole density upon DNA hybridization was +5.61 × 1012 cm−2 

(eq 2), which in turn implies that one quanta of hole is generated or removed by hybridization or 

dehybridization of approximately six DNA molecules (see Appendix A). This figure is 

calculated assuming a carboxylic acid density on GO of 1.623 × 1014 cm−2,[52] a DNA 

attachment efficiency of 25%, and a hybridization efficiency of 90% [53]. The generation of 

holes is attributed to the negative-charge molecular gating from the phosphate ions of the 
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complementary DNA. The change in conductivity due to hybridization/dehybridization varied 

from 60% to 200% for different G-DNA samples. Immersing the G-DNA device in a solution of 

non-complementary DNA did not change the conductivity. Even though the DNA 

hybridization/dehybridization measurements were made in dry nitrogen conditions, they were 

effective in producing the negative-charge-gating. These results further elucidate the high 

sensitivity of CMG-nanostructures which function effectively as a label-free DNA detector and a 

molecular transistor. 

 

 
Figure 2-9 (a) The conductivity and the hole density of GO decreases and increases with 

attachment of PAH and PSS, respectively. Top inset: Increasing the areal density of 

attached PAH on GO, by increasing deposition time, leads to increase in gating of GO 

between the electrodes (bottom inset), reducing its conductivity. Bottom inset’s bar size = 4 

μm. (b) Resistance reduces (negative potential gating) with increase in the number of 

PAH−PSS bilayer. The top inset shows the change in the hole density. The bottom inset 

shows the change in resistance of a GO device functionalized to a GA device followed by 

attachment of a PSS monolayer and subsequent attachment of a PAH monolayer. 

 

To examine the CMG molecular transistor’s specificity to polarity, a positively charged 

PAH monolayer [54] (70000 Da; 2.5 mg/mL; 10 min deposition) was deposited on GO. This led 

to an increase in its resistance corresponding to a decrease in hole density (R1|GO = 5.88 ± 0.3 

MΩ, R2|GO-PAH = 7.47 ± 0.31 MΩ, Δqh = − 8.5 × 1012 cm−2) (Figure 2.9a). It was calculated (Eq 

3) that on an average 1 PAH monomer is electrostatically attached on 3 nm2 of GO surface. 
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Here h, d, and lP are the height, the width, and the length of a PAH monomer. This 

further implies that attachment of approximately four PAH monomers reduces a single quantum 

of hole (see Appendix A). Furthermore, the PAH attachment (Figure 2.9a inset (top)) showed a 

monotonous decrease in conductivity with an increase in duration of attachment, reaching 

saturation in 3 min. This is attributed to a continuous decrease in number of holes as more and 

more PAH deposits on GO. Attaching a monolayer of negatively charged PSS (70000 Da, 2.5 

mg/mL, 10 min) on the GO−PAH device increased the conductivity corresponding to an increase 

in hole density, equivalent to a negative-potential gating (Figure 2.9a) (R1|GO-PAH = 7.47 ± 0.31 

MΩ; R2|GO-PAH-PSS = 4.41 ± 0.43 MΩ, Δqh = +1.42 × 1013 cm−2). This shows that the GO device 

undergoes a polarity specific gating with increase or decrease in conductivity upon attachment of 

negatively or positively charged species, respectively. This further shows that the CMG gating is 

sensitive to molecular adsorption at distances more than that of a single polyelectrolyte 

monolayer. Indeed attachment of two more layers of PAH and PSS each (six monolayers with a 

thickness of 13.6 nm [54]) led to continued gating of the underlying GO (Figure 2.9b, top inset). 

The non-unidirectional (increase and decrease) change in conductivity observed by differently 

charged molecules negates the phenomenon originating from a change in ionic conductivity, 

contact resistance, or thermal effects, where the response is expected to be unidirectional. GA 

devices also show similar results for molecular attachment. Electrostatic attachment of PSS 

followed by PAH on a GA device led to an increase and decrease in conductance, respectively 

(R1|GO = 8.11 ± 0.5 MΩ; R2|GA = 20.0 ± 0.5 MΩ; R3|GA-PSS = 10.1 ± 0.6 MΩ; R4|GO-PSS-PAH = 12.6 

± 0.51 MΩ). These results show that (a) response direction of CMG transistors is polarity 

specific, (b) CMGs can be designed to respond to any polarity, and (c) CMG gating is sensitive 

over several multilayers of adsorption. PGA synthesized by nitrogen−helium plasma treatment of 

graphite also showed a p-type nature and polyelectrolyte attachment sensitivity similar to GA 

(see Appendix A). 
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Figure 2-10 GA produced from extensive aminization of GO, via covalent attachment of the 

ethylenediamine, led to 30-fold reduction in conductivity. Further electrostatic attachment 

of negatively charged bacterial protein and DNA on the GA device led to 100-fold increase 

in conduction due to negative charge gating. The inset shows a CMG of graphene 

carbonitrile (GC). 

 

A study of a protein transistor was conducted to establish the relationship between device 

sensitivity and fabrication process. GA produced from extensive amination of parent GO 

underwent a high 30-fold increase in resistance (R1|GO = 26.67 ± 0.9 MΩ; R2|GA = 800.1 ± 2 

MΩ). Electrostatic adsorption of a mixture of negatively charged bacterial DNA and proteins 

extracted from Bacillus cereus (see Appendix A) on this GA device led to a sharp 2 orders of 

magnitude decrease in resistance (R1|GA = 800.1 ± 2 MΩ; R2|GA-Bacteria-proteins = 5.34 ± 0.2 MΩ, Δqh 

= +1.81 × 1011 hole/cm2) (Figure 2.10). This extremely high sensitivity of GA is attributed to the 

extensive amination of GO to form GA, where the EDA bonding on GO partially acts as a gating 

process for the base graphene-carbonitrile (GC) sheets (Figure 2.10, inset). Generally, the GA 

devices which underwent a larger decrease in conductivity after amination, or a higher positive 

gating (partial) of the GC base, have higher sensitivity to negative species attachment. Since the 
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aminization process can be controlled by deposition time, it provides the ability to tune CMG’s 

sensitivity. 

 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the viability of CMGs as sensitive building blocks 

for bioelectronics at both microbial and molecular levels. Specifically, we demonstrated (i) a 

single bacterium resolution interfacial device, (ii) a label-free, reversible DNA detector, and (iii) 

a polarity-specific molecular transistor for protein/DNA adsorption. We also illustrated the 

ability to control the sensitivity, polarity specificity, and the extent of gating of the CMGs. This 

study will potentially motivate the development of a tool kit of graphene derivatives to apply 

them in building next-generation systems and devices such as biodriven electronic devices, 

biodetection tools, biobatteries, smart electrochemical circuitry, and molecular electronic 

systems. 
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Chapter 3 - Impermeable graphenic encasement of bacteria 

 Abstract 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of hygroscopic, permeable, and electron-

absorbing biological cells has been an important challenge due to the volumetric shrinkage, 

electrostatic charging, and structural degradation of cells under high vacuum and fixed electron 

beam. Here we show that bacterial cells can be encased within a graphenic chamber to preserve 

their dimensional and topological characteristics under high vacuum (10−5 Torr) and beam 

current (150 A/cm2). The strongly repelling π-clouds in the interstitial sites of graphene’s lattice 

reduce the graphene-encased-cell’s permeability from 7.6−20 nm/s to 0 nm/s. The C−C bond 

flexibility enables conformal encasement of cells. Additionally, graphene’s high Young’s 

modulus retains cell’s structural integrity under TEM conditions, while its high electrical and 

thermal conductivity significantly abates electrostatic charging. We envision that the graphenic 

encasement approach will facilitate real-time TEM imaging of fluidic samples and potentially 

biochemical activity. 
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 Introduction 
For the last 80 years, TEM imaging has been a key component in the evolution of science 

and technology [1-3]. Currently, there are two common routes to conduct room-temperature 

TEM imaging of wet cells:[1-3] (1) Environmental TEMs (ETEMs), where cells are imaged at 

low vacuum (1 Torr), thereby reducing the pressure drop between the intracellular and 

extracellular regions of the cell; [4-10] (2) microfluidic TEM where thin, impermeable, and 

electron transparent chambers are fabricated lithographically and the cells are trapped within it 

[11-19]. While, ETEM has shown tremendous promise in native cell imaging, the low vacuum is 

high enough to shrink the cells [1, 2]. On the other hand, the microfluidic encasement achieves 

wet-phase imaging even with a regular TEM. However, the technique requires extensive 

lithography, and does not provide a conductive sink to reduce charging [1, 20]. Alternatively, 

cryogenic solid-phase TEM imaging of biological cells has received great attention due to its 

ease of use;[1, 2] here, the sample is frozen/solidified and therefore retains its volatile content. 

However, this technique does not allow “liquid-phase” imaging. 

A solution to the above-mentioned challenge is to confine the cells within an easy-to-

apply impermeable and electron-transparent encasement, which retains the cellular water content 

while enabling TEM imaging. This work shows that few-atoms-thick graphenic sheets have a 

unique combination of properties (mentioned above and more), making it an ideal candidate for 

cellular encasement for TEM imaging [15-20]. The following properties of graphenic sheets are 

leveraged: (a) impermeability,[15, 21] the close-packing of carbon atoms in graphene leaves 

ultrasmall interstitial space with high π-electron density restricting the passage of even the small 

atoms, such as helium; (b) high electron transparency,[22] high-momentum electrons can 

transmit through monolayer or multilayer (1−10 nm) graphene, which enables facile TEM 

imaging; (c) flexibility [17, 18] (which enables graphene to be rolled into carbon nanotubes) 

allows the sheets to conformally wrap the cells or other macroscale particles; (d) mechanical 

strength,[16, 23] graphene’s high yield strength enables it to sustain the high-pressure 

differences, similar to that between the intracellular region and external vacuum of a TEM; (e) 

high electrical conductivity,[19, 22] the mobile π electrons of graphene significantly reduce the 

electrostatic charge buildup under electron microscopy (EM); and (f) high thermal 

conductance,[20, 22] graphene’s high phonon conductivity dissipates the heat generated from 

electron bombardment. Clearly, this unique combination of properties makes graphene an ideal 
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nanomaterial for wet-phase imaging under TEM, while preserving intracellular volatile content 

of the cell under high vacuum. 

This paper demonstrates that protein-functionalized graphene (PFG) can specifically 

wrap bacteria, thus completely encasing them. The wrapping subsequently facilitates their 

effective wet-phase TEM imaging. This technique is shown for Gram-positive bacteria, Bacillus 

subtilis. These bacteria have about 70% water content (volumetric) with a cell wall thickness of 

16−30 nm [24] and were kept unstained (see Appendix B). Briefly, an aqueous suspension of 

graphene oxide (GO) sheets with area between 20 and 600 μm2 was prepared via the modified 

Hummer’s method [25, 26]. To enhance wrapping, the GO was covalently bonded to the amine 

groups on membrane-binding protein, [25] concanavalin-A (CA), which has specific-affinity to 

the polyteichoic acid moieties on the bacterial cell wall [27]. These protein-covered sheets are 

referred to as PFGs in this paper. To confirm CA functionalization, fluorescein isothiocyanate 

(FITC) dye labeled CA was used. Substrate-deposited PFGs showed a faint green fluorescence 

(owing to quenching by GO [28]), confirming the successful functionalization (Figure 3.1). 

 

 
Figure 3-1 Optical microscope (a) and confocal images (b) of the PFGs with FITC-tagged 

concanavalin – A. The green fluorescence confirms the successful attachment of 

concanavalin - A molecules to the PFGs. 
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Purified bacterial cell suspension (cultured overnight in nutrient agar media, pelleted down, 

washed, and diluted to 103 cells/mL in deionized (DI) water) was mixed with a fresh PFG 

suspension (10 mg/mL). This led to a visible clouding of the suspension, which we attribute to 

the bacterial encasement by the PFGs. It is expected that the large area of PFG sheets will 

strengthen its interfacing with bacteria. The PFG encasement/wrapping mechanism is proposed 

to be a sequential multipoint attachment process, as favored by minimization of Gibbs energy 

 
where μ is the chemical potential, N is the number of sites, and the subscripts G+ and B− 

are the CA and teichoic acid sites on PFG and bacteria, respectively) [29]. Further, the sizable 

reduction of free energy originating from the reduction of chemical potential via the highly 

specific ligand−receptor interaction is expected to offset the ligand−receptor b ond stretching 

during wrapping [29]. The anticipated wrapping process is depicted in panels a−e of Figure 3.2. 

The negative control experiments with GO in the absence of CA yielded no wrapping, attributed 

to the increase in free energy with the proximity between negatively charged GO and teichoic 

acid. 
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Figure 3-2 (a – e) Schematic diagram showing the steps involved in the bacterial wrapping 

by the PFG sheets. (f) A schematic showing the highly specific interaction between the CA 

on the PFG sheets and the teichoic acid moieties on the bacterial cell-wall. (g) An optical 

microscope image of a fully wrapped bacterium (FWB) and a partially wrapped bacterium 

(PWB, top right inset). 

 

 Experimental methods 

 Preparation of Protein-functionalized graphene (PFGs) 
GO was synthesized from mesh 7 graphite flakes (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) via the modified 

Hummer’s method to produce a stable, aqueous suspension of 10 mg/ml GO sheets with an 

average areal distribution around ~ 400 µm2.  7 grams of mesh 7 graphite flakes (Cat # 332461, 

Sigma Aldrich Inc.) were suspended in a mixture of 200 ml of 96 % sulfuric acid and 33 ml of 

68 % Nitric acid in a 4 °C water bath and stirred for about 30-45 minutes. Then 30 g of 

potassium permanganate was added slowly onto the mixture while maintaining the temperature 
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of the mixture at 4 C with constant agitation. Subsequently the temperature of the mixture was 

raised to 40 °C (with a ramp of 1 C per minute) and held constant for 6 hours. The mixture was 

then cooled down to 4 °C in an ice bath and 30 % H2O2 (in DI water) is added slowly drop-by-

drop with adequate mixing to neutralize the excess potassium permanganate.  Upon cessation of 

the reaction, the resulting GO solution was left undisturbed overnight, after which the GO sheets 

were spun down (11, 000 g, 60 min, 300 K), washed with DI water followed by HCl and then 

again by water. The washing step was repeated at least 2 more times after which the aqueous 

suspension of GO was dialyzed in copious amounts of DI water for a week.  

A 0.05 mg/ml solution of CA was prepared from the lyophilized protein powder in 1X 

PBS. 1 ml of this CA solution was mixed with 9 ml of the GO suspension in DI water in addition 

to 1mg of the coupling agent HATU in 10 µl DMF and incubated at 37 °C in an incubator shaker 

for 6 hours. This reaction produced PFG sheets with CA attached to the carboxylic acid / 

hydroxyl groups via the amide linkage. The PFG sheets were then pelleted down via 

centrifugation (11,000 g, 60 minutes, 300 K), washed multiple times and re-suspended in fresh 

DI water via intermittent sonication, serially diluted to have a final concentration of 10 mg/ml. 

 Preparation of Bacteria 
Bacillus subtilis cells were cultured in the nutrient broth media (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) and 

incubated in an incubator-shaker (New Brunswick Inc.) at 37 °C for 12 hours. The mature 

bacterial cells were then pelleted down via centrifugation (500 g, 6 minutes, 300 K), washed 

multiple times with 1X PBS and finally re-suspended (after requisite serial dilution) in 1 ml of 

DI water to obtain a concentration of 103 cells / ml.  

 Wrapping of Bacteria 
1 ml of the re-suspended bacterial cells was mixed with a freshly sonicated 1 ml sample 

of PFGs (conc. ~ 10 mg/ml). Instantaneous (less than a minute) wrapping of the bacterial cells 

was observed.  

 Immobilization of wrapped bacteria on silica substrate / Si3N4 grids 
300 nm thick silica wafers were first cleaned with organic solvents (acetone, isopropanol 

and ethanol) and then treated with oxidizing plasma (O2 Plasma, 2 mbar, 300 K, 5 minutes). 

Subsequently the wafers were passivated via treatment with the hydrogen plasma (H2 Plasma, 2 
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mbar, 300 K, 2 minutes). To immobilize the wrapped bacteria onto the wafers, 500 µl of the 

suspension containing the wrapped bacteria was drop casted onto the clean, passivated wafers 

and left undisturbed for 10 minutes in a laminar flow hood. The wafer is first dried using a 

nitrogen flow, washed with DI water and again dried. The wafer was visually inspected under an 

optical microscope (Olympus BX41) to locate the fully wrapped bacteria. 

 

For immobilization onto a Si3N4 TEM window, the grid was dipped in the suspension 

containing the wrapped bacteria for 5-10 minutes.  

 Live-Dead test 
Live – dead test was carried out on the bacteria by incubating them in a solution 

containing 0.1 mg/ml each of syto – 9 and propidium Iodide (PI) in 1X PBS for 2 minutes, 

followed by a thorough washing step and subsequent observation under the confocal microscope 

(Zeiss LSM 5 PASCAL). Image analysis was carried out using the Image J software in concert 

with GIMP. Note that, the live-dead test was carried out on the bacterial cells just before the 

wrapping process and NOT on the wrapped bacteria due to the impermeability of the PFG, as has 

been shown in the TEM studies. 

 FESEM imaging 
The instrument used was a Zeiss Leo 1550 scanning electron microscope in UHV 

conditions at a 8 kV EHT with a working distance of 6 mm using both the in-lens and the below-

lens Everhart-Thornley Detector. The images were pseudo-coloured using Image J and overlayed 

using GIMP image processing software. 

 TEM imaging 
The instrument used was a Philips CM100 TEM equipped with a AMT digital image 

capturing system, accelerating voltages up to 100 kV, low-dose capabilities, compuStage and a 

cold finger. The TEM imaging was carried out on the wrapped and the un-wrapped bacteria at 

100 kV accelerating voltage, 1 pA probe current, 1.5 micron diameter illumination (Spotsize of 

6) and a typical magnification of 13500 X. 
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 TEM tomography on wrapped bacteria 
The wrapped bacteria were spun down from the suspension via centrifugation (500 x g, 

10 minutes, 300 K) in a table top micro-centrifuge re-suspended in 2 % paraformaldehyde and 

2.5 % glutaraldehyde fixative in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4 and left undisturbed 

for 1 hour at 300 K. The fixed cells were washed 3 times with the sodium cacodylate buffer and 

subsequently re-suspended in a DI water solution of 1% osmium tetroxide and 1.5 % potassium 

ferrocyanide. After an hour of incubation in the dark at 300 K , the cells were washed with DI 

water for 4 times. The samples were then resuspended in a solution of 1% Uranyl Acetate in DI 

water, left undisturbed for 30 minutes and subsequently washed with DI water for 3 times. 

Sequential dehydration was carried out via re-suspension and incubation (10 minutes, 300 K) 

with 30%, 40 %, 50 %, 60 %, 70 %, 80%, 90% and 100 % ethanol. The samples were then 

resuspended in propyleneoxide for an hour after which the same volume of epoxy resin (EMbed 

812, Product # 14120, EMS Inc.) was added to the suspension for infiltration and left 

undisturbed for 30 minutes. The infiltrated samples were spun down and put in the embedding 

mold of freshly prepared epoxy resin and allowed to polymerize in a 333 K oven for 24 hours.  

 It is interesting to note that whereas: the whole embedding process / negative-staining 

takes > 24 hours; and the cryo-sample preparation takes > 1 hour and involves use of special 

cryo-stages, the wrapping process can be carried out in < 5 minutes.  

The embedded samples were then mounted in an ultra-microtome (Leica EM UC7) and 

gold (~90 nm thin) sections were cut using a diamond knife (Du Pont Inc.). Serial sections were 

collected on lacey carbon TEM grids and observed in a CM100 TEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, 

OR) (see supplementary videos: 3SV1 and 3SV2). 

 Results and Discussion 
The cross section of the PFG-wrapped bacteria was characterized by cutting 90 nm thick 

sections (slices) of wrapped bacteria using a microtome (EM UC7, Leica, Inc.) (see 

supplementary videos: 3SV1 and 3SV2). These sections were analyzed under the TEM (CM100, 

100 kV, FEI Inc.). 90 ± 10% of the bacteria were fully wrapped (Figures 3.3), while the others 

were partially wrapped.  
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Figure 3-3 (a) High resolution cross-sectional TEM images showing clear distinction 

between unwrapped and wrapped surface of a bacterium. (b) Sample TEM image of the 

resin-embedded bacterial cross-sections showing the fully wrapped bacterium (FWB) and 

the partially wrapped bacterium (PWB): On an average 90 % of the wrapped bacteria 

were fully wrapped. 

 

The high wrapping efficiency of the process is attributed to (a) the larger area (20−600 

μm2) of the PFG sheets, compared to the bacterial surface area (2−6 μm 2) (see supplementary 

videos: 3SV1 and 3SV2) and (b) the higher concentration of PFGs in comparison to bacteria. A 

majority of the cells were wrapped with multilayered PFG sheets 2 to 5 nm thick (corresponding 

to 1 to 7 GO layers (CA is 1 nm) [30]) as shown in Figure 3.4a (also see Figure 3.5).  

 

 
Figure 3-4 (a) TEM images of the 90 nm sections of wrapped bacteria showing the hermetic 

nature of the PFG wraps. Inset shows a lateral cross section of a wrapped bacterium. (b) 
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Live/dead tests on the bacteria just before wrapping via Syto-9 (green fluorescence, live, 

shown by panel b) and PI (red fluorescence, dead: shown by inset) staining showing most of 

the bacteria to be alive. 

 

The thicker sheets are expected to exhibit a higher impermeability, while maintaining electron 

transparency [21, 22]. Further, the wrapped sheets conformed to the cell geometry (Figure 3.4a 

and inset; also see Figure 3.5), as expected for thin graphenic sheets due to their relatively 

flexible C−C bonds [16]. Since the bacterial sections in Figure 3.4a are open, they dehydrate in 

TEM vacuum, producing wrinkles on PFGs and gaps between PFGs and bacterial cell walls [31]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-5 (a-e) Series of high resolution cross-sectional TEM images showing close ups of 

the surface of the PFG-wrapped bacteria shown in Figure 3.4a – top inset. These images 

demonstrate the hemetic nature of the PFG wraps. Scale bars correspond to 500 nm. 
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A live/dead test was conducted on the bacteria immediately before the wrapping process 

to confirm that the bacteria were alive (Figure 3.4b, inset) with intact cell wall [32]. This was 

important to make sure that the bacteria studied were completely hydrated. Owing to the 

impermeability of the PFG wraps, a live/dead test could not be conducted postwrapping. 

For studying the effectiveness of graphenic wrapping under TEM conditions, the cells 

were immobilized on 100 nm thick silicon nitride (Si3N4) windows, followed by encasing the 

exposed face with PFG sheets. In a typical experiment, 20 wrapped or unwrapped bacteria (from 

a fresh culture), immobilized on the Si3N4 window, were analyzed. It is important to note that, 

even in the same culture, different bacteria are at different stages of the cell cycle resulting in 

slight variations in their spatial dimensions [32]. The average dimensions of the native bacteria 

were first recorded via an optical microscope at atmospheric pressure. The TEM micrographs 

were subsequently obtained after 5 (minimum time to start collecting images after stage insertion 

and microscope focus/contrast optimization), 15, and 20 min with the following conditions: 

vacuum of 10−5 Torr, incident current density of 150 A/cm2, 100 kV electron beam, 1 pA probe 

current, 13500X magnification, spot size 1.5 μm illumination diameter (CM100 spot size # 6). 

For study of the electron-beam-induced damage, the side of the window with the bacteria was 

oriented toward the electron beam with the electron beam on at all times, while for exclusive 

vacuum study, the samples were oriented such that the electrons hit the Si3N4 layer before the 

bacteria, with the only electron flux exposure during image acquisition (30 s for the 1024 × 1024 

pixels). Under TEM, the samples were examined for (a) ability to resolve the cell wall, (b) 

retention of the bacterial dimensions, and (c) permeability (under vacuum and vacuum plus 

electron bombardment). 
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Figure 3-6 (a) PFG wrapping of bacteria prohibits shrinking under TEM. (b, c) 

Representative TEM images of wrapped bacterium (WB on 100 nm thick Si3N4 windows) 

exhibits no shrinkage from the original size after 5 and 20 min exposure. (d, e) 

Representative unwrapped bacteria (UWB) exhibit 75% shrinkage after only 5 min under 

TEM vacuum (minimum time to obtain micrograph). Extensive bubbling is also observed 

during imaging, attributed to boiling of the volatile component of the cell’s intracellular 

region (see videos 3SV3, 3SV4, 3SV5, 3SV6 and 3SV7). Scale bar = 500 nm. Note that 

under the same conditions, the cell wall of the wrapped bacteria is clearly discernible. This 

is attributed to significantly reduced charge accumulation due to the conductive PFGs (π 

electrons are highly conductive). 

The TEM micrographs of the PFG wrapped bacteria show that the bacterial cell wall and 

intracellular structure are clearly discernible (Figure 3.6, see Figure B1 in Appendix B). This is 

attributed to (a) the high density of conductive π electrons in the PFG sheets, which reduces the 

localized charge buildup, [22, 33] and (b) the high thermal conduction of the PFG sheet, which 

dissipates the heat generated from electron bombardment [9, 22, 33]. In contrast, the TEM 

micrographs of the unwrapped bacteria under the same conditions exhibited charging, as evident 

from the dark images of the bacteria. Further, the cell wall and the other intracellular structure of 

the bacteria are unrecognizable. 
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Table 3-1 Average dimensions of the wrapped / unwrapped Bacillus subtilis immobilized on 

Si3N4 grids upon exposure to high vacuum and electron beam exposed environment of the 

TEM. All dimensions are in µm. 

 
Table 3-2 Average dimensions of the wrapped / unwrapped Bacillus subtilis immobilized on 

Si3N4 grids upon exposure to UHV environment of the TEM. All dimensions are in µm. 

 
 

Next, we analyzed unwrapped and wrapped cells for their size consistency under TEM. 

As mentioned above, the first TEM micrograph for each sample was obtained after the sample 

had resided in the TEM chamber for 5 min under a vacuum of 10−5 Torr; thus it depicts only the 

effect of vacuum on the bacteria. For the unwrapped bacteria, the initial average areal size (20 
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cells) at atmospheric pressure was 2.73 ± 0.96 μm2 (3.23 ± 0.59 × 0.85 ± 0.15 μm 2), which 

reduced to 1.32 ± 0.02 μm2 (2.87 ± 0.23 × 0.46 ± 0.06 μm2) and 1.24 ± 0.003 μm2 (2.76 ± 0.19 × 

0.45 ± 0.06 μm2) after 5 and 20 min of exposure to vacuum and continuous electron beam 

exposure (Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1). The observed 76% reduction in volume is attributed to the 

efflux of the internal hygroscopic intracellular molecules due to exposure to the high vacuum in 

the TEM column (10−5 Torr) and due to the electron beam induced damage of the cell wall. 

Further, as shown in supplementary videos 3SV4, 3SV5, 3SV6 and 3SV7, the unwrapped 

bacteria also produced bubbles on the cell wall, attributed to the “boiling” of the intracellular 

volatile components under high vacuum [31, 33]. The high bubble formation in the unwrapped 

bacteria along with the charge buildup mentioned above indicate that the bacterial cell wall was 

being damaged significantly more than for the wrapped bacteria [2]. In stark contrast, no change 

in the area (2.897 ± 0.565 μm2 (3.438 ± 0.028 × 0.843 ± 0.159 μm 2)) or structure was observed 

for fully wrapped bacteria after 20 min of vacuum and electron beam exposure (Figure 3.6; see 

supplementary video 3SV3 and Tables 3.1 and 3.2). The least count of our measurements was 10 

nm (for FEI-CM100 TEM). After 20 min of vacuum/electron-beam exposure, the unwrapped 

bacteria were expected to be dry. This was vindicated by the experimentally observed volume 

percentage of volatile matter in bacteria of 76% (assuming isotropic cross-sectional shrinkage), 

consistent with literature [32, 34]. Further assuming that the majority of volatile matter is water, 

the water retention achieved by PFG wrapping was 350% volume (dry basis). This retention of 

intracellular volatile matter by the ultrathin graphenic wrapping is attributed to (a) the high 

impermeability of the graphenic lattice, where the high π-electron density on the carbon rings 

repels molecules and does not allow even helium to pass through [16] and (b) high yield strength 

of graphene, where the lattice atoms are covalently linked in honeycomb structure, bestowing it 

with high stiffness [16, 17, 23]. Expectedly, for the partially wrapped bacteria we observed 

5−10% volume shrinkage (assuming the bacterial shrinkage to be radially isotropic), which was 

attributed to the out-diffusion through unwrapped regions between the overlapping sheets and 

through the vacancy defects on GO from the harsh acid treatment (see supporting video 3SV7 

and Figure B1 in the Appendix B). 
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Figure 3-7 Efflux of intracellular matter in partially wrapped/unwrapped bacteria. (a, b) 

Curve fit of the model described in eq 1 with the normalized volume fraction shrinkage for 

the unwrapped bacteria exposed to vacuum and to vacuum plus electron beam. The error 

bars are the standard deviation of 20 measurements. 

 

 

The mass-transfer (MT) resistance for release of volatile intracellular components from 

the bacteria is inversely proportional to the Darcian permeability, k, of the bacterial membrane 

[35]. Further, the electron-flux-induced damage of cell wall is expected to open more MT 

channels, thus increasing the effective permeability. A simple bacterial-shrinkage model was 

constructed 

 
 

where k is the Darcian permeability, A is the electron-beam damage factor, Cw and CT are 

the water and total concentration in a bacterium, R is the radius of the bacterium, I is the electron 

beam current, and λ is the latent heat of vaporization. This gives 

 
where VB0 is the volume fraction of completely dehydrated bacteria, α1 and β are 

constants inversely proportional to membrane permeability, and α2 is a constant proportional to 
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the additional permeability caused by electron-beam-induced membrane damage. Additionally, 

the initial rate of volume shrinkage 

 

 

 
 

gives combined permeability (PD, Darcian and electron-beam induced permeability). 

For unwrapped bacteria, the values of VB0, α1, α2, and β were 0.29, 0.71, 0, and 0.40 

min−1 for the effects of vacuum. Further, the Darcian permeability (with α2 = 0) is calculated to 

be 7.6 × 10−9 m/s (consistent with literature, [36] see Appendix B for details). For the combined 

effect of the electron beam and vacuum, the values of VB0, α1, α2, and β were 0.25, 1.17, 0.42, 

and 0.89 min−1 (Figure 3.7, see Appendix B). The combined permeability, PD  20.5 × 10−9 m/s, 

was an order of magnitude higher than that for the only vacuum exposure, reaffirming the 

adverse effects of the electron beam. It is important to note that the curve fits shown in Figure 

3.7 are an extrapolation of the three data points, which were used to measure the Darcian 

permeability. The wrapped bacteria exhibited no discernible volume change; therefore the 

permeability was practically zero. Theoretically, if a monolayer graphene sheet wraps a 

bacterium under 10−5 Torr pressure, it experiences 1 atm pressure difference. Under this pressure 

difference, graphene (strain = 0.26%) [16] will stretch by 4.38 nm. With an elastic modulus of 

400 N/m, the average lateral force on graphene will then be 1.752 μN (=E × Δx) an d the net 

force across the membrane of a bacterium would be 0.46 μN (=ΔP × A bacteria). In the current 

study, the graphenic multilayers with or without defects are expected to exhibit a higher 

resistance to stretching than graphene monolayers [21]. This extrapolation from Bunch et al [16] 

is consistent with the observed retention of the original volume of the PFG-encased bacteria 

under TEM (Figure 3.6). This further indicates that there was no slippage of the sheets either 

from the substrate or between different layers in the time scale of our measurements. It is 

pertinent to note that the electron transparency of graphene can cause electron-bombardment-

induced hydrolysis of bacterial water to produce hydrogen (see Appendix B) [33]. However, 

further studies are required to evaluate the effect of hydrolysis. Futuristically, the graphene-
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encased systems could benefit from covalently sealing (bonding) the overlapped graphene sheets 

to reduce intralayer diffusion (from between sheets). 

 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that bacteria can be encased within graphenic 

chamber by wrapping them with PFG. The unique structural, chemical, and electrical properties 

of graphene can then be applied to significantly improve their TEM imaging as compared to 

imaging native unwrapped cells: for example, (a) “wet” state TEM imaging of cells can be 

achieved; (b) bacteria can be imaged with original, uncontracted dimensions; (c) the bacterial 

volatile content can be retained; (d) internal bacterial structures, such as the cell wall, can be 

clearly distinguished in comparison to unwrapped bacteria under similar TEM conditions; (e) 

electrostatic charge buildup can be significantly reduced. Under similar TEM imaging, the 

unwrapped bacteria shrank by 76% and exhibited significant charge buildup. Postwrapping, the 

Darcian permeability of bacteria reduced from 7.6−20 nm/s to practically zero. The specific 

graphenic properties which enable the above results include high impermeability, electron 

transparency, high conductivity, structural strength, and conforming flexibility. We envision that 

encasing wet samples within graphenic chambers will potentially enable real-time imaging of 

fluid dynamics, liquid suspensions of nanoparticles, proteins, and live cell’s biochemical activity. 
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Chapter 4 - Bio-compatible, robust free-standing paper 

composed of TWEEN/graphene composite 

 Abstract 
A stable, biocompatible, free-standing “paperlike” material composed of polyoxyethylene 

sorbitan laurate (TWEEN) and reduced graphene oxide platelets is presented. The TWEEN paper 

is highly stable in water (no leakage of TWEEN) and sufficiently robust to be handled by hand 

without breaking. Furthermore, the material is noncytotoxic to three mammalian cell lines and 

inhibits nonspecific binding of Gram-positive bacteria. 
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 Introduction 
Nonspecific binding (NSB), a random adsorption of biocomponents such as proteins and 

bacteria on noncomplementary materials, is one of the biggest problems in biological 

applications including biosensors, protein chips, surgical instruments, drug delivery, and 

biomedicine. Polyoxyethylene sorbitan laurate (TWEEN), a commercially available chemical 

with aliphatic ester chains, has shown promise as a medical material and in overcoming 

problems associated with NSB [1–4]. However, stability during solution-based processing and 

uniformity of the materials that have TWEEN coating on flat substrates or nanomaterials using 

the selfassembled-monolayer (SAM) method has been an important issue. Further, biocompatible 

materials with high strength are important for several medical applications including stents, nail 

implants, and strong invasive instruments. Here, we present the production of a free-standing 

“paperlike” material composed of TWEEN and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) platelets and 

obtained by simple filtration of a homogeneous aqueous colloidal suspension of TWEEN/RGO 

hybrid. The “TWEEN paper” was highly stable in water without leakage of TWEEN and is 

compliant and sufficiently robust to be handled by hand without breaking. Furthermore, the 

TWEEN paper was noncytotoxic to three mammalian cell lines and biocompatible, inhibiting 

nonspecific binding of Gram-positive bacteria [5]. In contrast, RGO paper without TWEEN 

showed nonspecific bacterial binding. 

TWEEN is composed of three chemical parts (Figure 4.1a): aliphatic ester chains that can 

prevent NSB of biomolecules, three-terminal hydroxyl groups that are hydrophilic and can be 

chemically modified for further applications, and an aliphatic chain that can easily be adsorbed 

on a hydrophobic surface by noncovalent interaction. Protein microarrays on flat substrates with 

SAM of TWEEN [4] and highly sensitive biosensors, [1–3] built using field-effect transistor 

(FET) behavior of individual carbon nanotube (CNT) strands coated with TWEEN, have 

demonstrated that TWEEN can be effectively used to overcome NSB. 

Graphene, an atom-thick layer composed of sp2 carbons, has recently gained interest 

owing to its outstanding electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties [6–8]. Bioapplications 

using graphene sheets have been suggested for fundamental research as well as practical 

applications [9–11]. Hydrophobic graphene sheets, which are exfoliated from graphite/graphite-

derivatives or produced by reduction of graphene oxide, have shown noncovalent adsorption by 

surfactants, resulting in the generation of their homogeneous colloidal suspensions [12–14] 
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Consequently, we thought that TWEEN might easily adsorb on the basal planes of graphene 

sheets. The high specific surface area of graphene (the calculated value is 2630 m2 g−1, which 

includes both surfaces) would also benefit its applications as a highly sensitive sensor for gas or 

biomolecules. 

 

 
Figure 4-1 (a) The chemical structure of TWEEN 20. (b) Reaction scheme for the 

production of an aqueous colloidal suspension (photo, bottom right) of TWEEN/RGO-

hybrid particles. (c,d) Photos of a TWEEN paper sample (scale in (d), cm). 
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 Experimental methods 

 Production of colloidal suspension of TWEEN/RGO hybrid 
GO was synthesized from natural graphite (SP-1, Bay Carbon, MI) by the modified 

Hummers method. Light brown colloidal suspensions (concentration, 1 mg GO/ 4 ml of water) of 

individual graphene oxide sheets in purified water (17.4 MΩ resistance) were prepared with the 

aid of ultrasound (Fisher Scientific FS60 ultrasonic cleaning bath) in 20-ml batches. TWEEN 20 

(1 ml for 20 mg GO, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the aqueous suspension of graphene oxide, 

producing a stable light brown suspension. After stirring with a Teflon-coated stirring bar for 10 

min, hydrazine monohydrate (1 ml for 3 mg of GO, 98%, Aldrich) was subsequently added to the 

suspension. Additional stirring at 80 oC for 12 h yielded a black suspension of TWEEN/RGO 

hybrid (pH: ~7). 

 Production of TWEEN paper materials 
After cooling the suspension above to room temperature, paper samples of TWEEN/RGO 

hybrid were made by filtration of the colloidal suspension through an Anodisc® membrane filter 

(47 mm in diameter, 0.02-µm pore size, Whatman, Middlesex, UK). The resulting papers were 

rinsed by addition of purified water and filtered 3 times. After the filtration, the papers were 

suction-dried for a day.  

 Stability test of TWEEN paper in water 
We tested the stability of the TWEEN paper by weighing before and after washing it with 

water. As described in the manuscript, we first made TWEEN paper, then air-dried and weighed 

it (sample #0, 18.2 mg). Then we soaked sample #0 in water to find out if residual TWEEN 

molecules would leach out of the sample. The sample was soaked in water for 1 day, then was 

air-dried for 3 days and was weighed. This procedure was done 4 times, totally 4 days soaking 

(sample #0-1 (1 time washed, 17.6 mg), sample #0-2 (2 times washed, 17.6 mg), sample #0-3 (3 

times washed, 17.6 mg), sample #0-4 (4 times washed, 17.6 mg)). After first time washing, the 

weight was decreased (18.2 mg vs. 17.6 mg) by possibly washing residual TWEEN out. Then, 

the sample was reached to steady state without further leakage of TWEEN molecules. 

Consequently, we washed other samples for totally 4 days (1 day for each soaking in clean bath, 

no drying after each soaking, 4 times) without measuring weight at each steps. After this 
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washing then air-drying for 3 days, we measured the weight of the paper sample (sample #1). 

Then, we again soaked sample #1 in water to test stability. After soaking in water for consecutive 

4 days followed by drying under air for 3 days, the resulting paper sample (sample #2) showed 

the same weight as sample #1 did prior to this 4-days exposure in water (our balance is good to 

0.1 mg).  

 Methods for cytotoxicity test 
Three cell lines representing a broad range of characteristics viz. (1) Vero Cells (African 

Green Monkey Kidney Cells, ATCC Cat. No.CCL-81), (2) Embryonic Bovine Cells (EB, Kansas 

State University), (3) Crandell-Rees feline kidney (CRFK, ATCC Cat. No. CCL-94). Healthy 

frozen stocks of the Vero and the CRFK cell lines were thawed and passaged along with healthy, 

proliferating primary culture of EB cells, in freshly prepared multi-antibiotic laced Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (D-MEM) media with 7% fresh Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), for 

adherent growth in sterile culture tubes Submitted to 3 (Fisher Inc.). After the first passage and 

the ensuing growth in a 5% CO2 incubator maintained at 37 °C, with a relative humidity (RH) > 

95% for 48 h, the adherent cells were detached via trypsinization and washed with fresh media 

and then Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) for at least 3 times. The paper samples were placed in a 

fresh multi-well culture plate in duplicates. A small quantity of the afore-obtained cells was 

seeded on the paper with concomitant addition of sterile media. The culture plates were placed in 

an incubator for 48 h, after which the cells were initially visualized under an upright optical 

microscope (BX41, Olympus Inc.). The cells were then stained with Calcein (shows green 

fluorescence on live cells by binding with calcium) and with Propidium Iodide (shows red 

fluorescence on dead cells by intercalating between the strands of DNA and RNA) for the 

confirmatory Live-Dead test. The stained cells were washed, fixed and observed under a 

Spinning Disc Confocal Microscope (Olympus Inc.).  

 Methods for blood agar test 
A commercially obtained blood agar (5% sheep blood, Cole- Parmer Inc.) plate was 

incubated with the paper samples for 48 h to assess the potential hemolytic activity of the paper. 

The blood agar plate was then observed under an upright stereo-microscope (Leica Inc.) for signs 

of hemolysis (discolouration of the agar underneath and around the paper).  
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 Methods for bacteria repellant test 
Bacillus cereus cells (ATCC 21634) were cultured overnight in a nutrient broth media at 

37 oC with constant agitation in an incubator-shaker (Fisher-scientific Inc.). The matured cells 

were pelleted down by centrifuging at 2000 rpm for 2 min in a table top micro-centrifuge 

(Fisher-scientific Inc.), washed repeatedly with deionized (DI) water (18.6 MΩ) and re-

suspended in fresh DI water. The paper sample held tweezers was submerged completely in the 

DI water suspension of the Bacillus cereus cells for one min and subsequently washed with 

excess DI water for 10 sec and dried in a jet of dry nitrogen gas. The paper was observed under 

an optical microscope (BX41, Olympus Inc.) for further analysis. To further test the possible 

absence of bacteria on the paper, the after-treatment- paper was seeded in a fresh sterile liquid 

suspension of nutrient broth. After incubation at 37o C in an incubator-shaker for 16 h, the 

culture was checked for bacterial growth by centrifuging at 11,000 g for 10 min in a table-top 

micro-centrifuge and monitoring for presence of a pellet.  

 Results and discussion 
Graphite oxide (GO) was synthesized from natural graphite (SP-1, Bay Carbon, MI, 

USA) by the modified Hummers method [15]. A homogeneous black suspension of TWEEN 

20/RGO hybrid with no particles visible to the naked eye has been produced by chemical 

reduction of an aqueous colloidal suspension of graphene oxide and TWEEN using hydrazine 

monohydrate (Fig. 4.1b, see Appendix C for details). On the other hand, reduction of aqueous 

graphene oxide suspension using hydrazine monohydrate without TWEEN produced black 

agglomerates that could not be redispersed by sonication or stirring [16]. This indicates that 

TWEEN plays a role as a surfactant for helping dispersion of RGO sheets in water. We 

confirmed that the chemical structure of TWEEN was not changed by the reaction with 

hydrazine monohydrate (see Appendix C, Figure 4.2). The presence of individual RGO sheets in 

the hybrid was confirmed by non-contact-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM; see Appendix 

C, Fig. 4.2). 
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Figure 4-2 Left, a TEM image and right, an AFM image of the composite 

 

Shiny black and compliant TWEEN-paper samples (Fig. 4.1 c,d) composed of the 

TWEEN/RGO particles were fabricated by filtration of the homogeneous aqueous suspension of 

TWEEN/RGO hybrid. Using the homogeneous suspension provides a very promising method for 

generating uniform performance of such paper-like materials. After harsh rinsing with water and 

subsequent air-drying, the weight of the resulting TWEEN paper was higher than that of the 

starting GO (e.g., 51.1 mg of TWEEN paper from 30.0 mg of starting GO material and 

17.6 mg from 12.0 mg). The leakage of TWEEN, which is adsorbed on the hydrophobic 

surfaces, from materials is an important issue in terms of stability [4, 17]. To check the stability 

of the TWEEN paper in water, the washed and air-dried paper sample was further soaked for 4 

days in water and then air-dried for 3 days. The weight of the resulting TWEEN paper was the 

same as that of the sample before further soaking in the measuring range of our balance 

(measurable to 0.1 mg), so TWEEN molecules are not leaked from the paper sample in water, or 

the leak is negligible. 

The weight ratio of chemically reduced graphene oxide (without TWEEN, other 

conditions were the same as that for production of TWEEN/RGO hybrid describe above) relative 

to starting GO was ∼65%, as measured for several separate reactions in our laboratory. That is, 

19–20 mg of chemically reduced graphene oxide has usually been produced by reduction of 
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30 mg of starting GO. The weight ratio of RGO in the TWEEN paper relative to the starting GO 

would be similar to that of RGO in the system without TWEEN, meaning that ∼51 mg of paper, 

which is produced from 30 mg of starting GO, contains 19–20 mg (37–39 wt%) of RGO. Thus, 

∼31–32 mg (61–63 wt%) in the TWEEN paper (∼51 mg) should be contributed by TWEEN 20 

and possibly trapped solvents in the paper samples. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curve 

(Figure 4.3) of the air-dried TWEEN paper sample showed almost no weight loss before 100 °C. 

A weight loss (∼48 wt% relative to the starting material) from 100 to 300 °C and a smaller 

weight loss (∼14 wt% relative to the starting material) from 300 to 550 °C could be caused by 

loss of CO, CO2, and H2O by the decomposition of C-C and C=O bonds in TWEEN 20 and/or 

labile oxygen functional groups of RGO [15, 16] and, possibly, by evaporation of water 

molecules trapped in the paper sample. The remaining material (∼38 wt% of the starting mass) 

at 550 °C in the TGA curve is close to that (37–39 wt%, calculated by the ratio of weight of the 

RGO to the starting material, see above) of RGO in the TWEEN paper sample. 

 

 
Figure 4-3 TGA curve of air-dried TWEEN paper sample 

 

The TWEEN paper samples were sufficiently robust to be handled by hands and tweezers 

without breaking. We have measured the mechanical properties of the air-dried paper materials 
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weighing ∼51 mg by tensile testing (five samples; Figure 4.4a and the Appendix C, Table C1). 

The TWEEN papers were brittle, similar to other graphene-based paper materials [8, 11, 18] and 

had a modulus in the range of 1.2–2.3 GPa in the “linear region” (this region is almost linear, 

thus here we refer to it as the linear region). The tensile strength of the TWEEN papers was 3.4–

6.2 MPa and their strain was 0.2–0.4% (see Appendix C, Table C1). 

 

 
Figure 4-4 Mechanical properties of a TWEEN paper sample and images of SEM and 

Raman spectroscopy. (a) A stress–strain curve of the paper sample by tensile test. b–d) 

SEM images of a cross-section of broken sample by tensile test (b) (scale bar, 10 µm) and a 

sample fractured by tweezers at room temperature (c,d) (scale bars, 5 µm (c) and 2 µm 

(d)). (e,f) Surface images of the paper sample: an SEM image (e) (top view at an angle; 

scale bar, 2 µm), and a mapping image by micro-Raman spectroscopy (f) (scale bar, 

6 µm). 
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While the surface of the RGO paperlike sample is electrically conductive,[19] the surface 

of TWEEN paper is electrically insulating. This could be caused by complete coating of 

electrically insulating TWEEN molecules on RGO platelets. Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) images of the cross-section of such an air-dried TWEEN paper samples (broken by the 

tensile test, Figure 4.4b, and separately fractured by tweezers, Fig. 4.4c and d, at room 

temperature) exhibited overall a layered structure of TWEEN/RGO hybrid (Figure 4.4b,c). 

However, determining the structural nature between TWEEN matrices and RGO platelets could 

be an interesting challenge for the future. The existence of thin “graphene sheets” in the 

composites was frequently found by SEM (Figure 4.4d). The thickness of a sample broken by the 

tensile test was ∼30 µm (Figure 4.4b). The Raman spectrum of the surface of the air-dried paper 

sample showed two broad peaks at around 1345 and 1580 cm−1. These two peaks would be 

contributed mainly by a D-band and a G-band from embedded RGO sheets, respectively [19, 

20]. The Raman spectrum of free TWEEN 20 exhibited two weak broad peaks, only, at around 

1290 and 1475 cm−1, Although the surface of the TWEEN paper sample (Figure 4.4e) was 

slightly rough, the mapping images of the surface at around 1345 cm−1 and separately 

1580 cm−1 showed uniform dispersion of RGO platelets in the TWEEN matrices at the surface 

of the paper sample (Figure 4.4f). 

Cytotoxicity analysis of the TWEEN paper was carried out by investigating cell growth 

and proliferation [11] on the surface of the papers. Three cell lines representing a broad range of 

characteristics in cell growth were employed: i) Vero cells (African green monkey kidney 

cells)—robust cells with high propensity of growth and proliferation, ii) embryonic bovine (EB) 

cells—primary culture with a limited lifespan resembling the cells in vivo, and iii) Crandell–

Rees feline kidney cells (CRFK)—finicky, delicate cells with relatively low growth rate and 

proliferation. After washing the cells with phosphate buffer saline (PBS), followed by their 

incubation on the TWEEN paper in the presence of a fresh culture media for 48 h, the three cell 

lines were analyzed for growth, structural properties, and vitality. A rough estimate of cell death 

is inferred from the transformation of the cell's native structure into a spherical shape and the 

floating of cells detached from the surface of the paper upon washing. The confirmatory live–

dead test (calcein and propidium iodide staining) on the cells growing on the TWEEN paper 
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confirmed its noncytotoxicity, with >90% of the cells being alive after 48 h of exposure to the 

paper and forming a confluent monolayer on its surface (Figure 4.5), indicating cell vitality 

during growth.  

 

 
Figure 4-5 Cytotoxicity test for the TWEEN paper and the pristine RGO paper. Composite 

confocal microscopy images of the CRFK (a,d), the primary EB (b,e) and the Vero cells 

(c,f), grown for 48 h on TWEEN-paper (a–c) and RGO-paper (d–f) substrates, 

respectively, and subsequently stained with calcein (green) and propidium iodide (red) as a 

part of the standard live–dead test (scale bars, 20 µm). 

 

Although TWEEN is known to degrade the cell membranes, the noncytotoxicity of TWEEN 

paper could be attributed to its firm incorporation into the RGO paper. These cytotoxicity tests 

were also conducted on the RGO paper without TWEEN, produced with the method explained in 

a previous publication [19]. As expected, the papers showed a consistent cell growth and 

proliferation with the cells retaining their native shape, and forming a confluent monolayer as 
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observed by the live–dead test. The observed noncytotoxicity of the RGO paper is consistent 

with an earlier report by Chen et al., where mouse fibroblast cells were used [11]. Further, the 

two papers (TWEEN, and RGO paper) were non-hemolytic in blood-agar experiments (Figure 

4.6). Blood cells in the agar exposed to the papers were found to be stable without any sign of 

lysis (and discoloration). 

 

 
Figure 4-6 An optical microscope image of a sheep-blood-agar plate with (a) TWEEN 

paper and  (b) RGO  paper,  showing  non-hemolytic  activity  of  both  the  papers  (all  

scale  bars correspond to 2 cm).  

 

To study their NSB to microbes, the two papers were tested for bacterial interfacing. 

While the TWEEN paper inhibited NSB of Gram-positive bacteria, the RGO paper exhibited 

bacterial binding. Here, the papers were submerged in a suspension of washed Bacillus cereus 

cells in deionized (DI) water for 1 min and for 10 h (Figure 4.7, 4.8), rinsed with excess DI 

water for 10 s, dried in a slow jet of nitrogen and observed under an optical microscope. No 

bacterial cells attached on the surface of the TWEEN paper [3, 4] (Figure 4.7). To further 

confirm the absence of bacteria, the exposed papers were seeded in separate nutrient-broth media 

(10 mL) and incubated at 37 °C in an incubator-shaker for 16 h, followed by centrifugation 
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(11000 g (13 000 rpm) for 10 min) of the media-solution. No bacterial growth was observed, 

as deduced from the absence of pellet formation after centrifugation.  

 
Figure 4-7 (a,b) Optical microscopy image of the TWEEN paper before and after the 

treatment with a DI-water suspension of the mature Bacillus cereus cells. The TWEEN 

paper shows no bacterial attachment. (c,d) Optical microscopy image of the RGO paper 

before and after the bacterial treatment. The RGO paper shows bacterial attachment 

(marked by arrows). All scale bars are 10 µm. 
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Figure 4-8 Optical micrographs of the TWEEN paper and RGO paper after the 10 hours of 

bacterial treatment.  (a) Optical microscope image of the TWEEN paper after the 

treatment with a Nutrient broth suspension of the Bacillus cereus cells for 10 hours. The 

TWEEN paper shows no bacterial attachment. (b) Optical microscope image of the RGO 

paper after the treatment. The RGO paper shows bacterial attachment (marked by an 

arrow).   

 

In contrast, the RGO paper exhibited bacterial attachment and subsequent bacterial growth in a 

sterile media solution. The difference in the cell adhesion properties between the bacterial cells 

and the mammalian cells for the TWEEN paper can be attributed to the dissimilarities between 

the Gram-positive-bacteria cell wall (thick, rigid peptidoglycan layer with teichoic acid moieties) 

and the cell membrane of the mammalian cells (lipid membrane with cell adhesion molecules 

(CAMs), including immunoglobulins, integrins, cadherins, selectins, and/or lymphocyte 

receptors) [21–23]. Further, after reducing the density of the CAMs on the Vero cells via 

trypsinization (tripsin proteolysis) of the CAMs, followed by a short exposure (1 min) to the 

papers, no cell adhesion was detected on the TWEEN and the RGO paper (see Appendix C, 

Figure C1). In conclusion, the TWEEN paper reduces the NSB of the bioentities, including the 

Gram-positive bacterial cells; while it allows adhesion and proliferation of the mammalian cells, 

which use CAMs to stick to the TWEEN paper [3, 4]. More work is necessary to confirm the 

bacterial cytotoxicity of TWEEN paper and to thoroughly characterize its interaction with the 

cell's surface proteins, teichoic acids, and peptidoglycan membrane. 
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 Conclusion 
In summary, we have fabricated a strong and biocompatible free-standing paper 

composed of TWEEN 20 and chemically reduced graphene oxide and demonstrated that the 

paper exhibits excellent stability in water and is compliant and is robust enough to be handled by 

hand without breaking. The TWEEN paper and the RGO paper were noncytotoxic to three 

mammalian cell lines, while only the TWEEN paper inhibited the NSB of bacterial cells. These 

results show that the macroscopic TWEEN-based paper materials and its derivatives can 

potentially function as effective components for medical applications including transplant 

devices, invasive instruments, and implants. 
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Chapter 5 - High-throughput, ultrafast synthesis of solution- 

dispersed graphene via a facile hydride chemistry 

 Abstract 
Graphene’s superior electrical, optical & mechanical characteristics and its continuously 

growing applications require concomitant development of graphene-processing-technology. 

Recently, graphene solution-dispersions have received great attention as they offer the possibility 

of easy graphene processing and directly employing graphene from solution into applications 

such as sensors, solar cells, biodevices, FETs etc. Here, we leverage the ability of sodium 

hydride to act both as a reducing agent and as a deprotonator to instantaneously (in few seconds) 

reduce graphene-oxide (GO) in methanol to graphene sheets and to deprotonate methanol to 

methoxy ions, where the methoxy ions then stabilize the graphene sheets in the residual 

methanol suspension at a yield of ~ 68 %. Further, this novel chemistry was found to be effective 

in producing reduced graphene oxide (RGO) with a higher ratio of sp2 to sp3 carbon densities, 

where the average sp2 domains size increases from 2 nm to 3.5 nm after reduction. The graphene 

sheets exhibited a carrier mobility of 300-600 cm2/V·s.  
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 Introduction 
Graphene is a single-atom-thick two-dimensional macromolecule with sp2-bound carbon 

atoms [1] arranged in a honeycomb lattice. Recently, graphene has emerged as an attractive 

candidate for several applications, including ultrafast nanoelectronic devices, [2, 3] tunable 

spintronics, [4] ultracapacitors, [5] transparent conducting electrodes, [6, 7] single-molecule 

chemical sensors, [8] ultrasensitive biodevices, [9] and nanomechanical devices [10]. These 

applications have evolved from its atypical properties, such as weakly scattered ballistic 

transport of charge carriers behaving as massless fermions at room temperature, [3, 11] magneto-

sensitive transport, [12–14] tunable bandgap,[15] quantum Hall effect at room temperature,[12–

14] tunable optical transitions,[16, 17] exceptional mechanical strength,[18] megahertz 

characteristic frequency,[10] carrier collimation, and ultrahigh stiffness. 

 

Graphene can be (1) synthesized on-substrate, (2) deposited on-substrate via mechanical 

processes, or (3) deposited on-substrate from solution. On-substrate synthesis includes high-

temperature (>1000 °C) epitaxial growth on SiC, [19, 20] ruthenium [21] or chemical vapor 

deposition on nickel [22] and copper, [23] while mechanical deposition includes adhesive-tape 

exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and the ensuing transfer. The third 

process, which is based on on-substrate deposition from a graphene suspension, has several 

advantages including the large-scale production of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) and easy-to-

apply chemical and physical manipulations for functionalization and directed deposition [24–28]. 

Graphene suspension synthesis methods include 1) π–π intercalation or graphite intercalation 

compound (GIC)-based exfoliation of graphite flakes into graphene sheets, [24, 25, 29, 30] and 

2) in-solution reduction of graphite oxide prepared by Hummers method [15, 31, 32] with 

hydrazine [26–28, 33]. The π–π intercalation and GIC-based methods produce high-quality 

graphene; however, the yield is low with relatively low stability of the graphene solution, in 

which the graphene sheets have a tendency to settle down. The graphene suspension prepared by 

in-solution or 180 °C solvothermal reduction of graphene oxide (GO) in hydrazine produces a 

higher yield and stability; however, the process takes several days for completion [34]. 

Supercritical water has been used for the reduction of GO into graphene, for which high 

pressures and temperatures are required in a closed system, and the process takes about 6 h for 

completion [35]. Recently, sodium borohydride and concentrated sulfuric acid have been used to 
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reduce GO sheets via a two-step reduction process, which takes about 3 days for completion [36, 

37]. 

Herein, we present a novel route to reduce GO and stabilize RGO in dispersions in a 

methanol suspension using common reagents via an ultrafast (less than a minute), high-

throughput, single-step process. Sodium hydride acts both as a reducing agent to reduce GO to 

RGO and as a deprotonator to convert methanol to methoxy ions. These methoxy ions then 

stabilize the RGO sheets in the bulk methanol. Multilayer RGO sheets as large as >10 000 µm2 

with high sp2 to sp3 ratio and low defect density were obtained with conductivities of ≈  4500–

10,625 S/m with electron and hole mobilities of 100–400 and 300–600 cm2/V·s, respectively. 

These values are comparable with the highest values reported for multilayer RGO [38]. 

 

 Experimental methods 
GO sheets suspended in water were synthesized from mesh 7 graphite flakes (Sigma–

Aldrich) via a modified Hummers acid oxidation method, which produces one- to four-atom-

thick sheets of partially oxidized graphene with the surface containing negatively charged 

hydroxyl, epoxy, and carboxylic acid groups, which electrostatically stabilize the GO sheets in 

suspension. The addition of the electronegative oxygen and the removal of unsaturated π 

electrons cause the GO sheets to be distorted due to the introduction of nonplanar sp3 bonds 

(Figure 5.1, top). The GO suspension samples were centrifuged (11,000 g, 60 min, 20 °C) and 

resuspended in 99% methanol with intermittent sonication [39]. Methanol-dispersed GO was 

then exposed to pure sodium hydride powder (final concentration ≈100  mg m/L), which 

instantaneously (a few seconds) reduced GO to RGO, while generating hydrogen gas bubbles. 

Further, sodium hydride deprotonates methanol to methoxy ions, [40] which is expected to 

stabilize the RGO sheets in methanol. Finally, a dark black, highly stable (about one month) 

solution of RGO was produced. Based on the initial weight of the graphite flakes, the process 

gave a yield of ≈68% with most RGOs having one to four layers. The yield for the NaH-based 

GO to RGO reduction process was close to 100%. The chemistry is shown below: [40] 

   ((1)) 

                                                       ((2)) 
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The relatively low exothermicity (Trxn< 350 K, Tautoignition ≈ 858 K; source: NIST) of the 

reaction at the experimental volumes reduces the fire hazard from the hydrogen gas produced 

during the reaction. The RGO suspension was highly stable with no visible settling, which can be 

attributed to the adsorbed methoxide ion (Na+CH3O−)-induced electrostatic repulsion between 

individual RGO sheets in methanol [41]. 

 

 
Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of the hydride reduction process. Photographs of glass vials 

containing a dispersion of the GO in methanol (left) and a stable dispersion of RGO in bulk 

methanol (right). Center right, bottom: picture of a vial with NaH in methanol. The dark 

black color of the stabilized RGO in contrast to the yellow color of the GO indicates the 

partial restoration of the interlayer π network of the RGO sheets. The cartoon and the 

three-dimensional (3D) chemical structures (the gray, red, and blue balls denote the 

carbon, oxygen, and sodium atoms, respectively, in the ball-and-stick model) show the 

reduction process of GO to RGO via hydride chemistry, the associated release of hydrogen 

gas, and the ensuing solution stabilization of the RGO by sodium methoxide ions. 

 Results and discussion 
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the RGO sheets 

immediately after the hydride reaction show dendritic structures of sodium methoxide deposited 
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on the RGO surface, the chemical composition of which was confirmed by energy-dispersive X-

ray (EDX) analysis (see Figure 5.2).  

 

 
Figure 5-2 Field Emission – Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) images of the reduced  

graphene oxide (RGO) sheets before washing. (a, b) FESEM images of the RGO sheets 

drop casted onto silica substrate before washing showing the dendritic micro-structures 

formed by the NaOCH3 depositions (c) Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) image of 

the dendritic micro-structure showing the fingerprint peaks for Na, O and C.  

 

Addition of deionized (DI) water to the suspension destabilizes the solution resulting in the 

formation of large clusters, which slowly settle down. This finding can be attributed to the 

removal of the stabilizing methoxide ions from the RGO surface. EDX studies confirmed 

complete sodium removal, which also made the RGO surfaces smooth as observed by FESEM 

(see Figure 5.3; Figure 5.4b, inset).  
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Figure 5-3 Field Emission – Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) images of the reduced  

graphene oxide (RGO) sheets after washing. (a, b) FESEM images of the RGO sheets drop 

casted onto silica substrate after washing with de-ionized water (DI water) showing the 

clean, flat surfaces vindicating the success of the washing process 

 

More studies are needed to completely characterize this process. When a 300-nm-thick silicon 

dioxide substrate is contacted with a RGO solution for 10 min, a large areal RGO coverage is 

achieved, as observed by FESEM and optical microscopy (Figure 5.4c; see Appendix D, Figure 

D1 and D2).  
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Figure 5-4 (a,b) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the GO sheets (a) and RGO 

sheets (b) spin-coated on 300-nm-thick silica wafers. Insets: the height profiles indicate that 

the thickness of the GO monolayer is ≈1.2  nm (a), while that for the RGO monolayer is 

0.6 nm (top right inset (b)). The top left inset in (b) shows an FESEM image of the washed 

RGO sheets deposited on a 300-nm-thick silica substrate. The sheets form wrinkles (W) 

and folds (F). c) Optical image of RGO sheets deposited on a 300-nm-thick silica substrate, 

which shows large-area coverage of the sporadically folded (F) RGO sheets. The stars 

indicate the probable residual sodium methoxide deposits on the RGO sheets and on the 

substrate. The schematic diagram of the carbon structure (right) depicts a possible folding 

conformation of the RGO sheets on the atomic scale. 

 

AFM studies on deposited GO and RGO sheets showed that RGO has a smaller thickness 

(≈0.6 nm) than the parent GO, which is higher than the theoretical thickness, also reported by 

other groups (Figure 5.4a,b; Appendix D, Figure D2) [38]. This can be attributed to either 
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partially unreduced nonplanar oxy-functional groups, remnant sp3 CC bonds, or gas/solvent 

molecules trapped between the substrate and the RGO sheets [42]. Furthermore, RGO was found 

to show a large density of folds, which is expected because of π–π interaction energy within the 

sheets. A rough schematic (Figure 5.4c, right) shows one possible folding mechanism using the 

angle of fold (=20°) shown (Figure 5.4c, left). The RGO sheets form wrinkles, however the 

wrinkle density is less than that for GO [9]. Moreover, the RGO sheets deposited on a substrate 

do not agglomerate during deposition. This is attributed to the negatively charged methoxide 

adsorption on the RGO surfaces, which repel each other. 

 

 
Figure 5-5 Comparison of the Raman spectra of the GO and RGO sheets. 

TheID/IG and ID'/IG ratios for RGO decrease after the reduction process, which suggests the 

establishment of a long-range crystallographic order of the sp2 carbon atoms in the RGO 

structure. The peak marked (*) in the RGO spectrum can be attributed to residual surface-

adsorbed sodium methoxide molecules. The 3D chemical structures on the right depict the 

GO and RGO sheets. 
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The RGO sheets were analyzed by Raman (Figure 5.5), UV/Vis, and Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Figure 5.7) to study the reduction of GO to RGO and to 

investigate the change in the sp2 to sp3 ratio. UV/Vis absorption measurements showed that there 

was a red shift in the absorbance peak from GO (≈270 nm) to RGO (330 nm), which suggests a 

restoration of the π network of the carbon atoms (sp2 hybridization) during a reduction of sp3 to 

sp2 bonding (Figure 5.1). The presence of an absorbance peak at ≈330  nm compares well with 

the values reported by other groups (Figure 5.7b) [38]. The Raman spectra of the GO and RGO 

samples were recorded on a spot area of ≈1  µm2, which was far from the sheet edges to avoid 

signals from the edge defect, and at a low power of ≈5  mW to reduce localized heating (Figure 

5.5). The Raman peaks at ≈1355 cm−1 (D band) and at ≈1590 cm−1 (G band) agree well with the 

literature [15, 33, 43]. The slight increase in the position of the G peak compared to that for 

pristine graphene can be attributed to the remnant n-doping in RGO [44, 45]. 

 

 
Figure 5-6 Raman characteristics of GO and RGO. (a) D/G intensity ratios; (b) D’/G 

intensity ratios for GO and RGO showing a decrease in both cases suggesting a decrease in 

defect density. Error bars are based on Raman spectra analysis for multiple samples. (c) A 

4 peak lorentzian fit into the 2D band in the Raman spectra of the RGO channel in the 

FET depicted in Figure 5.8 d (inset) implying the presence of a bilayer.  
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The ID/IG ratios, which quantify the relative content of the intervalley scattering 

producing defects (D peak) and the graphenic region (G pea k), were calculated from the spectra 

after baseline correction and integration. While the ID/IG ratio for GO was found to be 

≈1.88 ± 0.25, as expected for GO, the ID/IG ratio for RGO was ≈1.08  ± 0.15, which implies a 

substantial hydride-induced reduction in the relative content of the sp3 carbon atoms and the 

oxidized molecular defects, vacancies, etc. (Figure 5.6). This lower value of ID/IG is comparable 

to that achieved by the supercritical-water-based reduction process (ID/IG ≈ 0.9) and to the 

recently reported 180 °C solvothermal reduction process (ID/IG ≈ 0.9), and can be attributed to 

the mild, low exothermic nature of the reduction process. In contrast, the hydrazine reduction of 

GO [46] exhibits an ID/IG ratio of 1.44. Furthermore, the ID'/IG ratio, which quantifies the ratio of 

the weak defects, induced intravalley scattering (D' peak) and the graphenic region (G peak) also 

decreased after reduction to RGO (see Figure 5.6). Using the empirical Tuinstra–Koenig relation, 

which relates the ID/IG ratio to the crystallite size of the carbonaceous graphitic samples, the size 

of the ordered graphitic regions in GO was calculated to be ≈4 nm2, as expected for a large areal 

density of sp3 carbon atoms and defects [47]. For RGO, the areal crystallite density with defect-

free segments of sp2 carbon atoms increased threefold and corresponded to a domain size of 

≈12.25 nm2. The presence of the D/D' band on the entire RGO can be attributed to vacancy 

defects from the loss of the carbon atoms due to the reduction of the highly oxidized carbon 

atoms on the parent GO [48]. Furthermore, the relatively weak 2D band intensity in RGO spectra 

can be attributed to the fractional non-sp2 carbon domains, in contrast to the solely sp2 carbon 

atoms in the pristine graphene [49]. 
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Figure 5-7 (a) The FTIR spectra of the RGO and GO samples depict the characteristic 

peaks for the inherent chemical structure. The starred peak (*), which corresponds to the 

fingerprint region for the amorphous carbon, undergoes a sharp decrease in intensity after 

reduction of GO to RGO, which implies an increased crystallinity of RGO. (b) The UV/Vis 

spectra of RGO, GO, and NaH exhibit the characteristic red shift for RGO, which indicates 

the restoration of the π-electron network (solvent is methanol). Inset: optical image of a 

monolayer of RGO spin-coated on a 300-nm-thick silica substrate. 

 

FTIR studies were conducted to illustrate the chemical structure of the RGO sheets. The 

RGO and GO sheets were dried in an inert atmosphere (99.9% He, 200 °C) to obtain powders 

for characterization. The spectrum for GO agrees well with the values reported in the literature 

[50]. The absorbance peak for GO at ≈1375  cm−1 (appears as a shoulder to the broad peak at 

≈1150 cm−1), which corresponds to the fingerprint region of amorphous carbon, is greatly 

reduced in the RGO spectrum, thus signifying the restoration of the honeycomb lattice of carbon 

atoms. The spectrum for RGO shows a residual peak at ≈1100  cm−1 corresponding to stretching 

of the CO bond, which could arise from adsorbed methoxide or defects on the RGO lattice. 

Furthermore, the intensity of the absorbance peak for GO at ≈1650  cm−1, which corresponds to 

stretching of the carbonyl group, reduces by 3.33 in RGO, thus confirming its reduction. 

The electrical properties of the thus-produced RGO were studied to determine the charge-

carrier properties. RGO sheets were deposited on prepatterned silica (300 nm thermally grown) 
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on n+ silicon substrates with gold electrodes 5 µm apart. The samples were thoroughly washed 

with DI water and dried in a vacuum. To discern the layer thickness of the RGO channel, the D 

band from the Raman spectrum acquired earlier (Figure 5.5) was fitted with the Lorentzian 

model. A four-peak Lorentzian fit of the D-band-signal curve implied that the sheet was a 

graphene bilayer [51] (Figure 5.5b; see Figure 5.6 for the 2D band fits) [52]. Similarly, a GO test 

device was also prepared. The n+ silicon layer was used as a back gate for the field-effect 

measurements and the 300-nm silica layer functioned as the gate oxide (Figure 5.8a).  

 
Figure 5-8 (a) Schematic diagram of the back-gated field-effect transistor (FET) for 

studying the electrical properties of RGO. E


 denotes the electric field; e and h denote 

electrons and holes, respectively. (b) Four-peak Lorentzian fit of the D band from the 

Raman spectra acquired for the RGO channel in the RGO FET demonstrates a bilayer. c) 

Electrical gating data for the RGO-based back-gated FET show a slight n-type 

characteristic. Inset: tabulated values of the calculated carrier mobilities for this RGO 

bilayer. d) Current–voltage measurements across the source and drain electrodes of a GO 
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sheet, which exhibit a five orders of magnitude increase in conductivity after NaH-induced 

reduction. Inset: optical image of the RGO FET. 

 

The samples were placed in a ≈10 −4 Torr vacuum probe station at room temperature. 

Figure 5.8d shows the typical source–drain characteristics of the RGO and GO test devices. The 

RGO bilayer sheets (prepared by reduction in less than a minute) exhibited conductivities of 

≈4500–10,625 S/m, which were five orders of magnitude higher than those of the GO sheets 

[28, 38, 48]. Furthermore, a GO test device after treatment with sodium hydride solution for 

1 min exhibited a three orders of magnitude increase in conductivity, owing to the partial (single 

side) reduction of GO (Figure 5.9). 

 

 
Figure 5-9 I-V of GO and RGO (on-substrate-reduction). Electrical conductivity of GO 

(Blue) and partially reduced GO after hydride treatment (Red) showing 3 orders of 

increase.   

 

Electrical gating studies conducted under vacuum showed that the RGO exhibits a slight 

n-type characteristic, in contrast to the strongly p-type characteristic of the GO sheets [9]. The 

slight asymmetry in the gating curve (Figure 5.8) can be attributed to the residual sodium 

methoxide ions adsorbed on RGO and the charged impurities transferred from the unpassivated 
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silica substrate [48, 53, 54]. Furthermore, upon prolonged washing (6 h) of the as-prepared FET 

with DI water, near ambipolar carrier density of graphene was restored (Figure 5.10).  

 

 
Figure 5-10 Electrical gating studies. Electrical gating on a few-layer RGO FET, washed 

for a prolonged duration in DI water, showing a near complete restoration of the ambi-

polar carrier density  

  

The electron and hole mobilities for the RGO were computed from the gating data by 

using the expression: 

                   ((3)) 

where CG is the silica gate capacitance, l is the length of the graphene channel, and w is 

its width. Owing to the bilayer nature of the RGO channel, the gating effect is expected to be 

screened by the graphene layers [55]. The electron and hole mobilities were calculated to be 

100–400 and 300–600 cm2/V·s, respectively, which are several orders of magnitude higher than 

those reported for GO [55, 56]. This further confirms the reduction-induced augmentation of 

ordered sp2 domains (also observed previously in Raman studies), which in turn increases the 
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carrier scattering distance and thus the carrier mobility. Furthermore, the IDS–VDS curves for 

RGO were found to have nonlinear exponential characteristics (Figure 5.11), which, in 

conjunction with the limited ordered graphenic domain size (≈12.25  nm2), suggests a two-

dimensional variable-range hopping conduction mechanism, thus vindicating the presence of 

conducting graphenic domains separated by defects in the RGO sheets [26, 27, 48, 57]. 

However, further studies are needed to characterize this in detail. 

 

 
Figure 5-11 Typical VRH characteristics. IDS vs. VDS curves at varying VG for a bilayer 

RGO-FET at 300 K showing non-linear, exponential characteristics. 

 

 Conclusion 
In summary, we have demonstrated a novel, ultrafast, and high-yield process to 

synthesize highly stable RGO dispersions and have illustrated the spectroscopic and electrical 

characterization of the RGO sheets. The facile hydride chemistry process, which uses commonly 

available reagents, effectively restores the planar sp2-hybridized structure of graphene, with 

relatively low defects confirmed by Raman and UV/Vis spectroscopy. The high carrier mobility 

and the bipolar carrier density in RGO further confirm the increased crystalline sp2 regions in 
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RGO with lower scattering distances. These results suggest that this process can a) enable 

improved handling of graphene dispersions, b) deliver high-quality graphene on demand for 

electronic, mechanical, and other applications, and c) develop next-generation solution-based 

graphene functionalization schemes. 
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Chapter 6 - High efficiency production of long, high-quality 

graphene nanoribbons with narrow width  

 Abstract 
Graphene nano-ribbons (GNRs) – single atom thick strips of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms 

– exhibit width dependent band-gap with potential for scalar potential-mediated coupling of 

states in distinct bands, and room temperature ballistic transport. Since GNR’s exophysical 

attributes define its properties, they are a new variety of graphene. The sub-10 nm wide GNRs 

(both zig-zag and arm-chair) and the relatively wider arm-chair edged GNRs (15 nm - 90 nm 

wide) are semiconducting: a key requirement for traditional CMOS architecture. However, the 

realization of their potential in electronics requires a route to produce GNRs with precise and 

reproducible dimensions at high-throughput. Currently, achieving high-throughput synthesis of 

pristine GNRs with ‘pre-determined’ width is challenging. In this report, we demonstrate a large-

scale production route (108 ribbons/hour) for GNRs with narrow width-distribution, length of 

several microns, and smooth-edges, achieved by nanotomy (nanoscale cutting) of highly oriented 

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) into graphite nano-blocks (GNBs), and their subsequent exfoliation. 

This simple process produces the narrowest distribution of the ribbon-width (standard deviation 

~ 3 – 15 nm for 20 – 80 nm GNRs) with the modal width pre-determinable between 5 nm and 

600 nm. The overall yield of the process is ~ 80 % (nanotomy = 100 % and exfoliation ~ 80 %). 

Thin films of the as-fabricated pristine GNRs show semiconducting nature with bandgaps of ~ 

30 ± 10 meV for films of 15 nm wide GNRs and significant carrier mobilities of ~ 20 ± 4 

cm2/V·s for films of 15 and 25 nm GNRs. This inexpensive, high-throughput method for the 

synthesis of the high quality, narrow GNRs and GNR films will produce a quantum leap in the 

GNR applications and research. 

 

 

To be submitted to Nature as 

Mohanty, N., Moore, D., Nagaraja, A., and Berry, V., “High Efficiency Production of Long, 

High-Quality Graphene Nanoribbons with Narrow Width”  
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 Introduction 
The lateral quantum confinement of the electron wave-functions and lattice termination 

effects in the narrow GNRs, result in the opening up of a finite energy gap, which can be 

leveraged in graphene electronics and optoelectronics [1-8]. Current techniques for production of 

GNRs are based on: lithography; chemical and sonochemical methods; unzipping of carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) [8]; bottom up chemical routes [9]; and templated epitaxial growth on SiC 

steps. While the lithographic methods are limited by low throughput and low efficiency, the 

chemical and the sonochemical methods are limited by restricted lateral and longitudinal 

dimensions or broad width-distributions. The multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) when 

unzipped produce GNRs with a broad distribution of widths (resulting from the difference in 

outer and inner circumference) or are partially oxidized (referred as reduced graphene oxide 

nanoribbons (RGONR)). The bottom-up chemical routes are applicable only for GNRs with 

ultrasmall length-scale and small width (< 2 nm widths). Finally, the templated epitaxial growth 

of GNRs on SiC steps affords limited control on the width. Thus, a high-yield strategy for 

producing high-quality, long GNRs with pre-determined widths and facile processability is 

desired.  

Here, we present a top-down strategy for high-throughput GNR production from HOPG 

blocks, a source of columnar stacked graphene layers (ZYA grade, 0.4 ± 0.1 mosaic spread, 

Figure 6.1a, b). We performed diamond-knife based serial cleaving of the HOPG along the plane 

perpendicular to the graphene planes to produce narrow graphite nano-blocks (GNBs) (Figure 

6.1, 6.2, Supporting Video 6SV1 and 6SV2). Typically, the GNBs were ~1 mm long and ~1 mm 

thick; thus, consisted of millions of columnar-stacked GNRs with similar dimensions. These 

were chemically exfoliated in superacid to generate a stable suspension of the GNRs with narrow 

width distribution (Figure 6.1d, e and 6.2).   

The diamond-knife-nanotomy process is embedding-free, one step process for direct 

synthesis of GNBs (and subsequently the GNRs) from HOPG. Here, a HOPG block (SPI Inc.) is 

rigidly attached to a cuboidal block of araldite resin using cyanoacrylate (Superglue) and is 

firmly mounted on the sample holder of a nanotome (PT-XL Microtome, Boeckeler Instruments 

Inc.; Figure 6.1c and 6.2) with the graphene plane oriented perpendicular to the knife-edge 

(Figure 6.1b, 6.2): the araldite resin mounting gives structural support to the HOPG block during 
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the cleaving process (see methods section and supporting information for details). The sample is 

precisely aligned with the edge of the ultra-sharp diamond knife (Du Pont Inc., 450 included  

 

 
Figure 6-1 (a) A cartoon showing the manufacturing process of the Graphene nano-ribbons 

(GNRs) from a HOPG block using a simple mechanical cleaving process in a precision 

diamond knife-based nanotome. This process produces the GNBs (d) which are 

subsequently exfoliated by the superacid (chlorosulfonic acid) based exfoliation method to 

generate the uniform width, ultra-long GNRs. D-inset shows the Field Emission Scanning 

Electron Microscope (FESEM) image of the constant width (w ~ 200 nm) GNRs exfoliating 

from a GNB (Scale bar = 2 µm). (b) A schematic diagram of the close up of the nanoscale 

cleaving process showing process parameters: the dr and the θv (c) A Nikon D60 image of 

the nanotome with the HOPG sample mounted before the start of the cleaving process. (e) 

A picture of the glass vials containing pure chlorosulfonic acid, w ~ 15 nm and 25 nm 

GNRs. The dark color of the GNR-sample containing vials shows successful exfoliation of 

the corresponding GNBs. 
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angle), at a 50° clearance angle, a 400 rake angle and with a controlled angle between the plane 

of the leading edge of the HOPG block and the knife axis (θv) (Figure 6.1 b) (see methods 

section for a detailed alignment procedure). Throughout this report, θv = 0 has been used in order 

to maximize the GNR output by utilizing the full cross-section of the cuboidal HOPG block for 

the cleavage. By changing the forward step size, dr of the sample arm, GNBs with different 

widths were cleaved serially from the parent HOPG block (Figure 6.1a, b; Supporting Video 

6SV1 and 6SV2), which were collected in the water trough on the back side of the diamond knife 

(Figure 6.2c). After alignment, the yield for the synthesis of the GNBs was found to be close to 

100 %: suggesting the overall yield of the GNR fabrication process to be limited by the 

efficiency of the GNB-exfoliation step. These GNBs can be exfoliated via any of the reported 

graphene exfoliation methods [10-15]. In order to synthesize pristine GNRs at high yield, we 

employed the recently reported superacid based exfoliation strategy (Figure 6.1e, see methods 

section for details) [16]. The maximum efficiency of superacid exfoliation strategy was found to 

be ~ 80 % of starting GNBs (see Appendix E for details), which translates to ~ 108 GNRs per 

hour (for 50 cutting cycles in 1 hour, see Appendix E) per nanotome. This is a significantly 

higher yield than that of most current processes. Two other exfoliation strategies, viz. the 

Hummer’s acid exfoliation and PCA-based п-intercalation exfoliation [17], were also tested to 

demonstrate the versatility of this process. It is important to note that a variant of the nanotomy 

process has been previously employed by the Whitesides’ group to produce gold nanostructures 

[18-20]. 

 Experimental methods 

 Cleavage of HOPG 
We affixed a 7 X 7 X 1 mm HOPG block (ZYA Grade, SPI Inc.) onto a cuboidal piece of 

hardened araldite resin using superglue, with an orientation as shown in Figure 6.1 (also see 

Figure 6.2). The resin-HOPG ensemble was allowed to dry at room temperature for several days 

before being mounted onto the nanotome sample chuck as shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. The 

chuck was then mounted onto the nanotome and bolted to position on the sample arm. The 

diamond knife was then mounted on the nanotome with a 5º clearance angle and 40º rake angle 

(see below for a detailed mounting procedure).   
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Figure 6-2 Schematic diagram of the nanotomy process. (a) A Nikon D60 image of the 

nanotome with the HOPG sample mounted before commencement of the cutting cycle. As 

can be seen from the figure (and from Figure 6.1b), by using θv = 0 we ensure using the 

whole cross section of the cutting face of HOPG. Bottom inset shows a schematic diagram 

of the diamond knife and the various knife parameters. (b) A close up of the sample holder 

chuck showing the HOPG rigidly attached (using superglue) to the araldite resin block. 

The cutting edge of the HOPG shows a metallic hue after the priming as discussed in the 

methods section of the manuscript. (c) Optical images just before and after a single cutting 

cycle showing the generation of a GNB after cleavage (also see Supporting Video 6SV1). 

The cleaved GNBs float in water and are later scooped up into glass vials after completion 

of cutting process. (d) Optical image of a glass vial containing scooped up GNBs for w ~ 15 

and 25 nm. Right inset shows a cartoon depicting the structure of the GNBs, which 

comprise of stacked GNRs. (e) Vials containing the stably-dispersed GNRs after the 

exfoliation of GNBs into GNRs using chlorosulfonic acid. 
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Figure 6-3 Details of the nanotome (Model # PT-XL, Boeckeler Instruments Inc.; 3 mm 

edge width Du Pont Diamond Knife) used in the manuscript. A second knife of similar 

parameters from RMC products was also used in this report. 

 

Subsequently, assiduous alignment of the cutting face of the HOPG was carried out with respect 

to the knife (at θv = 00 ) by following the three step procedure described by Xu et al [28] (see 

below for details).  During the whole alignment routine extreme care was taken so as not to 

bump onto the diamond knife edge. Then the knife boat was filled with DI water level and the 

level adjusted by the water pump (Figure 6.3) so as to have an angle of contact of 30-500 with the 

back of the knife edge as shown in Figure 6.1a. With a pre-determined sample-forward stepsize 

(dr) and a specimen-arm speed of 0.4 mm/sec, the HOPG block was cleaved repeatedly to obtain 

the Graphene nano-Blocks (GNBs) (see figure 6.2c and Supporting Video 6SV1 and 6SV2).  

The GNBs slid and got collected in the knife boat.  The GNB dispersion in water was 

collected in clean tubes (Figure 6.2d) and heated at 100 °C under an Ultra High Pure (UHP) 

argon atmosphere (20 psi) for 1 hour to evaporate all the water in order to obtain the dry GNBs. 

Due to the high significance of the sample alignment for high quality cleaving, to achieve best 

results, we used a higher dr in the beginning of the cleavage process to prime-up the HOPG block 

before proceeding onto finer cleavage (The initial samples were usually discarded.)  
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 Mounting of diamond knife 
The diamond knife (internal knife angle ~ 45º) was attached to the knife holder (Figure 

6.3) while making sure it is horizontal using a leveler. Then the knife is clamped tight to the 

knife holder using the knife holder screw shown in Figure 6.3. Subsequently, we adjusted the 

clearance angle adjustment knob so as to have a 50 clearance angle (and 400 rake angle). Then 

the knife holder was securely clamped down to the stage using the screws shown in Figure 6.3. 

 Alignment of cutting face of HOPG with respect to diamond knife edge 
We used a modified version of the full alignment procedure described by Xu et al [28] 

tailored for our instrument. A similar procedure can be used for any nanotome.  

First, only the stage LEDs were switched on (The dome light was kept turned off.) to 

enhance the shadows which will be used in the alignment procedure.   The sample arm 

containing the HOPG block was parked at the same height as that of the diamond knife edge 

using the handwheel. Then, while viewing through the stereoscope, the knife stage was moved 

forward closer to the HOPG block edge, first within a few mm using the course adjustment knob 

and then closer (a few hundred microns) using the fine adjustment knob. Then the following 3 

step process was employed to align the knife edge with respect to the HOPG cutting face.   

Alignment of the bottom edge of HOPG block parallel to the edge of the knife: The 

HOPG block was slowly moved past the knife edge back-and-forth (using the handwheel) while 

the shadow was observed that appears at the bottom of the cutting face of HOPG and disappears 

at the top. If the top and the bottom edges of the HOPG are parallel to the knife edge, then the 

shadow should first appear at the bottom of the face, move across the entire length and disappear 

at the top of the face. If the shadow appears at the lower edge of one side of the HOPG block 

before the other, then the cutting face is not parallel.  The alignment of the HOPG block was 

adjusted using the specimen rotation alignment knob (Figure 6.3) until the shadow appears 

evenly. 

Alignment of knife edge parallel to the block face across the width of block: The 

HOPG block was moved past the knife back-and-forth slowly using the handwheel while 

observing the height of the reflection across the width of the cutting face. The reflection should 

be of uniform height across the whole length of the cutting face of the block. If it was higher on 
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one side than the other, the knife alignment was changed using the stage rotation adjustment 

knobs (Figure 6.3) until height uniformity was achieved.  

Alignment of the HOPG cutting face with knife edge along its whole length: The 

HOPG block was moved past the knife edge back-and-forth slowly using the handwheel while 

observing the shadow formed at the cutting face of the HOPG. The shadow is expected to 

maintain the same height all along the length of the face of the HOPG. If it is not, then the 

specimen arc rotation alignment knob (Figure 6.3) was used to achieve height uniformity. 

During all the above alignment steps extreme caution should be taken so as not to bump 

into the diamond knife edge. The diamond knife edge is very fragile to lateral stresses and 

extreme care should be taken while handling it at all times.  

 Exfoliation of the GNBs 
The GNB exfoliation process was carried out via the recently reported superacid 

exfoliation strategy unless mentioned otherwise. The other two strategies used in this report were 

the Hummer’s acid exfoliation strategy and the Pyrene Carboxylic Acid (PCA) based π-

intercalation exfoliation. The experimental details are as follows:  

Superacid-based exfoliation of the GNBs: The dried GNBs in glass vials were 

dispersed in 5 ml of > 99 % Chlorosulfonic acid inside a glove box (< 1 ppm Water Vapor, < 1 

ppm Oxygen) (Figure 6.1e, 6.2 d, e). The vials were then placed in a shaker (inside the glove 

box) for ~ 8 hours at room temperature for the exfoliation process to go to completion as inferred 

from the dark black color of the suspension phase with no solid residue left over. For 

characterization purposes, the GNR-suspension was quenched in DI water (1:200) as per the 

procedure described by Behabtu et al [21].  

Hummer’s acid oxidation based exfoliation followed by hydrazine reduction: A 

modified Hummer’s acid oxidation as described in a previous report by our group (Mohanty et 

al, Nano Letters, 2008: Chapter 2) was used for exfoliating the GNRs. The as-produced GONRs 

were reduced by the solution-phase hydrazine reduction, washed in DI water and substrate 

immobilized for further characterization. 

Pyrene Carboxylic Acid (PCA) based π-intercalation exfoliation: We also used a 

modified version of the PCA based exfoliation strategy as reported by An et al. In brief, 

dehydrated GNBs were dispersed in 1 mg/ml solution of PCA in DMF, left undisturbed for ~ 8 
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hours and subsequently sonicated for 60 seconds resulting in the formation of light-grey colored 

suspension. The exfoliated GNRs were then washed several times in methanol, followed by DI 

water and immobilized onto substrates for further studies.  

 Sample preparation for FESEM, TEM, XPS and Raman spectroscopy 
The samples for the FESEM, XPS and Raman spectroscopy were fabricated by 

immobilizing the quenched GNRs via drop-casting on freshly cleaned n-type Silicon wafers 

(University Wafers Inc.) and drying in an 20 psi UHP Ar atmosphere followed by annealing at 

200 C in vacuum (base pressure of 10-5 Torr) for 2 hours. The cleaning procedure of the silicon 

wafers involved organic cleaning (acetone and iso-propanol) followed by native oxide etching 

with a solution of H2O:HF (10:1) and washing with iso-propanol. FESEM imaging was carried 

out in a FEI NovaNano FESEM, XPS was carried out in a Perkin Elmer XPS and Raman 

spectroscopic analyses was carried out in a Renishaw InVia microRaman spectroscope equipped 

with a 514.5 nm laser line using a 100 X objective (NA 0.9).  

The samples for TEM imaging were fabricated by dipping the lacey carbon 400 mesh 

grids (SPI Inc.) in the freshly quenched GNR solution and drying. TEM imaging was carried out 

in the Philips CM 100 TEM. The HRTEM images were provided by the FEI Inc. (imaging was 

conducted in a FEI Titan TEM at Hillsboro, OR).  

 Methods for fabrication of GNR-films 
The dilute suspension (~ 0.2 mg/l) of the quenched GNRs was vacuum filtered over 600 

nm pore size polycarbonate filter papers (SPI Inc.) on a Büchner funnel over a Büchner flask 

(Figure 6.4). After filtration, the polycarbonate filters were dried over Drierite at room 

temperature for 2 days and then cut as desired. For AFM and FESEM analysis of the GNR film, 

the polycarbonate filter containing the GNR-film was templated on a freshly cleaned silicon 

wafer and clamped down using conductive carbon paint. FESEM imaging was carried out using 

the beam deceleration feature of the FEI NovaNano FESEM with landing voltages of < 1 KV. 

AFM imaging was carried out in tapping mode using the easyScan 2 AFM system from 

NanoScience Instruments Inc.  
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Figure 6-4 Schematic diagram showing the vacuum filtration apparatus and the steps 

followed for fabricating GNR films. (a) A hybrid of schematic diagram and optical images 

showing the Büchner filtration apparatus and the polycarbonate filter on the Büchner 

funnel. After filtration the membrane is dried in an Argon atmosphere at room 

temperature for 2 days. (b) Optical image showing one such filter paper after the filtration 

process. Several GNR films (each similar in dimensions to the Büchner funnel pore size ~ 

0.4 mm) were observed on the filter, which was then cut out for further characterization. 

(c) TEM image of de-laminated pristine-GNR film (by dissolution of the polycarbonate 

filter in 99 % chloroform) immobilized on 400 mesh Lacey carbon grids showing the 

random arrangement of GNRs in the film. (d) Schematic diagram of the cut out portion of 

a single GNR film on the polycarbonate filter substrate.   

 Fabrication of thin-film pristine GNR devices 
We used the GNR films on polycarbonate filter substrate directly for device fabrication. 

0.2 mm wide polyethylene strips were used as shadow-mask (to define the channel) while source 

and drain Au:Pd (3:2) electrodes were deposited via sputtering. Then the mask was removed and 
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the sample checked under an optical microscope to ensure proper deposition of electrodes and 

channel integrity. For back-gated electrical studies, the film (with source and drain deposited) 

was immobilized mechanically using a PDMS stamp on a gold coated silicon dioxide wafer. 

Here, the polycarbonate substrate acts as the gate oxide and the gold coating on the wafer acts as 

the back gate (Figure 6.11). Electrical characterization was carried out in a Janis ST100 cryostat 

connected to a turbomolecular pump and a liquid nitrogen line.  

 Results and discussion 
 

 
Figure 6-5 Assorted FESEM and TEM images of GNRs with varying widths demonstrating 

the versatility of our GNR-production process. (a, c, d) TEM images of w ~ 15, 30 and 40 

nm GNRs immobilized on 400 mesh Lacey carbon TEM grids (a – top inset, b, e, f, g, h, i) 

FESEM images of w ~ 5, 6.5, 25, 50, 60, 70, 90 and 600 nm GNRs immobilized on silicon 

substrates 
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We templated the as-exfoliated GNRs on n-type silicon wafers or immobilized on 400 

mesh lacey carbon TEM grids for FESEM and TEM analyses, respectively (see methods section 

for details). The thinnest ribbons produced by this setup had a width of ~ 5 nm (Figure 6.5a, top 

inset), similar to or a significant improvement over the current GNR fabrication strategies. 

 

 
Figure 6-6 (a – d; b-inset) TEM images of still-exfoliating w ~ 20, 30, 40 and 80 nm GNRs 

templated on 400 mesh lacey carbon TEM grids (SPI Inc.).  (e - h) High resolution TEM 

images of w ~ 15, 50, 60 and 70 nm GNRs templated on 400 mesh Lacey carbon TEM grids 

(SPI Inc.). The assortment of images shows the ability of the nanotomy process to pre-

determine the width of the GNRs with high aspect ratio (large longitudinal dimensions). (i) 

Width analysis of the images in panel a – d showing the variation of Standard Deviation 

with respect to the modal width of the GNRs. The observed standard deviations in width 

from 3 – 15 nm for w ~ 20 – 80 nm GNRs is, to the best of our knowledge, one of the 

narrowest width distributions reported till date for narrow GNRs. 
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Figures 6.6a-d shows a collection of TEM images of still-exfoliating 20, 30, 40 and 80 

nm wide GNRs; Figure 6.6e-h show a collection of high resolution TEM images of 15, 50, 60 

and 70 nm GNRs. The GNRs are uniform with high aspect ratio in the longitudinal direction. 

Further, the assorted images demonstrate the versatility of our process to produce pre-determined 

GNR widths (w) from ~ 5 nm to 600 nm (see Figure 6.5). The TEM images in Figure 6.6a-d 

were analyzed for the variation in width. For the w ~ 20 nm, ~ 30 nm, ~ 40 nm and ~ 80 nm 

GNRs, the standard deviation in width was found to be ~ 10 nm, ~  5 nm, ~ 3 nm and ~ 15 nm, 

respectively (Figure 6.6i). For GNR widths in the 20-80 nm range in large solvent concentrations 

(> 108/ml), these GNR width distributions are the narrowest. AFM scans on the GNRs templated 

on 300 nm thick silicon dioxide substrate showed typical bilayer or monolayer nature of the 

GNRs (Figure 6.7; this is consistent with the results reported by Ref. 21 on graphene superacid 

dispersions).  

 

 
Figure 6-7 AFM images of w ~ 15 nm and 50 nm GNRs showing a typical thickness of 1.5 

nm (bilayer) and 0.6 nm (monolayer), respectively 

 

We also employed high-resolution-transmission–electron-microscopy (HR-TEM) for 

characterization of the atomistic-lattice and the edge crystallography of narrow (w ~ 15 nm wide) 
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GNRs deposited on lacey carbon grids (SPI Inc.) (Figure 6.8). The GNRs were found to have a 

uniform width in the longitudinal direction, with the diffraction pattern displaying the 

crystallographic signature of the honeycomb graphitic lattice attesting to their high quality. 

Atomistic edge crystallographic orientation of the studied GNRs was between zig-zag and arm-

chair chirality. In theory, our process can achieve some degree of control the edge 

crystallography provided it is done on an HOPG with large grain-size; since then the direction of 

nanotomy can be controlled to provide a desired edge-chirality. 

 

 
Figure 6-8 HRTEM image of the GNRs. (a) HRTEM image of a w ~ 15 nm wide GNR 

showing width uniformity vindicating the high quality nature of the production process. A 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) on the GNR shows a hexagonal pattern 

confirming its crystalline structure and its high quality.  (b, c) Aberration corrected 

HRTEM image of the edge of a multilayer w ~ 15 nm wide GNR showing mixed edges 

(superimposed cartoon showing the graphene structure is a guide for the eye). Left image 
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inset shows a Fourier transform of the image showing an expected hexagonal pattern 

attesting to the crystallinity of the structure. 

We also used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize the chemical 

structure of the GNRs. High resolution C 1s spectra for the GNRs, showed an absence of any 

carbon bound to other functional groups. Only the sp2 carbon peak at 284.5 eV was observed, 

indicating pristine graphenic lattice (Figure 6.9h). This is consistent with the earlier results 

reported for similar graphenic dispersions in organic and inorganic solvents [11, 21, 23]. The 

XPS survey scan also detected trace amounts of sulfur (< 1 atomic percent) on the surface of the 

GNRs, which was attributed to the sulfonation of the edges (Figure 6.9h – insets) induced by the 

chlorosulfonic acid treatment [21, 22] (Figure E.2, see Appendix E for details). Next, we 

employed Raman spectroscopy (514.5 nm, < 5 mW) for analyzing the quality of the as-produced 

GNRs [24]. Sample GNRs (post-exfoliation, followed by quenching and centrifugation-based 

concentrating) with widths ~ 15, 25 and 50 nm, as determined by the TEM images and the 

FESEM images were drop-casted as films on a heavily doped n-type silicon substrate, dried in a 

20 psi UHP argon atmosphere and calcinated at 200 C for 2 hours in vacuum (10-5 Torr). The 

ID/G ratios, which determine the relative density of the edge roughness/defects, including 

dangling bonds and crystallographic randomness [25], were used to analyze the GNRs. Since the 

laser beam diameter was ~ 0.4 µm the Raman spectrum provides the average quality of the 

GNRs (and accounts for the relative broad nature of peaks especially the short and broad 2D 

peak). The ID/G, ranged from ~ 0.22 – 0.28 for the as-synthesized GNRs, with the narrower 

ribbons having relatively higher ID/G (Figure 6.9 a, c, e). On comparing with the literature data on 

GNRs with similar dimensions, these values are close to that reported for GNRs produced via 

sonochemical unzipping of CNTs and are considerably lower than that for other nanoribbon 

production technique (Figure 6.9g) [8, 25-27].  This indicates a high smoothness of the edges of 

the produced GNRs. Further, conformal Raman mapping of the individual bi-layer GNRs 

immobilized on SiO2 substrate was also recorded. The average ID/G ratio for the w ~ 15 nm GNRs 

was 0.4-0.5 (see Appendix E, Figure E.3), comparable to the GNRs of similar widths synthesized 

by sonochemical unzipping of CNTs and much lower than those produced by lithographic 

methods (ID/G ~ 1.5) or oxidative unzipping of CNTs (ID/G ~ 1).  
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Figure 6-9 (a,b; c, d; e, f) Raman spectra and G-band scans of the w ~ 15, ~ 25 and ~ 50 nm 

drop casted GNRs showing substantially low ID/G ratios signifying a high quality (low edge 

roughness and edge defects). As expected the ID/G ratios showed scaling behavior with 

respect to the width, with narrower ribbons showing higher ID/G due to higher percentage 

of edges. The close to unity values of the I2D/G ratios suggests heavy doping attributed to the 

adsorbates during synthesis process. (g) Graph showing the comparison of the ID/G data 

obtained for our GNRs with the literature values. With the exception of the sonochemical 

unzipping method, all other methods had higher ID/G suggesting comparatively higher edge 

defect density [8, 25-27]. (h) Typical high resolution XPS spectra for the C 1s binding 

energies of the GNRs showing the sp2 carbon peak at 284.5 eV. The absence of any peaks 

for other carbon-bound functional groups suggests pristine nature of our GNRs. XPS 

survey showed trace amounts of sulfur which were confirmed from the high resolution 

scans for S 2p binding energies (see Appendix E and Figure E.2) Inset shows the schematic 

diagram of the probable edge sulfonation of predominantly arm-chair (AA) and zig-zag 

(ZZ) GNR edges. 
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The mechanism of nanotomy of GNBs is proposed to be a cleavage-fracture process (see 

Appendix E for details). The first step of this process is known to involve initiation of a crack in 

the HOPG from the compressive forces at the first contact point with the diamond knife [28, 29]. 

The hard and brittle nature of HOPG (Young’s modulus = 5-25 GPa) is expected to aid the crack 

generation, which were found to range from 1-100 µm in length depending on the sample-

forward stepsize (dr) (Figure 6.10c shows the typical data). In a process similar to the wedge-

based cleaving of macroscopic brittle materials such as wood, these cracks propagate ahead of 

the knife aided by the craze formations in HOPG to produce the GNBs. These crazes, which 

develop from the tensile stresses arising from knife advance, were found to have a strong bearing 

on the edge quality of GNBs and hence the GNRs (Figure 6.10). Thus the large crazes from high 

tensile stresses of a faster cleaving speed (i.e. a higher specimen-arm velocity (SAV)) are 

expected increase the roughness of the edges. This was indeed verified by mapping the average 

Raman ID/IG ratio with the cleaving speed. ID/IG ratio = ~ 0.83 for fast (1 mm/sec) compared to ~ 

0.22 for slow (0.4 mm/sec) for w ~ 15 nm GNRs. After completion of a cleaving cycle, the GNB 

slices slide down the back of the diamond knife lubricated by the water molecules from the water 

reservoir in the knife boat (see Figure 6.2c and 6.10a). If the cleaving process is carried out in 

absence of the water reservoir, extensive breaking and chipping of GNBs was observed. 

Therefore, water lubrication is important for reducing the friction and the compressive/bending 

stresses on the cleaving sections. Further, we found that an angle of contact of ~ 30 - 50º 

between the water meniscus and the knife edge is important to efficiently collect the cleaved 

GNBs without any GNBs-buildup at knife edge.   
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Figure 6-10  Cleavage of GNBs from the HOPG (a) Schematic diagram showing the 

cleavage of the GNBs from the parent HOPG block. The red colored regions show the 

areas with high mechanical stresses. The diagram also shows the crucial role played by the 

water molecules in lubricating the sliding of the GNBs on back of the knife edge, hence 

reducing friction and bending stresses.  (b) False colored FESEM micrographs of the crack 

generated in the HOPG upon initiation of the cutting process. The respective arrows show 

the direction of the relative movement of the diamond knife and the direction of 

propagation of the crack. The crack propagation is known to be aided by the generation of 

the crazes as shown in the figure. The red colored areas show the areas expected to 

experience high tensile forces and compressive / shear stresses. (c, d) FESEM micrographs 

of the side and top views of partially-cut GNB, still attached to the HOPG block, showing 

good mesoscopic uniformity of the cutting face.   
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The width-tunable bandgap of the graphene nanoribbons make them excellent channel-

material for Field Effect Transistor (FET) fabrication. The high-throughput of this nanoribbon 

fabrication process was leveraged to fabricate macroscopic thin-films of pristine, narrow GNRs 

(thickness ~ 50 nm, Figure 6.11f; w ~ 50, 25 and 15 nm GNRs used for film synthesis) with 

potential applications in flexible electronic/optoelectronics. Recently, films with functionalized-

wide-reduced-GONRs were produced via oxidative unzipping of nanotubes [30]. Thin films of 

fixed width GNRs were fabricated from their respective dilute aqueous dispersions (~ 0.2 mg/l) 

using the standard vacuum filtration technique on 600 nm pore size polycarbonate filters (SPI 

Inc., Figure 6.11b, c inset, see Figure 6.4). For several (10) such films, FESEM surveys and 

AFM scans (typical film surfaces shown in Figure 6.11e and 6.11f) showed a uniformly smooth 

and homogenous surface topography without any significant aggregation, positive attributes for 

transistor channel material. Sheet resistance of the GNR-films, as determined from the four point 

probe measurements (see supporting information), was found to be 2.2 – 5.1 MΩ/□ with no 

apparent dependence on the width of GNRs constituting the film (3 devices were tested for each 

width). Next, we fabricated GNR-film based FETs by sputter-coating gold-palladium (3:2) 

source and drain electrodes onto the films directly on the polycarbonate filter paper substrate 

using resist-free shadow-masking (~ 200 µm channel length and ~ 400 µm channel width) (see 

methods section and Appendix E for details) (Figure 6.11g). 
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Figure 6-11 (a, b, c) Typical high vacuum (10-5 Torr), low temperature (80 K) IDS versus 

VDS characteristics (linear scale) of the w  ~ 50, ~ 25 and ~ 15 nm GNR-film devices (as 

shown in the schematic diagram (d) and in the optical image of (g)) and the corresponding 

Absolute [IDS] vs VDS curves (logarithmic scale) showing the non-linear transport. The 

edges of the bandgap were determined by the steep increase of the current in the 

logarithmic scale. Owing to the relatively large channel lengths in our GNR film devices, 

the channel length dependence of the non linear transport gap is expected to be 

inconsequential. A clear bandgap scaling was observed for the different GNR films: the 

bandgaps for the as shown w ~ 50 , 25 and 15 nm GNR films were estimated to be ~ 0 meV, 

~ 10 meV and ~ 35 meV respectively.  (b) and (c) insets show an optical image of the 

respective GNR films on the polycarbonate filter after drying. (e) FESEM image of a 

typical GNR film (as shown w ~ 15 nm GNR film) on a polycarbonate filter substrate. (f) 

Tapping mode AFM image of the GNR film showing typical thickness of ~ 50 nm (right 

inset). (h) Low temperature (80 K) transfer characteristics of a typical w ~ 25 nm GNR film 

showing decreasing OFF current upon reduction in the temperature. 
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In addition to ensuring the absence of any short-channel effects, the relatively long 

channel dimensions were used to warrant bulk limited transport without any significant influence 

of the contact-characteristics [31, 32]. For electrical gating, gold surface was used as bottom gate 

and the polycarbonate filter substrate as the gate oxide (
xideSiliconDio

r
atePolycarbon

r εε
4
3~

) (see methods 

section and Appendix E for details) (Figure 6.11d). In air transfer characteristics of the devices 

showed n-type doping effects attributed to physisorbed chemical species during fabrication steps 

(Figure 6.12).  

 

 
Figure 6-12 Typical back-gated transfer characteristics of a GNR film (the above example 

is for a w ~ 15 nm GNR film) device with L ~ 0.2 mm, W ~ 0.4 mm and VSD ~ 0.1 V  in air 

and in vacuum. 

 

This was consistent with the close to unity values of I2D/IG and red shift of 2D peak in the 

Raman spectra [33] (Figure 6.9a, c, e).  The devices were electrically annealed in vacuum (10-5 

Torr base pressure) to remove all adsorbates (as described in ref. 34), resulting in the recovery of 

the ambipolar transfer characteristics with symmetric electron and hole transports resembling 

pristine-graphene (Figure 6.12). The carrier mobilities were calculated to be 20 ± 4 cm2/V·s for 
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the GNR-films (all widths) which are significantly higher than that reported for typical 

functionalized-wide-reduced-GONR films [30], confirming high quality (see Appendix E). 

However, these values are two orders of magnitude lower than the highest mobilities reported for 

single GNRs (~ 1500 cm2/V·s) [25]. The low mobilities here are attributed to carrier scattering at 

randomly distributed GNR overlap junctions. High vacuum (10-5 Torr), low temperature (80 K) 

current-voltage characteristics (IDS vs VDS) of the w ~ 50 nm, 25nm and 15 nm GNR films at 

zero gate (VG = 0) exhibited a semiconductor-like non-linear behavior near zero source-drain 

bias (VDS). With the source-drain gap determined by the edges of the steep logarithmic increase 

of current, a clear bandgap scaling was observed for the respective GNR films: ~ 0 meV for w ~ 

50 nm, ~ 10 meV for w ~ 25 nm and ~ 35 meV for w ~ 15 nm GNR films (Figure 6.11 a-c) [31, 

35]. It is imperative to note that owing to the relatively long channel lengths in the GNR film 

devices, the channel length dependence of the non-linear bandgap [35] is expected to be 

inconsequential. It is remarkable that the transport spanning multiple GNRs exhibited a 

measurable bandgap opening. In view of the pristine nature of the GNRs, we attribute the 

generation of these bandgaps to the quantum confinement in the constituent GNRs, contrary to 

the functionalized-wide-reduced-GONR films [30]. In order to independently confirm these 

results, we analyzed the temperature dependent transport behavior for w ~ 15 and w ~ 25 nm 

GNR-films [36]. Figure 6.11h shows the typical transfer characteristics of the w ~ 25 nm GNR 

film with respect to the temperature. Arrhenius plots for temperature dependent F current 

followed the simple exponential relation 
Tk

E

OFF
B

g

eI 2
−

∝ (Eqn. 1) at higher temperatures. The 

average thermal activation energies, Eg corresponding to the respective bandgaps were measured 

to be ~  6 meV and ~ 30 meV for w ~ 25 and 15 nm GNR films, comparable to those determined 

from nonlinear transport characteristics.  
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Figure 6-13 Typical temperature dependent transfer characteristics of the GNR-films (a 

shows a w ~ 25 nm GNR film; b shows a w ~ 15 nm GNR film) showing two different 

regimes of transport, one at high temperatures T> T* and other at low temperatures T < 

T*. This is characteristic of VRH transport model.  

 

At lower temperatures the F current was observed to deviate from the simple activation 

behavior given by Eqn. 1, decreasing more slowly, a characteristic of variable range hopping 

(VRH) behavior.  We fit the VRH model given by, 
γ)( 0

T
T

OFF eI
−

∝ into the low temperature data. 

For both γ = 1/3 and γ = 1/4, similar standard deviations were obtained suggesting hopping in 2 

and 3 dimensions including through randomly distributed scattering sites at the overlays of the 

GNRs and through multiple layers [37].  

 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we demonstrate a novel nanotomy route to controllably synthesize high-

density, long, smooth-edged GNRs with pre-determined widths and narrowest width distribution 

reported till date. The structural and electrical properties characterized via TEM, HRTEM, 

SAED, Raman and gating measurements confirm the pristine nature of GNRs and control on 

width. We also demonstrate that this process can produce pristine GNR films with band-gap 

controlled by GNR-width. These structurally defined GNRs and the robust synthesis process will 

potentially enable rational design of GNR applications and will further evolve GNR research. 

We envision that the nanotomy process could be applied on large-grain HOPG with known 

crystallographic orientation to produce GNRs with defined chirality. Also, the edge smoothness 
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could be further improved by reducing the environmental vibration during nanotomy, by using 

ultrasonic diamond knives [38, 39].  
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Chapter 7 - High throughput production of graphene quantum 

dots (GQDs) with tunable size and shape 

 Abstract 
Graphene Quantum Dots (GQDs) – single atom thick nano-sheets of graphene with 

dimensions approaching the Bohr exciton radii – have elicited intense interest owing to facile 

carrier modulation via spatial (3D) quantum confinement and edge lattice-terminations, unlike 

their 2D parent Graphene. Theoretical and experimental studies have shown this phenomenon to 

induce exciting new carrier transportation and optical properties, dependent on the GQD shape, 

size and the edge crystallography. However, the current GQD synthesis strategies for yielding 

precise dimensions and geometry are challenging. Here, we present a novel nano-mechanical 

route for high throughput production of GQDs with predetermined spatial dimensions (50 nm till 

> 100 nm), controllable geometry (squares, rectangles, trapezoids and triangles) and smooth 

edges. Similar in principle to the chopping of an onion, a 2 axes nano-scale cutting process was 

employed in an ultra-microtome to produce graphene nano-blocks (GNBs) from HOPG. 

Comprising of millions of AB stacked GQDs, these GNBs were exfoliated via the superacid 

exfoliation strategy to produce a mono-dispersion of GQDs (Efficiency ~ 80 %). These mono-

dispersions of GQDs displayed spatial dimension-dependent band-gap and corresponding 

photoluminescence emission peaks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first instance of 

high-throughput fabrication of GQDs with both controlled dimensions and pre-determined shape 

and the experimental demonstration of the rational engineering of the GQDs’ optical property. 
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 Introduction 
Since its isolation in 2004, Graphene, consisting of a monolayer of sp2 bonded carbon 

atoms arranged in a honey comb lattice, has generated intense excitement owing to its 

unparalleled properties[1-8]. Reduction of the size of graphene close to its Bohr exciton radii 

results in the formation of a new class of graphene called Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and 

leads to the emergence of several new phenomena unavailable to the parent graphene [2, 4, 7, 9-

18]. Crucial among those are the bandgap generation and the unique optical properties such as 

the emergence of new absorption bands and photoluminescence emission spectra [11-13, 18]. 

Theoretical and experimental studies have found these properties to be sensitively dependent on 

the dimensions and edge lattice terminations of the GQDs [9-13, 15, 17, 18]. Despite the plethora 

of research into the production of the 2D graphene, the progress in the synthesis of GQDs has 

lagged far behind. The current methods of fabrication include the top down strategies of 

chemical [9, 18], sono-chemical [11] and lithographic strategies [15]; and the bottom-up 

chemical condensation strategy [12, 13]. While the chemical and sono-chemical methods 

produce GQDs with restricted dimensions and rough edges, the lithographic methods are limited 

by the extreme low throughput. The bottom-up chemical condensation of halocyclic precursors, 

even-though promising, fails for GQDs with dimensions > 3 nm. To enable the rational 

engineering of the optical properties of GQDs, a new large-scale production strategy is mandated 

with better control on the GQD dimensions and edge structure. 

 
Figure 7-1 Schematic diagram of GQDs of various shapes 
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In this report we demonstrate a novel nanotomy-based (nanoscale cutting) production 

strategy for large scale synthesis of GQDs with tunable dimensions and shape from 

commercially acquired highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) blocks. Similar in principle to 

the chopping of an onion (a macroscopic layered material), we employ two-step-two-axes 

nanotomy of HOPG, using an ultrasharp diamond knife (Boeckeler Inc., edge radius ~ 5 nm) 

mounted on a ultramicrotome (Boeckeler Instruments, Inc.), to produce nanoblocks of graphene 

(see methods section for details). Upon assiduous alignment routines (see methods section for 

details), each cutting cycle was found to be successful in producing a cut. The efficiency of 

cutting was found to be ~ 99 % (for ~ 200 cutting cycles in each step: see methods section and 

Appendix F for details). The as-produced graphene nanoblocks (GNBs) comprise of millions of 

AB-stacked GQDs which were then exfoliated using the recently reported chlorosulfonic 

superacid exfoliation strategy[19] (Figure 7.3). With the exfoliation efficiency ~ 60 %, the 

overall efficiency of the GQD synthesis strategy is ~ 59 %. This translated to ~ 1010 GQDs per 

hour per nanotome per HOPG (see Appendix F for details).  

 Experimental Methods 

 Priming the HOPG block 
A commercially obtained HOPG block (ZYA grade, SPI Inc.; Size 7 X 7 X 1 mm) was 

cleaved using a stainless steel knife into 2 mm X 2 mm X 1 mm pieces (due to the limitations 

imposed by the dimensions of the diamond knife: Knife edge length 3 mm) and the cut blocks 

embedded in Paraffin Wax molds at 80 C and then allowed to cool to room temperature for 4 

hours. Paraffin wax provides structural support during the cutting process (Figure 7.2 a-c).  
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Figure 7-2 (a, b) Optical image and schematic diagram of a HOPG block. (c) Optical image 

of fully embedded cut-HOPG blocks in wax. (d) Nikon D60 image of the trimming setup 

using a freshly sharpened glass knife mounted on a microtome. A closer look at the figure 

reveals the wax trims on the user-side of the knife. (e) Optical image of the trimmed 

HOPG-embedded-in-wax showing the FC1 and the FC2 faces.   

 

The wax-embedded sample is then mounted onto the sample holder as shown in the 

Figure 7.2 d. The sample is then primed for the cutting step by serially trimming the wax using a 

freshly sharpened glass knife so as to expose the HOPG block on 2 sides (Figure 7.2d, e) for the 

serial 2-step-2-axes cutting process. 

 

 Cutting process 
Similar to the chopping of an onion, a 2-step-2-axes cutting process was carried out in 

order synthesize the quantum dots (Figure 7.3 a, b). After the priming process, the wax-

embedded HOPG is mounted on the sample holder with the first cutting face, FC1 facing the 
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diamond knife, as shown in Figure 7.3 a and e. Careful alignment routines similar to that 

described in Chapter 6, Methods section are employed to ensure that FC1 and the diamond knife 

edge are parallel. For the first step, the HOPG was cut partially (the vertical displacement during  

 

 
Figure 7-3 (a, c, d) Schematic diagram of the high-throughput GQD production strategy 

via nano-scale 2-step-2-axes cutting of HOPG blocks (embedded in wax) in an ultra-

microtome. First, partial cutting of the HOPG block was carried out along the 1st axis (a), 

followed by cutting in the 2nd axis (b), to produce the GNBs (c). The GNBs comprise of 

millions of AB stacked GQD sheets as shown in the cartoon in d. (e) A Nikon D 60 image of 

the ultra-microtome setup employed in the GQD production process. (f) The as-obtained 

GNBs were exfoliated into their constituent GQDs via the recently reported super-acid 

exfoliation strategy.  The figure shows optical images of the glass vials containing a mono-

dispersion of 50 X 50 and 80 X 80 nm GQDs dispersed stably in chlorosulfonic acid. 

cutting being equal to the thickness of HOPG block embedded in wax i.e.  ~ 1 mm without 

cleaving the wax support on the top surface of HOPG) while moving forward in steps of 

predetermined dr1 (this corresponds to the length of the GQDs eventually produced). 
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It is imperative to note that, partial cutting is important in the first step to enable the cut blocks to 

be still embedded in wax for the second axes cutting (see Figure 7.3 b). Without the partial 

cutting action, the first step was found result in de-lamination of the GNBs from wax leading to 

the formation of GNRs instead of GQDs. With the cutting action being successful in every 

cutting cycle, the efficiency of the cutting was estimated to be ~ 100 % owing to the partial 

cutting. Then, the partially-cut-HOPG-wax ensemble is rotated by an angle θGQD ~ 90º (or any 

other angle depending on the desired shape of GQDs, Figure 7.4) in the horizontal plane as 

shown in Figure 7.3b, aligned assiduously as per the procedure described before, and the second 

full cycle cutting step is carried out in steps of dr2 (the breadth of the GQDs) producing the 

GNBs with dimensions dr1 X dr2: the cut GNBs fell free from the wax embeds onto the water 

bath behind the diamond knife. The angle, θGQD determines the shape of the GQDs. As can be 

seen from Figure 7.4, varying the θGQD and the dr1 and dr2 different shapes and sizes of GQDs 

could be obtained. 

 
Figure 7-4 Schematic diagram showing the various parameters during the cutting process 

and their effect in producing different shapes of GQDs 

 

We would like to draw attention to the fact that after the second axes (FC2) cutting step, owing to 

the limited number of cutting cycles from the first axis (FC1) cutting steps non en-compassing the 

whole length of the HOPG block, GNRs are produced concomitantly with GQDs (see Appendix 

F for a detailed discussion). The GQDs are separated from the GNRs using high-speed 

centrifugation based processing as described in later sections. 
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 Collection of GNBs and exfoliation 
The free GNBs in the water bath were collected via aspiration using a pipette and stored 

in a glass vial. The glass vials were heated at 200 °C for 2 hours to remove residual wax and 

evaporate the water. The as-obtained GNBs could potentially be exfoliated using any of the 

reported graphene exfoliation strategies [20]. For this work, we chose to employ the recently 

reported chlorosulfonic acid based exfoliation [19] owing to its high efficiency and its capability 

in producing pristine exfoliated GQDs. 2 ml of 98 % chlorosulfonic acid was dispensed into the 

glass vials and put in a shaker at room temperature for ~ 8 hours to facilitate exfoliation into the 

constituent GQDs (Figure 7.3 f). The liquid phase in the vials turned black demonstrating the 

successful exfoliation of the GNBs into the constituent GQDs (and the GNR contaminants). The 

as-produced GQD-dispersions were found to be stable for over several months (> 2 months).  

 Separation of GNRs from the GQDs 
The exfoliated mixture of GNR contaminants and the GQDs in chlorosulfonic superacid 

were centrifuged at 13, 300 g for 3 hours at room temperature in a table top centrifuge. 

Subsequently, the top layer of superacid, which contained enriched GQDs, was extracted. 

Throughout this report, thus enriched samples of GQDs were employed for further analyses 

unless otherwise mentioned.  

 Results and Discussions 
The exfoliated GQDs were quenched in DI water (1:200) and were templated on 300 

mesh lacey-carbon TEM grids for TEM analyses. Figure 7.5 shows an assortment of TEM 

images of the GQDs produced by our nano-scale cutting strategy.  The images demonstrate the 

versatility of our process in producing GQDs with controlled dimensions from 50 nm till > 100 

nm and pre-determined regular shapes (square, rectangular, trapezoidal and triangular). 

Dimensional analysis was carried out for the 50 X 50 GQDs displayed in Figure 7.5 a and the 

standard deviation was determined to be ~ 5 nm, which showed good mono-dispersity of the 

GQD suspensions. This is comparable to or surpasses most GQD production strategies that have 

been reported this far.  
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Figure 7-5 (a-e) Assorted TEM images of GQDs immobilized on 300 mesh lacey-carbon 

TEM grids demonstrating the versatility of our synthesis strategy with regard to the 

dimensions and shape 

 

We employed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for analysing the chemical 

properties of the superacid exfoliated GQDs. C 1s spectra on the GQD films, immobilized on 

silicon dioxide substrate via dropcasting, showed the lone peak at 284.5 eV characteristic to sp2 

bonded carbon (Figure 7.6 a) [21]. This absence of the XPS spectral peaks corresponding to the 

sp3 bonded carbon demonstrates the predominantly pristine nature of our GQDs. However, full 

scale survey scans showed the presence of < 1 % sulphur, which we attribute to probable edge 

sulfonation considering the excellent propensity of chlorosulfonic acid to sulfonate phenylic 

groups [22, 23]. This inability of the C 1s spectra in detecting edge sulfonation is due to the low 

atomic percentage of sulphur and is not without precedence, has in fact been observed by 

Behabtu et al [19] in their study on exfoliation of graphene. High resolution scans for sulphur 2p 

displayed two peaks, one at ~ 169 eV corresponding to sulphur at high oxidation states such as 

sulfonates and the other at ~ 164 eV corresponding to unbound disulfide or thiols (adsorbed 

residual acid / sulphur compounds) [24] (Figure 7.6 b). Theoretical analysis on the fraction of 

edge carbon atoms with respect to the basal surface ones for a 50 X 50 nm GQD caps the 

maximum possible sulphur atomic percentage at 8 % (assuming total sulfonation of the edge 

associated carbon stoms), consistent with the experimental results (see Chapter 6 - Appendix E 

for details).  
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Figure 7-6 (a) Typical C 1s XPS spectra for the 50 X 50 nm GQDs showing the presence of 

the lone peak at ~ 284.5 eV corresponding to the crystalline sp2 bonded carbon. The 

absence of peaks corresponding to the functionalized sp3 bonded carbon demonstrates the 

pristine nature of our chlorosulfonic superacid exfoliated GQDs.  (b) High resolution S 2p 

spectra for the GQDs showing the presence of trace amounts of sulphur attributed to the 

probable edge sulfonation (peak at ~ 169 eV) and adsorbed residual acid (peat at ~ 164 eV) 

 

We studied the optical properties of two families of GQDs with similar shapes: the 50 X 

50 nm square GQDs and the 80 X 80 nm square GQDs quenched in DI water, for the ease of 

comparison (Figure 7.7).  Theoretical studies have predicted the emergence of several unique 

optical properties due to pronounced effects of the quantum confinement and edge lattice effects 

in view of smaller dimensions (< 100 nm) of the GQDs [2, 10, 11, 15, 18, 25, 26]. Experimental 

UV-Vis absorbance spectra of both the GQD families showed one concurrent peak typically at ~ 

230 nm which was attributed to the π – π* electronic transitions of the pristine aromatic sp2 

domains [8, 11]. New characteristic peaks at ~ 276 nm (~ 4.49 eV) for 50 X 50 nm GQDs and at 

~ 308 nm (~ 4.02 eV) for 80 X 80 nm GQDs, were also observed without any precedence in the 

parent graphene [2, 4].  
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Figure 7-7 (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra for the two families of GQDs viz. 50 X 50 nm 

GQDs and 80 X 80 nm GQDs showing the unique spectral features absent in the parent 

graphene.  (b, c) Photoluminescence emission spectra for the excitation at the characteristic 

absorption peaks for the respective GQD families.  

 

Photoluminescence emission spectra of the GQDs for excitation at the corresponding 

characteristic absorption band showed a strong green luminescence: for 50 X 50 nm GQDs PL 

emission at 570 nm was observed for excitation at 270 nm i.e. a stokes shift of 300 nm (2.32 eV); 

and for 80 X 80 nm GQDs PL emission at 590 nm was observed for excitation at 308 nm 

corresponding to a stokes shift of ~ 282 nm (1.92 eV) (Figure 7.7 b, c). The observed red-shift in 

the PL emissions upon increase in GQD dimensions is in sync with the theoretical predictions 

[10, 11, 18].  The respective PL emission peaks were found to be excitation dependent, with the 

most intense peak being for excitation at the characteristic absorption band, similar what has 

been reported earlier by Pan, D. et al [11]. The PL emission spectra was found to be independent 

of the pH of the solution, discounting the involvement of emissive free zig-zag sites of the GQDs 

[11, 26, 27]. The PL excitation spectra for the respective emission peaks showed only one sharp 
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peak corresponding to the characteristic absorption peaks (see Appendix F, Figure F2). In 

contrast to the results by Pan, D. et al [11], this suggests for a different origin for the 

photoluminescence other than the carbene-like triplet ground states in free zig-zag sites of GQDs. 

Further studies need to be conducted on determining the exact origin of our photoluminescence 

peaks.  

 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel nano-scale 2-step-2-axes cutting strategy 

for high throughput fabrication of GQDs with controlled dimensions, shapes and smooth edges. 

The structural and optical properties of the resulting mono-dispersed suspension of GQDs were 

characterized via TEM, UV-Vis spectroscopy and Photoluminescence spectroscopy, providing a 

clear demonstration of the effects of quantum confinement for two size families. We expect this 

facile synthesis process to enable rational design of the electro-optical properties of GQDs for 

applications in electronics and optics. 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions and future work 

In this dissertation we synthesized various structural and chemical derivatives of 

graphene, characterized them in detail and employed them in applications as diverse as 

ultrasensitive sensing, thin film transistors, physiological coatings in biomedical engineering and 

as a protective swaddle for TEM imaging of bacteria. Chapter 1 presented a brief overview of the 

wonder material graphene, some of its exceptional properties that make graphene a truly table 

top quantum material and the current fabrication methods for producing graphene. It also made 

an attempt to contextualize the results in chapters 2 – 7 in view of the overall landscape of 

graphene science.  

Chapter 2 demonstrated the first working graphene based bacterial / DNA sensor. Using a 

novel HATU-catalyzed reaction of Graphene oxide (GO), an oxy-functional derivative of 

graphene, bio-functionalized graphene (both peptide and probe DNA functionalized) was 

synthesized which were employed as sensitive building blocks for bioelectronics at both 

microbial and molecular level with single quanta sensitivity. We demonstrated a single 

bacterium bio-device, where 1400 charge carriers were generated in the functionalized graphene 

sensor; and a DNA / protein and polyelectrolyte chemical transistor, where hybridization of a 

single DNA strand to its complementary probe reversibly increased the hole density by 5.61 X 

1012 cm-2. We believe this work to lead to the development of various graphene derivatives and 

their application in highly sensitive molecular detection tools, bio-batteries, bio-driven 

electronics and molecular electronic systems.  

Chapter 3 extends this work to the next level where a single live bacterium (at the time of 

wrapping) was hermetically wrapped with a protein-functionalized graphene sheet. The 

exceptional structural, chemical and electrical properties of graphene were leveraged to protect 

the dimensional and topological integrity of the bacterial cells in ultrahigh vacuum (~ 10-5 Torr) 

and high beam current (~ 150 A/cm2) of the TEM column. Unlike unwrapped bacterium which 

shrunk by ~ 76 % upon exposure to the TEM column during imaging, the impermeable 

graphenic encasements of the wrapped bacterium enabled ~ 350 % wet volume retention, 

protected the internal bacterial structures including cell wall and significantly abated electrostatic 

charging. This enabled facile “native state” imaging of the bacterial cells in a TEM without the 

traditionally lengthy sample preparation procedures. We believe this work to enable real-time 
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imaging of fluid dynamics, liquid protein suspensions and elucidation of live cell biochemical 

activity.  

The fabrication of biocompatible, robust free-standing TWEEN/Graphene paper is 

demonstrated in chapter 4. In addition to demonstrating excellent chemical stability and 

mechanical strength (robust enough to be handled by hand), the TWEEN/Graphene paper was 

non-toxic towards three mammalian cell lines (African green monkey kidney cells (Vero Cells), 

Embryonic bovine (EB) cells, and Crandell–Rees feline kidney cells (CRFK)) tested while 

simultanelously inhibiting the non-specific binding of bacterial cells (Bacillus cereus). These 

results show that TWEEN/Graphene composites could potentially be used for biomedical 

applications including artificial skin, transplant device coatings, invasive instrument coatings and 

implants.  

Chapter 5 addresses the issue of extreme toxicity of reductants employed in reduced 

graphene oxide (RGO) production by demonstrating a novel, ultra-fast and high-yield process for 

synthesizing highly stable RGO dispersions in methanol via a facile sodium hydride based 

reduction of GO. The abilities of sodium hydride to act as a reducing agent to reduce GO to 

RGO and as a deprotonator to convert methanol to methoxy ions which stabilize the RGO sheets 

in bulk methanol are leveraged in this process. The RGO sheets produced displayed high carrier 

mobilities (as high as 600 cm2/V·s) and a low degree of sp3 defects (Raman ID/G ~ 1.08), 

demonstrating the high efficiency of the reduction process. Owing to its benignness, we expect 

an ubiquitous application of our hydride reduction strategy for chemical synthesis of graphene.  

In chapter 6, we have addressed one of the key problems withholding the ubiquitous 

application of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), 1 dimensional semiconducting derivatives of 

graphene, in electronics. We demonstrate a novel high-throughput (~ 108 GNRs / hr / nanotome) 

nanotomy (nanoscale cutting) route to synthesize GNRs with controllable width and smooth 

edges (Raman ID/G ~ 0.22 – 0.28) from commercially available highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 

(HOPG) blocks using an ultra-sharp (edge radius ~ 5 nm) diamond knife. The minimum standard 

deviation of the widths (modal width pre-determinable between ~ 5 nm till 600 nm) obtained 

was ~ 4 nm which is one of the narrowest width distributions reported till date. Thin films of the 

pristine GNRs for varying widths displayed an ambipolar semiconducting nature (bandgaps ~ 30 

± 10 meV for films of 15 nm wide GNRs) and high carrier mobilities (~20 ± 4 cm2/V·s for films 

of 15 and 25 nm GNRs). With every researcher having easy access to a mictotome, we expect 
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wide-spread adoption of our GNR synthesis strategy and a resulting quantum leap in GNR 

applications and research. 

Chapter 7 extends this work by demonstrating a modified version of the nanoscale cutting 

strategy, a 2-step-2-axes cutting process for high throughput fabrication of GQDs with controlled 

dimensions, shapes and smooth edges. The structural and optical properties of the resulting 

mono-dispersed suspension of GQDs were characterized via TEM, UV-Vis spectroscopy and 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy, providing a clear demonstration of the effects of quantum 

confinement. We expect this facile synthesis process to enable rational design of the electro-

optical properties of GQDs for applications in electronics and optics. 

To conclude this dissertation, inspite of several key findings and the resulting high-

impact publications, in our opinion has just skimmed the surface of the sea of graphene science. 

Much further studies wait to be done both in breadth and depth before the importance of 

graphene can be tangibly appreciated. The enormous potentialities offered by graphene need to 

be actualized, or they would be forever lost as one of the numerous intangibles in the academia. 

Taking a cue from Jon Von Neumann, one of the founding fathers of modern science & 

technology, who has famously talked about the ever accelerating pace of technological 

revolution enabling advancements in rapidly decreasing time scales: unlike Silicon, the material 

at the heart of current technology (both digital and analog), which needed a generation of 

research before its mainstream applications; those of graphene, in view of the exponentially 

increasing research efforts, might not be that far in the future: atleast not a generation. 
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Appendix A - Supporting information: Chemically modified 

graphene for bio/chemo-interfacing in bio-devices and DNA-sensors 

 Attaching DNA on graphene 

The previously prepared GO-coated silica substrate was dipped in a mixture containing 5 ml of 

2.5 μg/μl solution of single stranded 5’ aminated DNA (20 bases, purchased from Invitrogen 

Inc.), having a sequence  

Amine-AAC TGC CAG CCT AAG TCC AA, 

mixed with 5 mg of HATU and incubated at room temperature in an incubator-shaker for 8 

hours. The non-covalently bonded DNA was removed by washing with 1% SDS (1mg/ml) for 30 

minutes in a shaker. This produced DNA tethered covalently on graphene. 

Hybridization experiments 

To hybridize this DNA tethered graphene substrate with a complementary DNA attached to a 

fluorescent marker, a 50 μl drop of 0.175 μg /μl probe DNA containing the 3’ Rhodamine green 

linked dye (purchased from Invitrogen Inc.) with a complementary sequence: 

Rhodamine Green – TTG GAC TTA GGC TGG CAG TT, 

was put on the chip and incubated at room temperature for 4 hours after which the non-specific 

attachment of the probe was removed by repeated washing (2 times) with 1 % SDS for 30 

minutes each. (Figure A.1) 
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Figure A-1 Confocal image of the complementary probe DNA bound to the G-DNA 

showing the wrinkles (w), folds and multilayers (1, 2, 3). 

De-hybridization experiments 
The sample was incubated with 10 M urea at 40 0C in an incubator shaker for 3 hours 

followed by washing with DI water. Then the sample was dialyzed (MWCO - 2000 Daltons) for 

the next 24 hours to get rid of all the urea adsorbed on G-DNA. 

Control experiments 
For the negative control, all of the steps of the DNA attachment procedure were repeated 

except the probe (3’ Rhodamine green dye linked DNA) hybridization step. And for the positive 

control, all the steps enumerated in the DNA attachment procedure were repeated except the 5’ 

aminated DNA attachment step. (Figure A.2 – b, c) 
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Figure A-2 a.Complementary DNA (with rhodamine green) is hybridized on graphene-

DNA (G-DNA) deposited on 300 nm thick Silica substrate. Confocal microscopy image 

clearly shows the presence of complementary DNA hybridized. Further the folds of G-DNA 

can be clearly seen. The white arrows show the folds and the orange arrows show the 

wrinkles. b. Negative control (no probe) c. Positive control (no aminated DNA). Here 1, 2 

and 3 represent the relative thickness of G-DNA sheets, F represents the folds and W 

represents the wrinkles. 

 

 Electrical measurements 
All electrical measurements were taken at room temperature, under a steady nitrogen 

environment, using a Keithley 2612 Dual-Channel System Source Meter connected to a 

computer via a GPIB/IEEE-488 interface card. All observations were found to be consistent and 

robust over a period of multiple weeks. 
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Gating data for GO, PGA and GA 

 
Figure A-3 Gating setup for GO, GA and PGA 

 

Gating was performed by keeping the source-drain voltage (gold electrodes), VDS = 8 V 

and measuring the change in conductivity with the gate voltage, which was applied to the heavy-

doped silicon backgate (Figure A.3). From these measurements, the electron and hole mobilities 

of GA and GO were estimated as explained in the main text (FigureA.4). 

 

 
Figure A-4 Graphene-oxide, Graphene-amine and Plasma-Graphene amine gate 

characteristics showing the change in source-drain current versus gate potential at 8V 

source-drain bias. 
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 Calculations for DNA attachments 
 

 
Figure A-5 A schematic of graphene’s benzene ring like arrangement of carbon atoms. This 

schematic was used to estimate the density of DNA attached on GO. 

 

Area of the a unit honeycomb structure ~  where a is the bond length  

 

For a = 0.142 nm,  

Area of the unit honey comb structure = 5.239 X 10-16 cm2  

Number of carbon atoms per unit honey comb structure = 2,  

Thus the area occupied by one carbon atom = 2.619 X 10-16 cm2  

Density of the [COOH] groups in graphene oxide = Number of DNA molecules attached  

to graphene oxide (assuming a 100 % efficiency) = 1.947 X 1014 cm-2  

Change in the number of holes for the G-DNA device = 5.61 X 1012 cm-2,  

Thus the change in the number of holes per DNA = = 0.0288 

  

Thus, assuming a 25% efficiency, 8 DNA molecules change 1 hole. 
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 Calculation for PAH attachment 

The change in conductivity  with change in charge density due to gating is 

given by:  

Where , is the change in source-drain current, Δq is the change in hole-density of 

graphene, μ is the hole mobility, V is the source-drain voltage, AGraphene is the cross-sectional area 

of graphene, VGraphene is the volume of graphene between electrodes and d is gap between the 

electrodes . 

This further gives,: 

 

The change in charge density is a result of chemical gating from attachment of the PAH 

molecules, which are positively charged.  

Thus, ,  where n is the number of PAH monomers, CPAH is the 

capacitance from the positive charge on the surface of PAH monomer and VPAH is the potential 

from the positive charge on the monomer (single charge). 

 

 
Figure A-6 A rough schematic of PAH molecule adsorbed on GO. This schematic was used 

to estimate the area of adsorption of a PAH monomer. 
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This gives the value of charge density change to be: 

 

 

For PAH,  ~ 2. As per our measurements,   = 0.29 μA, V = 8 V, d = 5 μm, and 

μ is 2.269 X 10-6 m2/V/s. 

 

This gives a value of n = 1.254 X 107 monomers in 5 X 107 nm2. This implies there is ~ 1 

PAH monomer per 3 nm2. This is not an accurate measure since it does not take into 

consideration the folding of PAH molecules. However it provides a lower limit to deposition and 

we can say that 1 monomer is attached in > 3 nm2 area on GO. 

 Change in conductivity of various CMG-devices and their hybrids with 

polyelectrolyte attachment 
Here we show the change in conductivity for the different CMGs used for building the 

bio-devices as well as the change in the number of holes for these devices. The conductivity 

change was calculated from the current-voltage curves for the CMGs and the change in the 

number of holes was calculated using the electrical gating data as shown above in the document. 
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Table A-1 The change in resistance, hole density and conductivity for different CMG-

devices upon electrostatic adsorption with different polyelectrolytes 
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Appendix B - Supporting information: Impermeable graphenic 

wrapping of bacteria 

 
Figure B-1 The fractional shrinkage of bacteria observed as a function of time under 

TEM’s electron beam exposure for wrapped, unwrapped bacteria and partially-wrapped 

immobilized on Si3N4 TEM-window. Clearly, the wrapped bacteria exhibit minimal 

shrinkage; for the unwrapped bacteria, the arrows point to the bubbles and structural 

defects caused due to the electron beam damage in the TEM; and for the Partially-wrapped 

bacteria plumes of volatile intra-cellular components escape into the TEM chamber (shown 

by dotted circles). 
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 Experimental modeling of TEM beam damage 
 

 
Figure B-2 Schematic diagram of the diffusion of volatile cellular components from an 

Si3N4 grid immobilized unwrapped bacterium due to exposure to the high vacuum 

environment of the TEM and the electron beam 

 

Owing to exposure to the high vacuum environment of the TEM column, out-diffusion of 

the water and other volatile components of the un-wrapped bacterial cell were observed, leading 

to cellular shrinkage (Figure B.2). Further, exposure to the electron beam results in boiling off of 

the volatile cellular matter which in concert with vacuum mediated efflux resulting in an 

accelerated rate of out-diffusion.  The rate of decrease of the volume fraction was found 

Tww CCAICR
k

λ−−∝ , where k is the permeability, A is the electron-beam boiling-factor, Cw 

and CT are the water and total concentration in a bacterium, R is the radius of the bacterium, I is 

the electron beam current and λ is the latent heat of vaporization. Integration of this expression 

leads to,  
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where, VBo is the volume fraction of completely dehydrated bacteria, α1 and α2 are 

arbitrarily constants proportional to the impermeability and electron beam damage resistance 

respectively and β is proportional to the overall volume fraction shrinkage rate.  

Characterization of the exclusive effect of the high vacuum on the bacteria mandates the 

decoupling of the effect of the electron beam. In order to achieve this, both the unwrapped and 

wrapped bacteria were immobilized on 100 nm thick Si3N4 membrane grids, the average 

bacterial areal parameters determined from optical microscope images and subsequently exposed 

to the high vacuum of the TEM column with intermittent imaging at 5, 10 and 15 minutes (with 

the electron beam being kept switched off at all times other than the time required to acquire an 

image). Further, to reduce the effect of the electron beam, the grids were mounted on the TEM 

specimen holder so as to have the electron beam first hit the SiN membrane rather than the 

bacterial samples. Table 3.2 details the exclusive effects of the vacuum on the wrapped and the 

unwrapped bacterial cells. Assuming the effect of electron beam to be negligible in this setup (α2 

= 0 in Equation 1) and fitting the curve in Origin, VBo , α1 and β were found to be 0.286, 0.714 

and 0.404 min-1 respectively for the unwrapped bacteria (Figure 3.7, a); in contrast insignificant 

change in the volume fraction of the wrapped bacteria was found signifying the high level of 

protection offered upon swaddling with the PFGs. 

Upon studying the concerted effect of the high vacuum and the electron beam damage on 

the unwrapped bacteria (by keeping the electron beam switched on at all times and having the 

grids oriented in such a way as to have the electron beam hit the bacteria first), the VBo , α1 , α2  

and β were found to be 0.249, 1.168, 0.416 and 0.888 min-1 respectively (Table 3.1, Figure 3.7, 

b); once again there was minuscule change in the volume fraction of the wrapped bacteria.   
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 Permeability calculations 
 

From equation 1, the volume fraction of an unwrapped bacterium is given by, 
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Upon maclaurin series expansion of the exponential terms and the denominator, followed 

by simplification by neglecting higher exponents for t (since we are considering initial times 

where the permeability is linear and the electron beam and UHV effects are additive), we obtain, 
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Based on the simplistic Darcian permeability model, the darcial permeability of the 

bacteria is given by, 
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Where, the units of PD are in s-1. 

 

Thus, the final darcian permeability of the bacteria is given by, 
D

Initial

Initial

P V
S

, where VInitial is 

the initial volume of the bacteria and SInitial is the initial surface area of the bacteria and the 

permeability has the final units of m/s.  

 

For the unwrapped bacteria exposed to the exclusive effects of the UHV atmosphere, the 

darcian permeability was calculated to be 7.624 X 10-9 m/s (VBo , α1 and β were found to be 

0.286, 0.714 and 0.404 respectively, α2 = 0 since the effects of the electron beam are negligible, 

VInitial ~ 2.404 X 10-18 m3 and SInitial ~ 1.516 X 10-12 m2); the wrapped bacteria exhibited 
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negligible change in the volume. For the unwrapped bacteria exposed to the conjoined effects of 

the UHV and the electron beam, the darcian permeability was calculated to be 20.508 X 10-9 m/s 

(VBo , α1 , α2  and β were found to be 0.249, 1.168, 0.416 and 0.888 respectively, VInitial ~ 2.404 X 

10-18 m3 and SInitial ~ 1.516 X 10-12 m2); wrapped bacteria again showed negligible change. 

Therefore, the darcian permeability of the bacteria decreased from 7-20 nm/s to ~ 0 upon 

wrapping. 

 Empirical modeling of TEM beam damage and discussion 
In order to empirically

 

 study the beam damage process on our PFG-wrapped samples, 

we considered four major pathways for the occurrence of TEM beam damage based on prior 

theoretical studies,: (D1) An-isotropic ballistic ejection (or sputtering) of the primary knock-on 

atom (PKA) facilitated by direct knock-on electron-nuclei collisions, (D2) Shear damage brought 

forth by the electrostatic charging induced ion migration and the ensuing repulsion, (D3) 

Isotropic, steady state ejection of the nuclei owing to electron-beam induced localized heating 

coupled with high vacuum environment inside the TEM column, and (D4) Re-configuration of 

the electronic and chemical structure of the organic sample via electron beam-induced 

excitations known as radiolysis [1-3].  

D1:  

Carbon, which in its crystalline form is the sole constituent of graphene and amorphous 

form in which it constitutes ~ 26 % of the total mass of the bacterial cells, is highly susceptible to 

sputtering even at 100 keV electron energies owing to its low molecular weight. The knock-on 

energy threshold for sputtering an in-lattice PKA carbon atom with three sp2 bonds is 17 eV and 

5-15 eV for the amorphous sp3 bonded C-atoms or lattice-edge atoms with vacant nearest-

neighbor sites). Thus, for all elastic collisions involving an energy transfer above the sputtering 

threshold, a carbon atom is ejected into the TEM column with the residual kinetic energy.  

The maximum energy (Emax) that can be transferred from a 100 kV incident electron in 

such a collision is given by 

 
2
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where, E0 is the kinetic energy of the incident electron, m0 is the rest mass of en electron, 

c is the velocity of light in vacuum and M is the mass of the scattering atom. 

In the CM100 TEM, at 100 kV electron beam irradiating the carbonaceous sample (be it 

crystalline or amorphous), the maximum transferable energy (Emax) is ~ 20 eV. 

 

During an elastic 2-body collision between the electron and the atom, if the electron 

deflects by an angle θ, the energy transferred to the atom is given by, 

 

2
max sin ( )

2
E E θ

=                                                       (5) 

 

Further, the differential cross section for Rutherford-type large azimuth-scattering with 

negligible nuclear field screening is given by, 
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where, σ is the scattering cross-section, θ is the scattering angle, e is the charge of a 

single electron, Z is the atomic number and ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum.  

 

Upon integration of the expression over the scattering angle from  

θmax = π to θmin = 1

max

2sin [ ]SE
E

− ,   

with the assumption that the surface binding energy, ES= Emin (which is the minimum 

energy transferable from the beam, Emin = 17 eV for in-lattice sp2 bonded C-atoms and ~ 5 - 15 

eV for amorphous sp3 bonded C-atoms or lattice-edge atoms with vacant nearest-neighbor sites), 

we get  
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in m2, where v is the velocity of the incident electron given by  

0

2eV
m

ν =  (where V = 100kV). 

 

Substituting these values, σ is calculated to be ~ 6.216 x 10-28 m2 for sp2 bonded carbon 

and ~ 1.174 x 10-27 – 10.567 x 10-27 m2 for sp3 bonded carbon or lattice-edge carbon. 

 

The atomistic sputtering rate from elastic-electron collisions with both the exit-surface 

atoms and the subsurface atoms is given by, 

 

2 (    )JS c thickness of a monolayer
e

σ=                       (8) 

or 

 
1

32 ( )J uAS c
e

σ
ρ

=                                                        (9)  

 

where, c is the dimensionless proportionality constant depending on the sample and 

localized perturbations (owing to the atomistic nature of the sputtering process and the uniform 

composition assumptions), J is the incident electron current density (J = ~ 150 A/cm2), e is the 

electronic charge, u is the atomic mass unit, A is the atomic mass number and ρ is the mass 

density. 

 

Multilayered PFG- wrapped bacteria: 

Owing to the multilayered structure of the PFGs comprising of functionalized outer 

layers and un-functionalized, crystalline graphene layers, we take the average value of the σ = 

3.246 x 10-27 m2 for all our calculations. 
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For a 3 layer PFG, the average monolayer thickness = (total thickness)/3 = 0.933 nm. 

 

The sputtering rate is S = 0.0567c1 nm/sec, where c1 is the proportionality constant. 

 

Assuming the PFG wraps to conform to the structure of the bacterium, the surface area of 

the PFGs hermetically wrapping a bacteria is 2πrh (r is the radius of the bacterium and h is the 

length). 

 

Thus the rate of volume reduction is VWB (D1) = 3.563·c1  x 10-22 m3 /sec 

 

Unwrapped Bacteria: 

A bacteria comprises of 26 % amorphous carbon and 70 % water, we have to account for 

the ejection of both the constituents (taking an weighted average). 

 

Owing to the heterogeneity of the water molecules, the interaction of the electrons is 

expected to be in-elastic leading to beam damage via D2, D3 and D4.  

 

For the amorphous carbon component, 

Using the scheme as presented in 6, 

We calculate, S = 0.0295c2 nm/sec 

 

And the rate of volume reduction is, VUWB(D1) =  1.853·c2  x 10-22 m3 /sec 

 

D2: 

The charging of the electrically insulating bacterial cell is caused by both elastic and in-

elastic scattering events depending on the backscattering coefficient and the secondary electron 

yield. The current balance on the bacteria exposed to an electron beam in a TEM is given by 

Egerton et al [1, 2] as,  
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where, I is the incident beam current, It is the transmission electron  current, VS is the 

surface potential, RS is the effective electrical resistance between the irradiated and surrounding 

regions in the specimen, η(t) is the reduced backscattering coefficient and δ(VS) is the effective 

secondary yield when the surface potential is + VS. 

 

During the high resolution TEM imaging, at a high current density, the VS becomes 

extremely high owing to the presence of highly energetic auger electrons leading to the creation 

of electric fields as high as 1010 V/m, more than sufficient to cause dielectric breakdown or 

lateral migration of ions. This migration of ions leads to electrostatic repulsion generating a shear 

force which in synergy with electron beam-induced heating causes membrane rupture in the 

specimen. However, the models accurately describing this effect are computationally intensive 

and are beyond the scope of this current work.  

 

 

Multilayered PFG- wrapped bacteria: 

With the excellent conductivity of graphene (~ 12, 000 S/m), the electrostatic charging 

and therefore the structural damage should be negligible. Similar observations have also been 

made by Meyer et al [3] in imaging of hydrogen atoms on graphene. 

 

Unwrapped bacteria: 

The unwrapped bacterium gets charged readily in contrast to the wrapped bacteria under 

similar conditions. Further, since D2 affects the cell wall/membrane integrity and hence the out-

diffusion rates of intracellular material, we include this effect in a simplistic formulation in the 

description of the effect of D3. 

 

D3: 

The substantial energy transfer during the in-elastic collisions between incident electrons 

and the atomic-electrons gives rise to an increase in the specimen temperature: leading to 

isotropic ejection of atoms into the TEM column.  

 

A heat-transfer balance leads to, 
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i.e. the net heat transferred into the specimen from the electron beam is rejected via 

conduction and via radiative transfer at steady state. However, owing to the poor thermal 

conductivity of bacterial cells, the radiation term can be neglected, leading to  
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where T is the temperature of the specimen, T0 is the temperature of the surrounding 

TEM column, I is the beam current, e is the electronic charge, E is the average energy loss per 

in-elastic electron-electron collision, λ is the mean free path of all in-elastic scattering, R0 is the 

heat conduction radii, d is the beam diameter and κ is the thermal conductivity of the specimen. 

 

Multilayered PFG- wrapped bacteria: 

Owing to a high thermal conductivity of graphene (~ 5000 W/m/K), the electron beam 

induced heating is expected to result in negligible temperature change (ΔTtheoretical ~ 3.755 X 10-9 

K) over the surrounding column temperature. 

 

Unwrapped bacteria: 

Substituting the numbers in scheme 7, I = 1 pA, R0 = 0.5 μm, d = 1 μm, κwater = 0.58 at 25 

C and for 100 minutes of stationary beam exposure we get, ΔTtheoretical ~ 3.237 X 10-5 K 

 

Thus, the effect of the electron beam induced localized heating in un-wrapped bacterium 

can be safely neglected for the larger beam diameters and lower beam currents. However, since 

water constitutes ~ 70 % of the wet mass of a bacterial cell, owing to (1) the cracks and holes in 

the cell wall created during the course of electron beam-induced an-isotropic sputtering and ion 

migration & repulsion induced shear, and  (2) the high pressure difference between the 
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cytoplasm of the bacteria ( 0 25 23.76 TorrT C
waterP = =  , assuming the TEM beam column to be at 25 C) 

and the TEM column (~ 10-5 torr), the water vapor is expected to slowly leech out into the TEM 

column resulting in the shrinkage of the bacterial cell.  

Assuming the water vapor to leech out of the cell after the beam exposure at a rate 

depending on the amount of diffusion resistance offered by the bacterial cell wall (and cell 

membrane) which is being simultaneously sputtered (D1) and ruptured via the shear (D2), the 

reduction in volume can be calculated as follows, 

 

Wet volume of the bacteria before beam-exposure (with cylinder approximations), 

Vwet = 1.571 x 10-18 m3 for a 2 μm long, 0.5 μm thick bacterial cell 

  

Since the bacteria consists of mostly water (~ 70 %) and carbon (~ 26 %), the average 

density of the bacterial cell can be approximated as ~ 1168 kg/m3. Thus the weight of the 

bacterial cell is 1.834 x 10-15 kg.  

 

Upon exposure to the electron beam, if d·tn % (the time dependent term takes into 

account varying diffusion rates due to barrier compromise via D1 and D2) of water is lost via 

leeching from the bacterial cell, Vfinal = (1.571 – 1.099 x d·tn/100) x 10-18 m3  

 

Thus, theoretically upon loss of all water from the bacteria upon exposure to the TEM 

beam, there would be a ~ 70 % reduction in the total volume of the cell.  

 

D4: 

The inelastic collisions of the electron beam with the amorphous, organic molecules in 

bacteria induce intra-molecular electronic excitations resulting in an irreversible re-arrangement 

of the chemical bonds. This is termed Radiolysis and is usually accompanied by mass loss in 

form of release of low atomic number gases like hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, etc. Further, in the 

context of cells, radiolysis evokes denaturation/unfolding of proteins and destruction of the 

nucleic acids in the DNA and the RNA which limits the ability of the cell to replicate i.e. causes 

cell death.  
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Multilayered PFG- wrapped bacteria: 

Owing to the high resonance energy of the delocalized π-electrons in the graphenic island 

clusters of the PFGs wrapping the bacteria, the wrapped bacteria have a higher stability under an 

electron beam. Further, the atomically-impermeable PFG sheets act as a diffusion barrier, 

thereby reducing the rate of escape of the low atomic number gases upon radiolytic damage in 

wrapped bacteria and increasing the probability of broken-bond annealing. Similar observations 

have also been reported by Fruer and Holland for carbon coated organic compounds. Thus, since 

the amount of information that can be extracted from the sample depends on the beam dose, 

increased resolution is achieved upon wrapping the bacteria before imaging. 

 

Unwrapped bacteria: 

They are exposed to the full brunt of radiolytic damage. 
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Appendix C - Supporting information: Biocompatible, robust free-

standing paper composed of a TWEEN/graphene composite 

 Additional Details of experiments 

Measurement of mechanical properties 
Normal  tensile  tests  of  the  paper  samples  were initially conducted at 35 °C  for 0.5 

min  in controlled-force mode with a preload of 0.001N, then  force  was  loaded  with  a  force  

ramp  rate  of  0.05  N/min.    The sample thickness was measured from SEM images of the 

fracture edges.    

Reaction of TWEEN and hydrazine monohydrate 
We carried out a control experiment  in which the effect of hydrazine treatment on the 

chemical structure of TWEEN was investigated. Here,  a  reaction  of  TWEEN  and  hydrazine  

monohydrate  in  water  was  carried  out  in  the absence of graphene oxide. All the reaction 

conditions were kept the same as those described in  “Production  of  a  colloidal  suspension  of  

TWEEN/RGO  hybrid”  part  of  experimental section. Upon completion of the reaction, water 

was removed by evaporation under vacuum in a water bath at room temperature for 12 h. The 

resultant colorless liquid was further dried under vacuum in water bath at 50 oC for 12 h. 

Subsequently, the 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of both TWEEN and hydrazine-treated TWEEN 

were acquired. The NMR spectra of hydrazine-treated  TWEEN  were  found  to  be  identical  to  

those  of  TWEEN.  This  suggests  that  the chemical  structure  of TWEEN  is  not  altered  by  

the  reaction with  hydrazine  in  the  reaction conditions used in this work.  

Measurements of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) 
We measured non-contact mode AFM and TEM to confirm that the RGO sheets are 

present as individual sheets in the hybrid.   TEM samples were prepared by dip coating a 

Quantifoil TEM grid in a water diluted suspension of TWEEN/RGO.  As can be seen from the 

bright field TEM (BF TEM) image in Figure 4.2, the sheets on the grid seem to be comprised of  

only  a  few  layers,  and  are  very  wrinkled,  and  rolled  at  the  edges.    Individual  reduced 

graphene  oxide  sheets  could  not  be  found  by  AFM  scanning  of  dried-down  deposits  of 
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TWEEN/RGO hybrids on the mica due to TWEEN molecules adsorbed on the sheets.  After 

heating the deposits on the mica substrate (at 200 oC, for 2 h, in the air-oven), individual flat 

reduced  graphene  oxide  sheets  with  thickness  of  ~0.6  nm  were  frequently  observed  from 

numerous  AFM  images.    While  the  thermal  treated  RGO  sheets  on  the  substrate  are 

fundamentally different than the sheets in the TWEEN/RGO hybrids, the presence of ~0.6nm 

thick  sheets  after  heating  the  dried  down  deposit  is  clear  evidence  that  sheets  do  exist  as 

individual sheets in the suspension.   

 

Table C-1 Cell adhesion properties of TWEEN and RGO paper 

 
 

Table C-2 Mechanical properties of TWEEN paper samples 
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Figure C-1 Confocal microscope images of Calcein (Green fluorescence) stained CRFK cell 

attachment on RGO paper (a) and TWEEN-RGO paper (b). No cells were found to adhere 

after 1 minute of exposure to the cell suspension in either case. 
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Appendix D - Supporting information: High-throughput, ultra-fast 

synthesis of solution-dispersed graphene via a facile hydride 

chemistry 

 

 
Figure D-1 (a, b, c) Optical images of the RGO sheets deposited on the 300 nm silica 

substrates showing single sheets, multiple sheets, folds and layers.  
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Figure D-2 (a, b, c) AFM images of the washed RGO sheets deposited onto 300 nm silica 

substrates via drop casting showing the wrinkles and surface features 
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Appendix E - Supporting information: High efficiency production of 

long, high-quality graphene nanoribbons with narrow width 

distribution 

 Efficiency of the nanotomy process 
The overall yield of the process was a combination of the yield of the two independent 

sequential processes underlying GNR production viz. (a) the cleavage of the GNBs from HOPG 

block (SPI Inc.) and (b) the exfoliation of the as-cleaved GNBs into constituent GNRs.  

The yield of the GNB cleaving process depends on the efficiency of cleavage and the 

efficiency of collection of the cleaved GNBs. After proper alignment of the nanotome, the 

cleavage was found to be successful in almost all cutting cycles (for each batch 50 cutting cycles 

was used). Assuming that we collected all the GNBs from the knife boat, the yield of the GNB 

cleaving process is ~ 100 %.  

Thus, the overall yield of the process is efficiency limited by the second step i.e. the 

exfoliation process.  

Superacid exfoliation process  
In order to calculate the efficiency of this exfoliation process, the dried GNBs were 

weighed before being exfoliated. After, the chlorosulfonic acid based exfoliation into constituent 

GNRs, the dark black colored liquid phase was quenched in DI water (1:200) and freeze dried in 

a Virtis Inc freeze drier (Model # 10-MR-TR). The resulting solid was again weighed for 

calculating the efficiency of exfoliation. The efficiency for this process was found to be ~ 80 %.  

Hummer’s acid exfoliation process 
 Using a similar strategy as described above we calculate the efficiency of the hummer’s 

exfoliation process to be < 10 %.   

PCA based exfoliation strategy 
 Using a similar strategy described above, the efficiency was found to be < 1 %. 
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Thus, the maximum over all efficiency of the production of GNRs was ~ 80 % (for 

superacid exfoliation strategy).  

 

 
Figure E-1 Schematic diagram showing the atomic dimensions of a GNB block and a GNR. 

The C-C bond length is 0.142 nm and the interlayer spacing is 0.335 nm. 

 

Considering the 7 X 7 mm areal dimensions and 1 mm thickness of the HOPG block used 

in our cleaving process, for every cleavage step we would produce a GNB consisting of ~ 2.9 X 

106 GNRs (based on dimensions shown by Figure E.1). For 50 such cleavage cycles in 0.5 hour 

we would produce a total of ~ 1.49 X 108 GNRs which are in form of GNBs. Upon exfoliation of 

these GNBs by the superacid based exfoliation strategy, we would expect to produce ~ 2 X 108 

GNRs per hour.  
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 HRTEM image discussion 
In order to study the effectiveness of the nanotomy process in producing long, narrow 

GNRs, we employed HR-TEM imaging for analyzing w ~ 15 nm GNRs.  Excellent width 

uniformity was observed for the GNRs with the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern 

showing hexagonal crystal lattice resembling graphene (Figure 6.8a). For several (5 samples) 

ribbons studied, the typical edge structure was mixed, as can be observed in the representative 

images (a hexagonal pattern has been superimposed as a guide to the eye) (Figure 6.8b, c). We 

attribute this to the combined effect of the grain boundaries of the parent HOPG, the cleavage 

fracture process and the superacid exfoliation strategy.  

 Discussion on XPS analysis of the GNRs 
We used XPS to study the chemical properties of the super acid exfoliated GNRs (Figure 

E.2). High resolution scans for the C 1s were obtained which showed the signature peak of sp2 

bonded carbon at 284.5 eV. The absence of the sp3 carbon associated peaks vindicates the 

pristine nature of the GNRs. The XPS survey scans showed the presence of trace amounts of 

sulfur, which were confirmed using high resolution scans for S 2p. This is consistent with the 

observed up-shift of the Raman G-band peak (by ~ 2 cm-1) for the w ~ 15 nm GNRs, compared 

to the wider GNRs: a signature of charge transfer from edge functional groups (This effect is 

more prominent for narrow GNRs, since they have a higher percentage of edge-associated 

carbon atoms than basal [1]). This presence of a negligible amount of sulfur is similar to the data 

reported on graphene by Behabtu et al [2]. In view of the low penetration depth of the X-rays 

used in XPS (< 10 nm), we attribute the trace amounts of sulfur to the probable edge 

functionalization of the GNRs. Since, the edges of the GNRs, which include dangling bonds and 

defects, are hydrogenated [3, 4], and chlorosulfonic acid reacts with phenylic groups [5], we 

expect some degree of edge sulfonation. Our theoretical calculations limit the maximum 

incidence of sulfur at 1 atomic percentage (Based on the bottom panel of the Figure S3, we 

estimated the total number of edge atoms with respect to the number of basal surface atoms for a 

1 micron long, 15 nm wide GNR to be 0.0073 %. Thus, in the extreme case of full sulfonation of 

the edges, the total theoretical amount of sulfur for unit mass of GNRs is expected to be < 1 %.). 

The atomic percentages of sulfur determined by the XPS scans were within the theoretical limits 

(C > 98 %, S ~ 0.92 %). 
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Figure E-2 High resolution XPS spectra for C-1s and S-2p levels. The scans show the sp2-

carbon peak at 284.5 eV. The low levels of sulfur were attributed to the probable edge 

sulfonation of GNRs by chlorosulfonic acid. 

 

 Conformal Raman spectra on a bilayer GNR (w ~ 15 nm) 
Raman spectroscopy is an excellent technique for probing the quality of the graphenic  

structures in terms of structural (defects), chemical (doping levels) and mechanical (strain) 

characteristics [6, 8]. We employed Raman spectroscopy to probe the edge quality of our GNRs. 

We used a Renishaw inVia confocal micro-Raman spectroscope with an 100 X objective 

equipped with a 514.5 nm laser line to characterize our GNRs. Based on the report by Cai et al 

[7], the diameter of the Raman laser beam is given by, d ~ 2λ/πNA where λ is the wavelength of 

the laser and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens employed. The diameter of the 

laser beam was calculated to be ~ 0.4 µm. Owing to the random edge crystallographies of the 

GNRs described in the current report and the diameter of the laser beam encompassing several 

individual GNRs in the GNR film, the Raman spectra (ID/G ratios) is expected to probe the 

average roughness of the edges including the defects and dangling bonds [4, 8]. Our GNRs were 

found to have low edge roughness as compared to most GNR fabrication strategies (Figure 6.9g). 

Further, we studied an individual w ~ 15 nm GNR, first located by scanning Raman 

spectroscopy for the G band and then full Raman spectra being collected at the location of 

maximum G-band intensity (Figure E.3). The number of layer information was extracted via 
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lorentzian fitting of the 2D peak [6, 8]. The ID/G ratios for bilayer w ~ 15 nm GNRs were ~ 0.4 – 

0.5, comparable to that reported for similar dimension GNRs synthesized via the sonochemical 

unzipping strategy reported by the Dai group [4]. This reflects on the excellent quality of the as 

fabricated GNRs.  

 

 
Figure E-3 A typical conformal Raman mapping of a w ~ 15 nm wide GNR immobilized on 

a silicon dioxide surface. Inset shows a successful 4 peak lorentzian fit of the 2D band of the 

GNR attributing bilayer nature. The ID/G was ~ 0.4-0.5 

 

 Discussion on mechanism of production of GNBs from HOPG 
There has been no consensus on the mechanism of formation of nanometer thick sections 

in a nanotome. Two different mechanisms have been proposed for the sectioning process: (A) 

Direct sectioning (or True sectioning), a process similar to macroscale machining such as lathe-

based cutting, in which the knife is in contact with the specimen at all times during cutting. (B) 

Cleavage based sectioning, in which  the dull edge of a knife initiates a crack, which then 
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propagates in front of the knife like a wedge cleaving a piece of wood. Both of these mechanisms 

are known to act in concert in sectioning of heterogeneous materials and interfaces [9, 10].  

In our case, we believe the predominance of the second mechanism i.e. the cleavage 

mechanism to be in action owing to the following observations: (a) the cutting of ~ 5 nm wide 

GNRs clearly rules out true sectioning since the diamond knife edge radius is known have 

similar dimensions. (b) the appearance of the crazes (a highly distorted and deformed volume) on 

the HOPG as seen in the Figure 6.10 –b is known to be a signature of cleavage process [9].   

Figure 6.10 a – shows a schematic diagram of the cleavage of GNBs from the HOPG 

block and several cutting parameters. The regions of HOPG expected to experience high stresses 

are shown in red.  In order to observe the cutting process in action, we partially cut a HOPG 

block and studied it under a FESEM. Figure 6.10 b shows the false colored FESEM images of 

the crack formed as a result of the initiation of the cutting process and its propagation direction 

aided by the formation of crazes. The red colored regions show the areas expected to be exposed 

to high tensile forces and compressive / shear stresses.  

 

 Discussion on fabrication of GNR films via vacuum filtration 
0.1 ml of the superacid dispersed pristine-GNRs was quenched in 20 ml of DI water to 

produce a colloidal suspension of exfoliated pristine-GNRs in DI water (conc. ~ 0.2 mg/l). Thin, 

flexible pristine-GNR-films were fabricated via vacuum filtration of the DI water suspension of 

pristine-GNRs onto polycarbonate filters (2 inch diameter, 600 nm pore size, SPI Inc.) in an 

apparatus as shown in Figure 6.4, followed by drying in an argon atmosphere at room 

temperature for 2 days. Due to the use of a Büchner funnel in our filtration process, we obtained 

several GNR films, each having a dimension similar to the pores on the funnel (~ 0.4 mm in 

diameter).  

Proposed mechanism of film formation 
Owing to the high aspect ratio of our GNRs (w ~ 15 – 50 nm compared to the 600 nm 

pore size of the filter), several layers of GNRs need to come together to block a single pore. This 

is different from the graphene / GO film filtration where a single sheet is found to block a pore. 

This blockage of a pore is expected to start the deposition process by enhancing the permeation 

through the adjacent pore until it too is clogged by the GNRs, and hence continuing until most 
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pores are clogged. The average thickness of the GNR films was found to be ~ 50 nm (Figure 

6.11 f). This is in contrast to the much larger GO films, where 3-5 layers (corresponding to 4-5 

nm) are typical.  

Sheet resistance of the films 
The sheet resistance of the thin GNR film (on polycarbonate filter substrate) was 

measured using the standard 4 point probe technique in which 4 tungsten probes were 

mechanically pressed onto the samples for contact resistance-free measurements. Sheet 

resistance was determined from the Van der Pauw’s formula . The sheet resistance 

of the films was found to be 2.2 – 5.1 MΩ/□. These results are comparable to the typical values 

for the reduced GO films as reported by Eda et al (43 kΩ/□  - 0.06 T Ω/□) [11]. For surfactant 

stabilized graphenic films, Lotya et al [12] and Hernandez et al [13] have reported 0.022 MΩ/□ 

and 7.1 kΩ/□ respectively post-annealing (pre-annealing figures for Hernandez et al are 7.2 

MΩ/□; the results reported by us are for un-annealed samples

Free-standing GNR-films 

). In view of several randomly 

distributed GNR-to-GNR overlaps in the film, the contact resistance of those junctions is 

expected to form a major component of the sheet resistance.  

Several attempts in producing large freestanding GNR films by dissolving the 

polycarbonate filter paper substrate in chloroform failed owing to their breakage upon 

detachment from the substrate. However, it might be possible to achieve this by using different 

filters such as alumina, which is a part of on going investigation in our group. Nevertheless, the 

microscopic de-laminated GNR-films were immobilized onto a 400 mesh Lacey carbon TEM 

grid for TEM analysis. The TEM images vindicate the expected random distributions of the 

GNRs in the film (Figure 6.4c).  

 Thin-film FET fabrication with GNR-film channel 
In order to study the electronic properties of our GNR films, source and drain electrodes 

(Au:Pd = 3:2) were sputtered onto the GNR film on polycarbonate substrate (600 nm Pore size, 

Polycarbonate membrane, SPI Inc.) using a 0.2 mm wide strip of polyethylene as channel mask 

(Figure 4g shows an optical image of the GNR film on polycarbonate filter substrate with source 
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and drain electrodes deposited. Figure 6.11e and f show FESEM and AFM images of the GNR 

film on the polycarbonate filter substrate.). Post-sputtering, the device is immobilized onto a 

gold-coated-silicon dioxide wafer via application of pressure using a PDMS stamp. The device 

was annealed at 60 C in an Argon atmosphere for 2 hours. Using the gold-coated-silicon wafer as 

the gate electrode and the polycarbonate filter substrate as the gate oxide, back-gated electrical 

studies were conducted (Figure 4d shows a schematic diagram of our back-gated FET device.). 

As a proof of concept, GNR films comprising of 3 different widths of GNRs were studies (w ~ 

50 nm, 25 nm and 15 nm as determined by FESEM / TEM imaging). 

Charge carrier mobilities 
Carrier mobilities were calculated using the commonly used equation, 
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transconductance or the slope of the transfer curve in the linear regime.   

Transfer characteristics show clear semiconducting characteristics (Figure S11). When 

the measurements were conducted in air, a strong n-type doping character was observed for the 

GNR films which were attributed to the adsorbates during the fabrication process. Upon 

exposure to vacuum and electrical annealing as described by Moser et al [14], ambipolar 

character was restored resembling that of pristine graphene. This vindicates the good quality of 

the GNR films. Typical mobilities of the electrons and the holes were calculated to be 20 ± 4 

cm2/V·S for all the devices studied in this work (8 devices were studied in all, 2 for w ~ 50 nm 

and 3 each for w ~ 25 and 15 nm GNRs; 1 device for w ~ 50 nm GNR shorted during gating).  

These values are significantly higher than that reported for the wide-functionalized-reduced-

GONR films reported by Zhu et al (~ 0.1 – 0.5 cm2/V·S) [15] attributed to the pristine nature of 

our GNR films. However, the mobility values reported for single GNR devices are 2 orders of 

magnitude higher (~ 1500 cm2/V·S in the report by Jiao et al [4]). This is expected in view of the 

scattering at the overlap junctions of the GNRs constituting our film. 
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Electrical band-gaps of the GNR-films from non-linear transport regime  
Further, the low temperature IDS versus VDS characteristics (in a Janis ST100 cryostat, 10-

5 Torr base pressure, 80 K) of the GNR films at the charge neutrality point (VG = 0) showed non-

linearity, a characteristic of semiconductors. In order to determine the bandgaps of the respective 

films, we analyzed their non-linear transport characteristics as described by Han et al [16]. 

Owing to the relatively large channel lengths in our GNR film devices, the channel length 

dependence of the non-linear bandgap is expected to have an insignificant effect in our devices. 

The edges of non linear bandgap were determined from the steep increase of the absolute value 

of IDS in the logarithmic scale (Figure 6.11a-c). A clear bandgap scaling was observed: as 

expected the w ~ 50 nm GNR film had a very small bandgap which could not be measured due 

to instrument limitations (2 devices were studied; 1 device shorted during gating), the w ~ 25 nm 

GNR film had a bandgap of ~ 10 meV (3 devices were studied) and the w ~ 15 nm GNR film 

had a bandgap of ~ 35 meV (3 devices were studied).   

Temperature dependent transfer characteristics of GNR-films 
In order to independently study the bandgap of the GNR films and confirm the nonlinear 

bandgap values determined as above, we studied the temperature dependence of the F current of 

the GNR film devices (w ~ 15 and w ~ 25 nm GNR film devices; w ~ 50 nm was not studied 

owing to the extremely small bandgap un-measurable by us due to instrumental limitations) on 

the lines of Chen et al [17]. A sequential decrease in the F current was observed as shown in the 

Figure 4h. We studied the thermally activated off-resonant conduction of the GNR films via 

Arrhenius plots of the IF versus temperature (Figure 6.13). Two separate transport regimes were 

observed, one at high temperature and other at low temperatures with a crossover at a 

characteristic temperature T*. At high temperatures (T > T*), the transport is simply activated and 

the IF follows the simple exponential dependence on temperature given by, 
Tk

E

OFF
B

g

eI 2
−

∝ , where 

Eg is the bandgap, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Plots of ln(IF) versus 

1/T were used to fit a straight line at high temperatures, to obtain average bandgaps of ~ 6 meV 

and ~ 30 meV for w ~ 25 nm and w ~ 15 nm GNR film devices respectively (2 devices were 

studied for each width). These compare well with the non linear bandgap. For the low 

temperature regime (T < T*), stark deviation from simple activation behavior was observed for 
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the IF, which was now observed to decrease more slowly. This is a signature of variable range 

hopping (VRH) transport model. This is expected owing to the several randomly distributed 

GNR overlap junctions in the films which act as scattering sites. A VRH model given by, 
γ)( 0

T
T

OFF eI
−

∝ , where T0 is a characteristic constant and γ is the exponent, was fit to the data. For 

both γ = 1/3 and γ = 1/4, good fits were obtained with similar standard deviations. This is 

suggestive of transport in 2 and 3 dimensions including through multiple layers [18]. More 

studies are undergoing to characterize these transport mechanisms in detail.  
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Appendix F - Supporting information: High throughput production 

of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) with tunable size and shape 

 

Efficiency of the cutting process 
 

 

 

 
Figure F-1 Schematic diagram showing our 2-step-2-axes cutting process for synthesis of 

GQDs.  

 

A typical HOPG block used for the cutting process has a length and breadth of 1 mm X 1 

mm. As can be observed from the Figure F.1,  since we carry out only 200 cutting cycles with dr1 

~ 50 – 100 nm (in order to completely cut the block about ~ 20,000 – 40,000 cutting cycles are 
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needed), the HOPG block is partially cut. Thus upon full cycle cutting in the second step (with 

dr2 ~ 50-100 nm) produces GQDs from the cut portions (in the first step) of the HOPG and GNRs 

from the uncut portions of the HOPG, as seen from the figure. Hence, for a typical cutting 

process of 200 cycles in each step, for production of 50 X 50 nm GQDs from a 1 X 1 mm HOPG 

block produces ~ 1010 GQDs in addition to 108 GNRs, based on the graphenic dimensions given 

by Figure E.1 in Appendix E. This translates to an efficiency of > 99 %. It is imperative to note 

that upon cutting the HOPG block for the full 20,000 – 40,000 cycles in the first step, and then 

again in the second step, theoretically 100 % efficiency could be potentially achieved.  

 

 
Figure F-2 PL excitation spectra of 50 X 50 nm GQDs for emission at 570 nm showing a 

single intense peak at ~ 270 nm which corresponds to the characteristic absorption spectra 

for the GQDs.  
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